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Ihe tg)pt Exploration Society 
(so styled since 1919) was founded in i&Sa, and incorporated in i833 as the ‘Egypt 
Exploration Fund'. 

Et^r since its foundation it has made surveys and conducted explorations and 
excavations in Egypt, in accordance with the best methods of sdendHc mvesd^tton, 
for the purpose of obtaining information about the ancient history, religion, arts, 
literature, and ethnology of that country. The Society's activities have recently been 
extended to the exploration of sites of the Pharaonic Period in the Sudan. 

Those of the antiquities discovered wluch are not retained, according to law, bv 
the Antiquities Departments of Egypt and the Sudan are exhibited in London every 
year and are then distributed among public museums in the United Kingdom, the 
British Dominions, the United States of America, and elsewhere, in strict proportion 
to the contributions from each localit}'. 

All persons interested in the promotion of the Society’s objects are eligible for 
election as Members. The entrance fee hitherto payable has been suspended until 
further notice. The annual subscription is ^2. zs. to the London Ofhce, or $10.00 to 
the American O^ce (sec below), due on ist January. If desired, the annual subscrip¬ 
tion of £z. 2T. can be compounded at any time by a single pajuicnt of £31, los. 

Members have the right of attendance and voting at all meetings, an d may intro¬ 
duce friends to the Lectures and Exhibitions of the Society'. They have access to the 
Library at the Society’s Rooms in London, and may borrow bool^. 

The JouBNAL OF Egyptian AftCHAEOLOOy or, alternatively, a Graeco-Roman 
Memoir, is presented gratis to all Members, and other publications may he purchased 
by them at a substantial discount. 

Subject to certain conditions, of which details may be had on application, all 
students between the ages of fifteen and twenty-five are eligible for election as Asso¬ 
ciate Members. Associate Members receive the Jouknal, gratis and post free, and 
enjoy all other privileges of membership except the right to vote at meetings. The 
annual subscription for Associate Memt^rs is tor. 6d. to the Enndon Olhee, or $2.50 
to the America Office. 

Persons may also join the Society as Associates at an annual subscription of yr. 6d, 
to the London Office. Associates are entitled to receive the Annual Report and tickets 
for lectures and exhibitions, and to use the Library in laindon, but not to take out 
books. 

Full particulars may be obtained from the Secretary, 2 Htnde Street, Manchester 
Square, London, W. i, or from the Secretary of the American Branch, A. S. Arnold, 
£^., P.O. Box 71, Metuchen, New Jersey, U.S.A. 

All communications to the Journal of EcypTiAN Archaeology should be sent 
to the Editor, R. O. Faulkner, Esq., Dclcot, Plantation Road, Amersham, Bucks. 
.All books for review should be sent to the Secretary of thb Egypt Exploration 
Society, z Hinde Street, Manchester Square, London, W. 1. 

All subscriptions for the Journal of Egyptian Akckaeology should be sent to 
the Honorary Treasurer of the Egypt Kxplobatio.n Society, 2 Hinde Street, 
Manchester Square, London, W, 1, or P.O, Box 71, Metuchen, New Jersey, U.S..4. 
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Plate 1 

FHOM TIJR TOMR OF KAF^T*OKK!! AT GT^AII, SiXTlI DYNASTY 
C«f>u d hy Stm M. hitvitt 
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EDITORIAL FOREWORD 

It is a fortunate circumstance that the present volume of the Journal is able to open on 

a relatively optimistic note. A twelvemonth ago it was impossible to hold out hope 

of a resumption of the Society'’s work in the field, and our silence on this score con¬ 
cealed a serious doubt whether our hnanuiat position would admit of such resumption. 

Two events have brightened our horizon: first, the gift of a further §17,000 on the 

part of Mr. John D. Rockefeller, Jnr., which has enabled Miss Calverley, accompanied 
by Miss Collis as her assistant, to proceed to Abydos to coittinue the recording of the 

splendid reliefs and inscriptions in the temple of Sethos I; and second, an intimation 

from the Lords of the Treasury', as recent as the end of February last, that they pro¬ 

posed ‘to inWte Parliament to vote a grant-in-aid of the expenses of the Society of 

3,000, oi. od. in 1947/48’. The latter most welcome news was the response to an 
application setting forth our ui^ent need for financial assistance, and specifying the 

various projects to the completion of which the Society was pledged. Among these the 
publication of outstanding memoirs held the principal place, but it was also recognized 

that the continued excavation of Amarah West was no less urgent. In existing condi¬ 
tions it is hardly surprising that the foreshadowed Government grant is considerably 

smaller than the subsidy asked for, and in consequence the feasibility of an excavation 

to start in December of the present year will be largely conditioned by w'hat donations 
or additional subscriptions w'e can obtain in the coming months. We have taken steps 

to approach various foreign institutions which supported us nobly in the pre-War days, 

but the view' has rightly been taken in one such quarter that a British institution ought 
not to be mainly dependent on external aid, and we therefore strongly urge all readers 0/ 

this Foretcord to send uhatever monetary gif ts they can to the Society’s office, earmarked, if 

so desiredt for the eiceuvations at AmaTQ}i West, and to urge their friends and acquaintances 

to do the same. Nor need it be disguised that such support may legitimately' be claimed 

on grounds other than merely archaeological. Would it not be a sad confession of our 

-poverty-stricken state should we be unable to undertake any large-scale operations in 

the Nile Valley, while American, hVcnch, and Belgian expeditions are all busily engaged, 

not to speak of the extraordinary activity' being displayed by the Egyptians themselves ? 

In our desire to put in an appearance in the field, our publications have not been 

forgotten. This Journal will be continued under the editorship of Mr. R. O. Faulkner, 

and the retiring Editor appeals for the extension to his successor of the same help on the 

part of contributing scholars that has been so generously bestowed upon himself. 

City of Akhenaten, Part III, the posthumous work by our deeply mourned excavator 

J. D. S. Pendlebury', w'ilt go to press as soon as Mr. Fairman’s chapter on the inscriptions 

has been received. A further volume on the late Sir Robert Mond’s excavations in the 

Necropolis of Thebes has long been in the printers’ hands, and ought to appear before 
B 
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many months arc past. In the Graeco-Roman field, another instalment of The Oicy- 

Tkynchm Papyri is far advanced, and a plan has been mooted for the production of a 

second part of the Society’s publication Greek Ostraca m the Bodieiau Library. The 

report on the excavations at Sesibe must be postponed until Mr. Fairman b free to 

undertake it. In the matter of British Egyptological publications there have been 
serious obstacles which are the sole reason why hitherto we have had less to show than 

other coujitries: shortage of paper and of man-power are handicaps over which scholars 

themselves have no control, but in the end we shall succeed in furnishing proof that 

our efforts have, quantitatively at all events, not been inferior to those of other lands. 
So much space has had to be devoted here to our Society’s owfn concerns that it will 

be impossible to expatiate on other topics to the extent that we could have wished. 

In particular w'e should have liked to dwell upon the great ser\'ices to Egj-ptology of 

several eminent personalities, the loss of whom we record with deep regret. Two of 

these attained a ripe old age; the distinguished French scholar Victor Loret. who died 

in February 194^ ^t his university town of Lyons in his eighty-seventh year; and 
Gustave J^quier, the Swiss savantf Loret’s junior by nine years, whose excavations at 

South Sakkarah were perhaps his most memorable achievement. Among our own 

people w'e mourn the deaths of two extraordinarily active and able archaeologists, the 

chemist of the Cairo Museum A. Lucas {see xxxi, 2) and the Chief Keeper of the 

same Museum Reginald Engel bach, to whom Professor Glanville dev'otes a fitting tribute 
below; for many of us a visit to Cairo will no longer afford the attraction which it did 

when these two ever-willing friends and helpers W’ere there to welcome us. 

At home, there have been two prof^soriat changes. Professor Glanville obtaining 

the Chair founded at Cambridge through the munificence of the late Sir Herbert 

Thompson, w'hile GIanvilie’s place at University College, London, has been taken 

by Jaroslav Cemy, the well-knowm Czechish Egyptologist, With these tw'o outstanding 

scholars the teaching of new recruits to our ranks is in safe hands, for both alike possess 

an all-round competence in archaeology as welt as in philology, if indeed for a moment 

we may take the retrograde step of considering these disciplines as distinct and separable 
from one another. 

Those desirous of news about recent finds in Eg\'pt should not miss the opportunities 
so splendidly afforded by the Ilfustraied London .Vest’s, and here having other fish to 

fry we pass rapidly over the discovery of a temple of Nektanebes by .Montet at Tanis, 
of the Scrapeum of Alexandria by Rowe, and at the Blunt Pyramid of Sakkarah by 

M. Abd Essallam M. Hussein, A coming event that may prove of great importance is 
the projected formation of an International Association of Egyptologists with its centre 
at Copenhagen. The promoter of this scheme is Professor C. E. Sander-Hansen. A 

preliminary meeting is being arranged for August of this year, and among the subjects 

to be discussed will undoubtedly be the Hieroglyphic Dictionary, the fate of which for 
so long hung in the balance. The latest news k that the materials for this are intact and 

after sojourning for years in a salt-mine have been handed back by the Russians to the 

Berlin Academy, where they are being unpacked by Professor Grapow, the pre-War 
editor. 





Plate II a 

DECRKi^ OF THE RE[GN OF PHIOPS II FROM COPTUS 

Fragment ’C in the Metropolitan Museum of Fine Art> Mew York 



Plate JI 

DECREE OF THE REIGN OF PHIOPS H FROM COPTUS 
Fragment 'D* jn the Metropolitan Miucruni of Fine Art, New York 



Plate Ilia 

Fragmefita of a Decree issued by the Horns Kha^-[bau{ ?)] 

Fragtneni of a Decree Usjied by the Horus tHetjeryl-bau 
ROYAL DECREES FROM COPTUS IN THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF 

art, NEW’ YORK 
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The New York fngincnt of ihc Decree of the Homs Kha»-pjaut ?)] 

Fragmefit of a. Ekecree iwued by the Homs (NctJcryJ-bau 

ROY4L DECREES FROM COPTUS IN THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF 
. art, new YORK 



Plate IVa 

DECREE OF THE HORUS NETJERY-BAU FROM COPTUS 

Now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art* Ne w Yoi^ 



Plate IV 
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DECREE OF TIIE HORUS NETJERY-BAU FROM COPIX'S 

Now in the MuiiDpoUtan AluEeum of Alt, New York 



[»LATE V 

£^cjn 

x+8 X +3 x+E x+1 X 

STELA WITH PARTS OF 'HVO DECREES FROM COPTUS ISSUED IN 
YEAR 1 OF KING NEFERJC\UyOK 

Now in the Metropolitan hluseuni of Art, New York 
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ROYAL DECREES FROM THE TEMPLE OF MIN 
AT COPTUS 

By WILLIAM C. HAYES 

Between January 17 and February 28,1910, Adolphe Reinach and Raymond Weill, 
while conducting excavations in the ‘Middle Temple’* at Coptus on behalf of the 
Society fran^ai&e des fouilles archdologiques, discovered under the ruins of a brick 
structure of Roman date seven inscribed slabs of limestone bearing royal decrees of the 
late Old Kingdom and First Intermediate Period-* All rested on the original sandstone 
flooring of die ancient temple, beside the massive blocks of limestone which once 
formed the bases of its walls. All had been dismounted and stowed with care, and five 
w'cre found stacked in a neat pile with their inscribed surfaces down, protected abo^‘e 
and below by uninscribed slabs of limestone. In the following year (1911) an eighth 
slab and fragments of a ninth and tenth were found nearby in the same ruins.* Of the 
complete and fragmentary stelae so recovered eight were retained by the Egyptian 
Museum in Cairo* and one, composed of two pieces, w'as taken to France and exhibited 
in the Mus^e Guimet de Lyon.* In 1912 the whole series, with the exception of the 
pieces in Lyons, was published by Weill in Les d^ersh royaux de Vancim empire egypiiettt 

a painstaking work valuable for the photographic plates, but marred by numerous errors 
in the line copies and translations of the texts. Many of these errors were corrected and 
new translations were given in two excellent review's of Weill’s book, published by Dr, 
Alan Gardiner* and by Professor Kurt Sethe in November and December respectively of 
the sameyear. It was in Sethe’s review, brought out in the GoitingisckegelehrteAnzeigenif 

that he suggested that the originators of several of the decrees, datable to the period 
following the Sixth Djmast}', w'ere members of an Upper Egyptian dynasty' of kings 
residing at Coptus itself. During the years 1912-17 seven of the stelae found by Reinach 
and Weill were re-studied by Alexandre Moret in a series of articles in the Journal 
asiatiqu^ and the CompUs retidm .. .de V Acadimie des Imeriplhas et BelksAeittes-p and 
in 1913 three of them were discussed by Henri Sottas in La preservation de la propriete 
funeraire?^ A brief but valuable commentary of more recent date is given by Hermann 
Kees in his Beitrdge sur alidgyptischen Provinziaheru’altung\^' and a detailed treatment 
and analysis appears in Jacques Pirenne's Histoire des htsiituiions ei du droit prlvdi*- 

' Porter & Moss, Top. Bibt.. v. 124 (25, 26), 126-7. 
» Maspero. yoitffl, det DibaU. Aug, 3. 1910; Reinach, Buit. Sac. fr. dei fouUtes meh.. Ul, i (ign). 19-**I 

Weill. Ann. Serv., XJ 121-5. 
* Weill, Op, cit., 124; Deertu, 1-4, 90-t. * yavm, rfWrVe, 4t09»-5> 430S*-3- 
• Reinach, Cat. wt. tttueUttes dim htfouiliei de Koptos, i, 6S-9. 

• PSBA, xxxiv (1912), 3S7“*S. ’ '74. Nr. 12 (1912), 705-**- 
» iQ' sine, fflt (191!), Vll (1916). Z7Z-Z^^, 3a9-*i: X (iQi?), 359^7. 

* (1914), 565^4; (191*). >40- 3*8. 378- ** 85, 88-109, 
" Nachr. Goitingett (1932), Ss~ii9- “ n {*934). 238-67: tn (*935). *33-*, *s6, 2i4-*6. 2ei!-'4- 3W‘ 
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In the articles referred to Moret also published, with hand-copies, four out of five 
additional fragments of royal decrees from Coptus seen by him early in 1914 in the 
antiquities shop of Mohareb Todroua at Luxor and having come cither from the 
French excavations of 1910-11 orfrom clandestine operations conducted in the same area 
by the townspeople of Kuft or El-'Awadat J In April 1914 the five slabs w'ere purchased 
from 1 odrous by Albert M. Lythgoe on behalf of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in 
New York,2 and in May were taken to Oxford for study by Norman de Garis Davies, 
who had been entrusted with their publication.^ Davies had the pieces photographed 
and made tracings of the inscriptions, but owing to pressure of other work was unable 
to complete the publication. A set of photographic prints, however, was sent to Berlin 
for use by the editors of the Urkunden d£S alien Reiefu, and the tracings and a second 
set of photographs were subsequently sent to the Metropolitan Museum. On October 
5, 1914, the stones were shipped to New York, where they w'ere soaked, treated with 
paraffin, mounted, and added to the Museum’s Egj'ptian collection under the accession 
numbers 14.7.10'14. In 1921, at the request of Prof. James Henry Breasted, new 
photographs were taken, and in 1934 hand-copies were made by Dr. Ludlow Bull, 
based on a close scrutiny of the stones themselves and on Davies’s tracings and photo¬ 
graphs. The hand-copies which in 1933 Sethe published in Heft 4 of the Urkundeti* 

are his own, made from Davies's photographs and apparently not coHated against the 
originals. 

Finally, there were in the possession of Mohareb Todrous before 1921 and as late 
as 1927 two more fragments of the stelae in Cairo and New' York and three other frag- 
mentarjf decrees from Coptus. These five pieces evidently W'ere not seen either by 
Moret or Lythgoe in 1914, but were offered for sale (at a prohibitive price) in 192 
Sethe obtained photographs of them and they are included in the 1933 edition of the 
Urkuttden,^ and are translated and discussed by Plrenne in the Histoire des institutions 

All told, eighteen royal decrees from the temple of Min at Coptus are preserved 
complete, or represented by fragments, in Cairo, New York, Luxor, and Lyons: 

(a) Charter of immanitv' issued by KingPhiops I on behalf of the Jta-chapel of the King's Mother, 
Ip wet. Cairo Museum, 41890. Porter & Moss, Top, BibL, v, 126; Sottas, Presen^aiiott delaproptiit^ 
Jutt^airej 88-^; Piretine, Hist, institutions^ ti. 256-^. 

(J) Charter of immunity issued by King Phiops II on behalf of the temple of Min at Coptus. 

Cairo Museum, 41S93. Porter &: Moss, ibid.; Gardiner, PSBA (1912), 261-5; Sottas, op. cit, 
122-5; Pirenne, op. cit., n, 257-9. 

(c) Second charter of immunity issued by King Phiops II on behalf of the temple of Min at 
Coptus. Cairo Museum, 4S491. Porter & Moss, ibid.; Sottas, ibid. 

' J. Of, (1916), 372. J23-9; (1917). 36cj-6: C.-R. /wtx. B,^L. (191+), 572-3. Sm also Pirenne, Hist, des 
rnioVuifdu, ur. 213-16; Rev. £g. ant., m (1931), 97-109. 

^ With funds provided by Edward S. Harkness. The correspondence pertaining to the punzhose and 
shipment of the stones is on file in the Metropolitan iMuseutn. 

* Lettc is of N. de G. Davies and A. M. Lythgoe in the Museum's files. 
'* I, 291-3. 397-S. 299-300, 303-4- 

» Correspondence between James Henry Breasted. Albert M. L^hgoe, and Herbert E. Winlodc, on file in 
the Metiopolitan Museum. They were not purchased by Prof. Breasted, and are pmaunutbly still in Todroua't 
twuse at Luxor. » i, 291, *93, 298-9, 300-3. t hi (1935), 213-16, 
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(d) Charter of issued by King Phiops II on behalf of the foundation, 'Min-makes-the- 

foujidation-of-Neferkare*-to-flourish\ in the temple of Min at Coptus. In four frigments {Urk, 

293): A. Cairo Museum, 43052; B. Luxor (?); C. Cairo Museum, 43052; D* New York, M.iM.A. 

14,7,10 (pis. Up Ha, and pp, below). Porter & Moss^ op. cit, i26-“7; Pirenne, op, cit., n, 261^2^ 
IJJ, 294. 

(e) Two fra^ents of a decree issued by King Phiops ([I?)t dealing with the personnel and 
possessions of a temple at or near Aphroditopolis (Aifth) in ihe 22rid Nome of Upper Egypt, 

^lus^ Guimet de Lyon. Porter & Moss, op. cit. 127, 
(/) Small fragment of a decree mentioning Upper Egvpt, published by Weillp jDeerf^jp 91, pL 

XII, I- Pr^nt whereabouts unknown. Dyn. vt in style. 
(^) Decree addressed by a successor of King Phiops II to a Go^^rnor of Upper Egy'pt, possibly 

Shemay, regarding the upkeep of a statue of Phiops II and of the royal foundation '.Min-makes- 
thc-foundation-of-Neferkart^-to-flourish", tvjth reference to the Nomarch Idy (Shemay's son?) as 

the Overseer of the Depot. Cairo Museum, 4(892. Porter & Moss, ibid.; Gardiner, op. cit. 260; 
Kecs, AWir, Gi^nijigen (1932)1 m; Pirenne, op. cit., n, 360^1; ill, 292-4, 300. 

(/i) Two fragments of a decree addressed by the Horus Kha*- ... to the Governor of Upper 

Egypt, ShemaVt regarding offerings and services in the temple of Min at Coptus, Fragment A: 
Cairo Museum (pL II Ia, top right, and pp, 11 below'), Weill, DScrels^ 90; Fragment B: New York, 

M.M.A. 14.7.14 (ph III, top. Ill A, top left, and pp. ibid., below). Porter & Moss, ibid.; Kees, op. cit, 
iio-ii; Pirenne, op. cit., in, its* Photographs of A taken by Burton many years ago appear to 

confirm the juxtaposition of the two fragments. 

(1) Decree addressed by a king (name missing) to a Governor of Upper Egy^it, possibly Shemay, 

placing him In charge of the twenty-two nomes of Upper Egypt, which are listed in order from 
south to north. Cairo Museum, 43053- Porter & Moss, tbid.; Kees, op, cit. t lo; Pirenne, op. cit.. 

It, 265-6; iir, 214, 

(j) Decree i$sued by King Neferkauhor to the Vizier Shemay regarding the titulary of the 

latter's wife, the King^s Eldest Daughter Nebyet, and other matters. In two fragments {Urk. l, 

297-9): A. New York, M.M.A. 14,7,13 (pi. IIL bottom^ and pp. 13 fF., below); B. Luxor (?), Porter 

& Moss ibid.; Kees, op. ciL 113; Pirenne, op. eit., Jii, 214; B. Luxor (?) Urk, 298-9. 

(A) Decree addressed by King Neferkauhor to the Vizier Shemay, assigning companiesof mortuary 

priests to the Aii-chapels of Shemay and his wife, the King^s Eldest Daughter Nebyet. Luxor (?)* 

UrL L Pirenne^ np- cit.^ lu, 215. 

(i) Decree issued by King Neferkauhor regarding an inventor)' to be made, under the super¬ 

vision of the Vizier Shemay, of property belonging to the king^s foundation 'Min-oKCoptus- 
makes-Neferkauhor-to-live^ Cairo Museum, 41S95. Porter & !^loss^ ibid.; Kees, op. cit- 114; 

Pirerme, op. cit., it, 263-4. 
(m) Decree addressed bv King Neferkauhor to the V^lzier Shemay* informing him of the appoint¬ 

ment of his son Idy as governor of the seven southernmost nonies of Upper Egy^Jt. Lu.xor(?). 

Urk. I, 300-1; Pirenne, op. ciL+ ni, 216. 
(jj) Decree addressed by King Neferkauhor to the V'izier Shemayp informing him of the appoint¬ 

ment of another son, Idy's brother, to a post in the temple of Min at Coptus. Luxor (?), Urk. i, 

301-2; Pirenne, ibid. 
(0) Decree addressed by King Neferkauhor to Shemayson Idy* appointing him Governor of 

Upper Eg)'pt, with jurisdiction over the seven southernmost nomes of Upper Eg)"pt. New York, 

M,M,A. 14,7^11 (pis. IV, !V% arid pp. t6f., below'). Porter k Moss, ibid.; Kees, op, cit. 112-13; 

Pirenne, op. cit., II, 266; ni, 133-6, 156, 215. 

(^) Concluding phrase of a decree issued by King Neferkauhor^ probably to the Governor of 

Upper Egj'pt, Idy* regarding the appointment of his brother to a post in the temple of Min at 
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Coptus. Inscribed on the same 9teUas(f), New York, M.M.A, 14*7.12 (pi. V, right, and pp. I7ff., 

below). Porter & Moss, ibid.j Pirennc, op. cit., ll, 264; Jii, 157, 216* 
(7) Decree addressed by King Neferkauhor to Idy's brother, appointing him to a post in the 

temple of Min at Coptus. Inscribed on the same stela as (5). New York, M,M.A* 14.7.12 (pi. V, 

left, and pp. iSf., below). Porter & Moss, ibid.; Pirenne, op. cit*, it, 264-5; 

[Note: Decrees (A) to (9), inclusive, were aQ issued on a single day (month z of Proyct, 
day 20) in the first regnal year of King Neferkauhor]. 

(r) Decree addressed by the Horus Demedj-ib-towe to the Vizier Idy, forbidding anyone to 

damage Idy’s funerarj' monuments or diminish his offerings. Cairo Museum, 41894. Porter & 

Moss, ibid*; Kees, op. cit. 112-13; Sottas, op. cit, 90-109; Pirenne, op. dt., ll, 248, 266, 

[jVoie; For the sake of brevity the decrees will be referred to hereinafter simply by 
the letters (n), (i), etc,, accompanied, when necessary, by the number of the particular 
line or column in question, e.g. ‘(^)5’. Lo'W'er-case letters are used to avoid confusion 
with the capitals, 'A\ *B’, etc., variously employed by Weill and Set he]. 

It is specificaliy directed in several of the inscriptions themselves that in each case a 
copy of the decree is to be placed onastela{|^-=-*)of limestone at the gateway IT) 
of the temple of Min at Coptus.’ There is no reason to doubt that these instructions 
were carried out to the letter. 

The decrees are carved in incised hieroglyphs on oblong rectangular slabs of lime¬ 
stone 7-20 cm. in thickness, 50-180 cm. in height, and, when complete, 100-220 cm. 
in length. The backs and edges of the slabs are rough dressed and apparently 
intended to be let into the masonry of a wall surface. That this surface was of brick 
rather than of stone is highly probable. There would be little reason for sinking panels 
of limestone into a wall already constructed of that material, and even the fronts of the 
slabs, though smoothed, in many cases show considerable errors in flatness—disturbing 
in a well-dressed wall of stone, but hardly noticeable in the undulating surface of a 
stuccoed wall of mud brick. That a provincial temple like that of Min at Coptus should 
have had a brick gateway or entrance corridor is altogether in keeping with what is 
known of the period covered by these decrees, when ev'en at Memphis little monu¬ 
mental architecture in stone was being undertaken. 

Though suffering from the action of salt and dampness, brought on unquestionably 
bv their long sojourn in the basement of the temple, the stelae show few signs of 
‘weathering’ in the ordinary sense, or of prolonged exposure to the direct rays of the sun. 
This suggests that they were mounted, not on the facade of the temple or on the outer 
jambs of a pylon, but rather on the reveals of the gateway* or on the side walls of a deep 
vestibule similar to that seen in contemporary pyramid temples,^ How the panels were 
arranged on these wall surfaces we have, of course, no way of knowing, but it is probable 
that they were mounted as near to eye level as possible, for the inscriptions, lightly 
incised and relatively small in scale, could not have been legible at any great distance. 

* Sec below, pp. a. iS. 

^ As was the case with the well-known decree of King Nubkheperre' inyotef fnim the same lemple (Petrie, 

Kopioi, p, to). ^ Jfquier, Am, Sm., xxvm, 57, p|. I, 
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In this connexion it may be significant to note that the paneb are for the most part long 
and low, permitting several to be mounted one above the other without undue bkying < 

It is reasonable to assume that, as the space available in the temple gateway became 
overcrowded with decrees, the older, obsolete examples were taken down and put away 
to make room for more up-to-date proclamations. This, indeed, was probably the case 
w tth the carefully 'cached* stelae found by Reinach and Weill, 

The decrees, drawn up originally on papyrus—often no doubt at the request of the 
addressees or beneficiaries—follow a more or less set form. First there is the headingy 
consisting of the Horus name of the king, the authenticating words ‘sealed in the 
presence of the king himself’ 8)>‘ sealing or issue,* the title 
'Royal Decree’ and the titles and name of the addressee. Then follows the 
text or body of the decree, couched either in the second or third person according to the 
nature of the subject-matter and often containing repetitions of such expressions as 
‘My Majesty has commanded ,. .* ♦ ■ *)> Majesty forbids.,. (-^ 4 —f...), 
‘no one shall have rightful claim against it’ Statements of the 
penalties w'hich will be imposed upon those who disregard the royal commands arc 
introduced by the phrase ‘as for’ any official or the like, ‘who shall not have acted 

according to the wording of this decree . . )» 
some -rimilar expression. Most of the documents end with a series of concluding 
formulaey specifying the manner in which the decree shall be posted (see above) and 
designating by name and title the official charged w'ith its delivery and the mounting, 
e.g.'the Sole Companion, Idu, has been sent concerning it’ )■ 

» Often written « the end of the decree. ' Sometimes written the end of the decree. 

THE SIX DECREES IN NEW Y'ORK 

{<0 frag, D; (A) frag. B; D). (»). (i*)- (?) PP‘ +* - 
The facsimile copies in Pis- II-V were drawn by Lindsiey F, Hall on enlarged 

photographs of the stones and, after bleaching, were oolbted against the originals, the 
photographs and tracings made by Davies in 1914, and the hand-copies by Moret, Sethe, 
and Bull. The photographs reproduced w'ith the drawings are the original prints 
made in 1914 before deterioration of the salt-ridden limestone had damaged portions 

of the inscribed surfaces. 

(d) Fragment *D’ {Urk, i. 293). Pis, II, IIa. Metropolitan Museum of Art, accession 
no. 14.7.10. Dimensions 54*5 5^5 ^ 7 Average width of column of inscrip¬ 
tion 4 cm, Thb fragment comprises the lower left-hand section of a stela originally 
about 220 cm. in length and about 80 cm. in height. Preserved are the last ten 
columns {77-86) of the inscription with the concluding provisions of the decree. 

Translatio.n* 

[(76),. , and co/iereas it is stated in the decrees aforesaid that no exemption ft to be made] 
(77) in any exempted toums^ mhick are in Upper Egypty^ My Majesty {noHcithstandini} 
forlnds action to be taken against this depots (78) ihror^bout the let^tk of eternity, 

• Tlie reference numbcis in the trenalations refer to ihe note* which follow. 
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Moreover, My Majesty forbids any agent* {79) of any Governor of Upper Egypt (or) 

any (oilter) official to go up to the hill^ of Min-makes-the-foundation-of-Neferkarer-to- 
jiouTishf except to exempt iV (80) and protect it for this temple. 

of Upper Egypt, any official, any agent, {or) any scribe (81) icho 
[shall nofjs have acted in accordance loith the wording of this decree, which has been taken 

into the Hall of Hortts by the . . . (82)-My Majesty forbids him to serve as 

wv^b-pnest i« Men-rankh^^ {or) in any town which shall be under [thy?] jurisdicticm (83) 
[forever'\.'^ ' 

My Majesty has cmnmanded a pole of wood of the South Country^ ?)' ^ to be erected in 

this Town;^^ and My Majesty has {commanded}^* to be made (84) [{an example 
of)^ this decree], to be placed^ ^ on a stela of limestone at the gateway of the temple of 

Mm in {85) available to^r whoever shall be Overseer'^ of the Fields of 
this tovm {andfor) Overseer of the Depot of this depot,and to the sonis) of all sonis) 
oflmcn].^o 

(86) Titc Sole Companion, Idu, has been sent concerning it.^^ 

Notes 

The decree of which the present fragment forms the conclusion is addressed by King 

Phiops II to a monarch of Coptus or Governor of Upper Eg>'pt {Vrk. i, 289). The 

date is dptroyed, as are also the name and the titles of the addr^e, all except the first 

three. The decree proper starts with a general statement of the immunity from official 

burdens of the king’s foundation called ‘Min-makes-the-foundation-of-Neferkare<-to- 
flourish , including both the depot {(nW) and the personnel attached thereto. Then 

follows an itemized list of the kinds of requisitions and corvdes from which the estab¬ 

lishment is exempted, and a specification of the classes of crown officials who are for- 

btdden^to exact such requirements from it under pain of extreme royal displeasure 

Officials and scribes are even forbidden to write or to receive a 
written order referring to any of the personnel or activities of the foundation. Reference 

is then made to decrees previously issued, rescinding the immunity once extended to 

certain Upper Egjqjtian towns, including presumably the town of Coptus itself and 

other localities in the same vicinity. A special exception is, hoivever, made in the case 

of the king $ new foundation at Coptus, and W'ith this the concluding passages of the 
decree, preserved on our fragment, begin. 

The decree is very sbnilar in character and phraseology to two other examples, (A) 

and (c), issued by Phiops 11 in the regnal years immediately following the i ith and 22nd 
occasions of taking the national census of cattle ( Vrk. 1, 280-8). 

. 'any towns of exemption’. See (b) 39 and (c) 67, Here the expres¬ 
sion. as noted, evidently refers to a series of Upper Egy-ptian settlements,/omicr/y pro¬ 

tected by exemptions, which were cancelled by the decrees mentioned in the preceding 
clause (Pirenne, Hist. insL, in, 205). “ 

2. (with the lower pan of the stalk thickened), as often in this inscription for 2. 
Smrw. See also Card., Egn. Gr., sign-list, M23, and references cited. The sign is 

centred in the column and there is neither space for, nor any trace of, the group 0^ 
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‘this’ restored by Sethe {Urk. I, 291, 15), nor the group ^ ‘this’ restored by floret, 
(1916), 327. 

3. pr-srtf pw, cf. cols* 67 and 85 of this decree. The first sign is certainly n, 
not IjT as restored by Moret (ibid.); the handles of the plough may be seen below it; 

and there are clear remains of the — at the bottom of the column. The translation 

‘warehouse’ (Gunn, JEA xii, 136) seems a little inadequate here, where pr-mr 
evidently refers, not only to the building or buildings housing the material assets of 

the foundation, but also to its entire administrative organization. ‘Depot’ or ’deposi¬ 

tory’ is perhaps a better description of the establishment* Moret {J.as. 1916, 311-12) 

gives a clear picture of the functions of the pr-hif, but mistranslates it ‘maison de la 
charrue’, whence he derives 'maison d’agriculture’, 

4. wpvity. Since it is clearly a case here of one empowered to act on behalf of 

his superior, ‘agent’ or ‘representative’ seems preferable to ‘messenger’ or ’envoy’. 

For the probable meaning of ‘commissioner’ and a general discussion of the title see 

SteindorfF, xxv, 31-2. 

5. /”>' , , . r possibly ‘go forth concerning the hill , . ,’ 
(cf. Gardiner, PSBA (1912), 264). In either case k/t presumably refers to the eminence 

on which, in point of fact, the temples at Kuft are built; this is described as a ’knoll' 

by Petrie, Koptos^ 3, and as a ‘grande butte' by Reinach, Bull. Soc. Jr. fouilles arch. 
(191 r), 43, See also Moret, J.or, (1916), 379, n.4. Here the final sign appears to be 
or = —a mound or tongue of land—not ^ or In (c) 71-2 we find in similar context: 

W 42 ■=‘^7—n- Possibly associated in idea with the 
primeval hill of Hermopolis (Sethe, Amun uud die acht Urgdtierf 48, 50). 

6. Probably to be read srted Mms fmt Nfr^kt^Rr^ ’Min-makes-the-foundation-of- 

Neferkanet-to-flourish’. Cf. srted Ptk H ntr (Gauthier, Dici.gdog., v, 42) and ifnh Mme 
Nfr-ktw~Hr (Decree (m) 6), where, in both cases, the king's name is written in a car¬ 

touche. Less likely to be ‘Neferkaret-makes-Min-to-flourish* or ‘Xeferkauhor-makes- 
Alin-to-live’ as in Gardiner, PBSA (1912), 260—surely it is the god who makes the 

king to ‘live’ or his works to ‘flourish’, rather than the reverse. This 9, ‘foundation’ 

or ‘domain’, as re-described in decree (i'), is seen to have been established originally to 
provide offerings in perpetuity for a statue of Phiops II in the temple at Coptus, and 

to have consisted of a plot of ground at Coptus, a magazine or depot {pr-hic)^ fields, 

vineyards, and orchards, worked by groups of peasants and under the general super¬ 

vision of the Count and Overseer of Priests (i,e. nomarch of Coptus), Idy, 

7. lVptv~r [iti'ts mkts, ‘except for its exemption and its protection’, taking htvt-i and 

mkt-s as substantives (infinitives ?) with genitival suffixes (Card., Ega. Gr., § 305). They 

may also be taken as Mm-f forms with the indefinite pronoun and the suffix pronoun 

(ibid,, § 39), in which case we read, ivith Moret (op. cit., 326), 'on the contrary, it is 

exempted and protected , . 
8. Restoring as in (d) 44 and (e) 75. 
9. ssp r sbte-Hr in hi mP. Immediately following shte-flr 

Moret (7.(M. (1916), 326; C.R. Ac. Inscr. B.-L. (1916), 328) has restored ignoring 
the clear remains of the vertical sign (if?) and the fact that the horizontal sign beside it 

c 
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is less than two-thirds of the width of the column; taking 3 to be a writing of he 

reads ‘pris pour la salle d’Horus de I’autorit^, parmi les iVvVes’. Sethe {Vrk, 17292!'5). 

misled by breaks In the stone which are very prominent in the photograph, gives after 

fA*^//^he impossible group With the text as above revised, i had suggested 
taking ^ as ‘cadaster’, see Wk ill, 324, 14, and ^ with the meaning ‘landed property', 

see Wb^ JV, 420, 6; then, assuming the ^ to be the m of kind and understanding ~ 

as an unusual uTiting of the preposition —, 1 proposed the rendering ‘for the register 

of landed property’. Gardiner, however, points out that {n after the passive participle 

can hardly be other than the preposition meaning 'by', so that the following expression 

would have to be the title of some official. To interpret as (i)m{y)~ht mSf 

‘lieutenant of the army’ is, he goes on to point out. unlikely in the last degree, firstly 

because no such title is known, and secondly because the w riting of both elements in the 

compound title w'ould be unparalleled in Old Kingdom inscriptions; note, moreover, 
that the remains of the sign above ^ look more like than In the circumstances, 
we appear to have no choice but to leave the words after tn ‘by’ untranslated. 

10. Men-rahkh<Neferkarer) ‘Enduring-is-the-life-of-Neferkaret’, the pyramid of 
King Phiops 11 and its adjoining structures at South Sak^rah. The penalty seems mild, 
but service as a priest in the pyramid temple of the king was apparently the treasured 

right of eiicry royal official in good standing and one which we may suppose w'as as 
profitable as it was honourable, see Pirenne, op. cit., iii, 294. 

1 r. Restoring '==■^['=^^1- 'Thy’ in this case would refer back to the high-ranking 
official to whom the decree is addressed {Urk. i, 289, 2), and who was perhaps the 

Vizier ^ well as the Governor of Upper Egypt, etc. ^ is restored from (6) 44 and (c) 77. 

1 he existing traces do not permit the restoration given by Moret, loc. cit. 

12. rmi (r), cf. Gauthier, DicLgiog., iv. 162. used for ^ in cols. 77, 79, 80, 

here appears to be substituted for ^ {see Card., Egn. Gr., Sign-list, M23), but my 

interpretation is quite doubtful. Moret (loc. cit.) evidently takes as a pronomin^ 

compound, subject of the succeeding adverbial clause (‘et cela dans cette rille neuve’ 
or ‘a savoir dans cette ville neuve’). Against this there are the conflicting genders of 

mt and jkj, the unnecessary awkwardness of such wording, and the fact that the con¬ 
struction with the pronominal compound does not appear to have been developed 

until the Seventeenth Dynasty (Gard., Egn. Gr„ § 124). On the pole (fT) as an 
emblem of Min see Wainwright, JEA xxi, 163-4, 

13, The term 'New Tovm’ {nhst mtvit) was apparently applied both to newly founded 
settlements and to already existing towns the status of which had recently been changed 

or renewed. Here it probably refers to the newly founded royal domain rather thaiTto 

the ancient town of Coptus. Generally the exprcMion seems to be used of settlements 
to which, because of their newness, special privileges were extended. In these decrees 

^ Moret has pointed out {J.as. (iqi6), 327-8; C.R. Ac, Inscr, B,-L, (1916), 329), a 

‘new town’ and a 'town of immunity’ (nmt nt htet) are one and the same. The exis¬ 

tence of groups of ‘New Towns’ in Upper and Middle Egypt during the late Old 

Kingdom is indicated by such titles as ‘Overseer of the New Towns’, ‘Ruler of the New 

Towns’, etc., preserv'ed in tombs at Elephantine, Sheikh Said, and eisewhere {Wb M 
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26,10), On a ‘special district of the New Towns’ see Pirenne, op. cit., iit, 68, 86, 118. 

14. Read The group has been omitted by the inscription cutter, 
ob\iously to avoid what appeared to him a repetition of ([^* Moret {loc. cit,) attempts 

to crowd I and ^ in on either side of [—a course for which there is no ground what¬ 
soever. 

15. Restoring with Sethe, Urk., 1, 292, 8. CL (*) 33 and (c) 44. 

16. Restoring (cL Sethe, ibid. 9), but with some doubt. The space avail¬ 

able is 2i squares. Ghtytc ‘Coptus’ in these decrees is normally w'ritten in two squares: 
There is, on the other hand, no basis for Moret’s restoration; 

(op. cit., pi, ii). 

*7- ^ M literally ‘under’, ‘in the possession of’. Here evidently in the sense that 
the decree shall be in a position where it may' be easily referred to by the Overseer of the 
Depot when need arises. Compare the expression used in (A) 35 and (c) 45: ‘so as to be 

seen by the functionaries of this nome’, and (r) 41: ‘so as to be seen by the sons of the 
sons of men’, 

*8- imy-rcfjt.... ‘him who shall be Overseer of the Fields . .IVnrt 
is clearly imperfective active participle. The centred over the two columns of titles, 

does double duty- as the m of equivalence after tcmi and as the initial sign of the title 
imy-r chi. The whole phrase—stock expression in these decrees—is the object of the 
preposition (cf. (A) 9, p. 13, below). 

19, The equivalent of the English ‘and/or’ is achieved by running the titles side bv 

side in the width of the column—a device frequently employed in documents of this 
type (Weill, Decrets, pis. V, VI; Urk, i, 282'-3, 287). 

20. Reading hn^ sf n sf nb n [rte], as in (r) 41 {UrL I, 

306, 12), The ^ after is evidently a mistake for 'There is no trace of the sign 

'Sk as in ‘heir’, restored once by Sethe( £/r^, r, 29a, 11) and twice by Moret (ioc. cit.). 

zi. Read This is the last column and the end of the 

decree, There are no traces of inscription on the much battered surface to the left of 
this column, Sethe {Urk. 1, 292) nohrithstanding. 

(A) Fragment A, pi. IIIa, top right; reconstruction to scale from Weill, Decrets^ 90. 

Now in the Cairo Museum. Approximate dimensions i6'5X lox ? cm. Average 
width of columns of inscription in text of decree, 2 4 cm. 

Fragment B, pis. Ill, top, 111a, top left. Metropolitan Museum of Art, accession no, 

14.7.14, Dimensions 21x18x7 cm. Average width of column of inscription, 2-3 cm. 

It is not certain that these tw'o fragments are parts of the same decree, but the excep¬ 

tionally small and almost identical scale of the inscriptions on both pieces and the 

evident continuity of subject-matter makes their association one with another highlv 

probable, as is confirmed by Burton’s early photographs. The obviously superfluous 

column, with the date, at the right edge of fragment ‘A’ is assumed to belong to a 
preceding decree, inscribed on the same stela. 

In determining the length of the horizontal line (z)—and from this the spacing of the 

two fragments—we have the choice of restoring in the gap between and 
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the single title or of inserting in front of this the long series of titles borne by the 
addressee aa Vizier, In making the choice we must be guided by several considera¬ 
tions. First, the title does not occur anywhere in these decrees in the longer 
titulary of a vizier. Second, the titulary as presupposed in the first alternative and 
implied by the arrangement in pi. IHa Is exactly correct for a Governor of Upper 
Egypt, and is paralleled almost sign for sign in decree (m) 4. Third, the character and 
position of the line of breakage, down the centre of column 5, not only permits, but 
even suggests, an immediate juxtaposition of the two fragments. Fourth, the continuity 
of the text of the decree does not require the insertion of the five or six additional 
columns necessitated by the longer reconstruction of line 2. 

Translation 

(1) 77ie Homs Kha'-\bau{})].^ 

(z) Royal decree (/o) [the Count], Treasurer of the King of Loteer Egy^pi, Governor of 
Upper Egypt, Overseer of Priests, Ojfidant of Min,^ Shemay: 

(3) Majesty has decreed that there be furnished. . . (4) and that there be furnished 
this amount^ of offerings to the god ... (5) in the charge of, (6) to the temple of Min 
of Coptus . . . 

(7) Now after^ the God is sated therewith ... (8) after the God is sated therewith 

... {9) whoever shall be Overseer of the Depot shall make . . (lo) delivery of purified 
offerings^ , . . 

(ii) There has Been caused [to come . , . concerning if], 
(izj Year of the [Fourth] Timey 

Notes 
The significance of the few phrases preserved on fragment B was clearly recognized 

by Moret, J.as. (1916) 324-5; the addition of fragment A serves to confirm this inter¬ 
pretation. By decree the king (the Horus Kha^-..assigns property to the temple of 
Min at Coptus, primarily to provide offerings in perpetuity for a statue( ?) of himself set 
up in the temple. The offerings so provided are to be presented first to the god Min, 
and then, ‘after the god is sated therewith’, to the king’s statue. This common arrange¬ 
ment, often confirmed by contract and accompanied by a list of the property assigned, 
finds numerous parallels in the records of Egj'ptian temple administration, e,g., Urk, iv, 
768-9; Gardiner, ap. Petrie, Tarkimn / and Memphis V, 33-5, pi. LXXX. In this raci- 
the decree proper, written on an unusually small scale, may have been accompanied on 
the same stela by a list or specification of the ‘amount* of the offerings referred to in 
column 4, 

The person immediately responsible for the execution of the decree was, of course, 
the addressee Shemay, at this time Governor of Upper Egypt. As in decrees (^) and 
{/), the royal donation was placed permanently under the jurisdiction of the Overseer 
of the Depot, the administrator of all temple property, an office frequently held by the 
Nomarch of Coptus himself, see (^) 12. 

I. The name clearly begins with the sign & centred at the top of the panel in a way 
which precludes the possibiHty of its being preceded by any other sign. This, therefore, 
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is not the Horus name of Phiops II nor of any other well-known king of the late 
Old Kingdom, but is perhaps to be associated with the King Wadjkaref referred to In 
decree (r) 42, or with one of the other kings of the First Intermediate Period whose 
throne-names are presened in the lists of kings at Abydus (see below, pp, zo-t). The 
restoration ^[^], 'Shining-oLSpirits’ or *Shining-of-Might', is so probable as to be 
almost certain. This was not only a common royal name during the Old Kingdom, but 
was almost the only royal name of this period which was written with & as the first 
sign, e.g. the Horus of Dyn. HI, the pyramid of King Sabure< of Dyn. V, 
and, later, the weA/j-name of King Wegaf of Dyn. XIM (Gauthier, Ltvre des rois, 
I, 42, 109 ; n, z\ BuiL /ttfL/r., xv, 77-9). The altogether similar Horus name is 
borne by King Neferkauhor, a successor—perhaps the immediate successor—of the 
originator of this decree. Cf. also the name of the pyramid of King Ity named in 
Couyat-Montet, Hammdmdt, 16S, 3. 

3. —1^ imi Mmv, 'officiant of Min', the distinctive title of the Chief Priest of Coptus, 
On the reading, etc., sec the recent article by Grdseloff, Ann. Serv.^ xuii, 357 ff. 

3' ‘there shall come forth this amount , . / The use of the im- 
perfective sdm f formprr indicates that rht here refers to the fixed amount (of offerings) 
to be supplied at recurring intervals in the future, rattier than to the written list (of these 
offerings) drawn up on the occasion of tlie donation, The known masculine gender of 
rht is borne out, as frequently, by the form of the demonstrative adjective/>«. 

4- hny-T pr-bir, ‘he who shall be Overseer of the Depot 

shall make ..7rr is taken to be an imperfective idm f^ used, as frequently in contracts 
and the like, to refer to a prescribed act in the future (Gard., Egn. Gr., § 440, 3). Its 
subject is the ivhole clause tenn m imy-r pr-Snr^ introduced by the imperfective active 
participle tj:nn—z standard expression in these texts, used, for example, in decree 
(d) 85, as object of the preposition ^(p. ii). Moret {J.as,, 1916, 324) translates this 
passage, 'faisant que soit en qualite de directeur de la maison d'agriculture la . . 
without, however, explaining what grammatical construction is assumed. 

5' (Card., Egn. Gr., § 178, p. 133). The first sign is clearly ([, not 
[tl ‘purified offerings’ or 'pure viands’ (IFA. 1, 284, 12 or 15-— 

‘Speisen, die verteiit werden*). This class of offering is listed in the well-known decree 
of Phiops I in behalf of the funerary foundation of Snofru at Dahshur(f/VA. i, 313). Both 
the top and the toe of the J are visible at the edge of the fragment. 2 /r- (Davies, 
PtahJietep, 1, pi. IV, 9; Murray, SngqaraMastabos, ll, pi. VI, 4) is, as the comparison with 
^ shows, an ideographically significant combination of signs such as Sethe discussed 
in his Pyramidentextet iv, pp, 106 ff. 

7. Restored from the year date (tJj, at the right edge of fragment A. Literally, 
‘Beginning of I'ime 4’ (of numbering cattle), but some time after the close of the Sixth 
Dynasty this came to mean simply ‘Regnal Year 4’, see the discussion by Gardiner, 
JEA XXXI, 15 f. This, incidentally, is one of the highest year dales which w'e possess 
for a king of the Eighth Dynasty. 

(j) Fragment A {Urk, i, 297-8). Pis. Ill, IIIa, bottom. Metropolitan Museum of 
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Art, accession no. 14.7.13. Dimensions 39 5 x 4Z x 8 cm. Average width of column 
of inscription 4-3 cm, Preser\’ed arc parts of columns 1-13 of the decree. 

Fragment B {Urk. i, 298-9). Luxor (?). With parts of columns i3-2i{?) of the 
decree. 

TRjVNSLATION 

(r) {The Harm Nctjefy^-bau,^ 

{2) [Royal decree to , . .the Father of the God^f beloved of the God. Heredltury Prince, 
[Foster-Child of] the Kir^, , , , [Shemay].^ 

(3) [Seal]ed [i/i the presence of the king himsetfjJ 

(4) [Thy wife], the King's Eldest Daughter, , , , (5) Sole Favourite of the King, 

Nebyet~(6) She is^ (to be known as) the King's Eldest Daughter, Sole Favourite of the 

Kirtg, ... (7) who takes precedence^ over the other sconien of the king's^ . . . [tcithout] 
(8) her equal, through the desire of the Count . (9) The Commandant of Soldiers 
Khrodny^ [£r to be her] bodyguard . .. 

(10) The Sole Companion, Nejn/s (son) Itt[yotef} has been sent [concerning iV]. 
(11) My Majesty has commanded thee to have tnade a barque of *Two-Powers''> of.. . 

cubits .., (12) ... rAe Court, which is in this nome^^ under,., (13) ... m . . . {14) cr«tr»' 
. . . (15) . . . (chapel?) of the barque of 'Tteo^Powers' in it, annual fruits (f))* . . . (16) 
pure,., On behalf of the King of Upper and Lotcer Egypt, Neferkauhor, Ka(?)-jn(-ib{i),*^ 
may he live forever [and ever]/ 

{17) The Sole Companion, Nemy's (son) /n[yotef has been caused] to come [eonceming 
it], 

{18) My Majesty [has commanded] thee to bestow rank and to take away . .. (19)_ 
[from] anyone who shall [do]'* that which thou dost hate .,. (20)to its end. S-.,. 
(21) . . . 

Notes 

This text clearly consists of three separate edicts issued by the Horus Netjery-bau, 
K-ing Neferkauhor of Dyn. VIII. All are addressed to the Vizier Shemay and delivered 
by the Sole Companion Inyotef, but deal with different and apparently unrelated 
subjects. The date of issue was almost certainly Neferkauhor’s first regnal year and, 
like decrees (A) to (g) inclusive, was probably 'Month 2 of Proyet, day 20’, of that year, 
perhaps the date of the king’s accession. The document can hardly have been issued 
earlier and bear Neferkauhor’s name, and is probably not later in date than decree (A), 
which deals with the funerary foundations of the Vizier and his wife. 

‘Part r (cols. 4-10) Is more interesting than at first appears. The purpose of this 
section is to publish officially the titulary of the Vizier’s wife, Nebyet, who, as the 
‘King's Eldest Daughter’, is to have royal rank and precedence at Court and. in keeping 
therewith, is assigned a high-ranking army officer as a bodj-guard. If col, 8 is correctly 
interpreted, the proclamation tvas made at the request of Shemay on behalf of his wife. 
The occasion, we may suppose, was not the marriage of Nebyet and Shemay (so Pirenne, 
op. cit.. Ill, 214), but either the elevation of the latter to the office of Vizier or the acces¬ 
sion of Nebyet’s father to the throne of Egyp^—both. 
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Columns 11—17, longer than 4-10, occupy a second ‘panel’ of the stela. In these 
Shemay is instructed to build and equip a ceremonial ship, or sacred barque of specified 
length, probably for the t\\'ln gods Min-Horus of Copt us (see below, note g). This 
pious act, carried out at the king’s expense, is not to go unrewarded, and the concluding 
phrases (col. 16) probably provide for services to be performed, not only for the barque, 
but also for its royal donor, whose prenomen and personal name are written out together. 

The much damaged third section (cols, 18 ff.) is apparently a royal order extending 
to Shemay broad powers in confeiring and revoking official appointments and honours 
at his own discretion. 

1. Niry-hm\ ‘Divine-of-Might’: refer especially to decrees (A), (/); seen here 
(1. 16) and in decree (/) to have been the Horus name of King Neferkauhor of Dyn. 
VIII (Abydus List, no. 55). 

2. The name of the king, the characteristic titles of the Vizier preser\'ed in the 
address, and the prominent reference to the Princess Nebyet known from decree (A) to 
have been Shemav’s wife, permit no doubt as to the identity of the addressee. 

3. Setbe (Urk. 1, 298, i) restores of the sign 8 actually 
exists; and the restoration, though logical, is far from certain. 

4. I]p for later (IFA. i. 42; Erman, Ag. Gr., § 338 a), Cf, !)'=» (0)3. 
5. sfTj tpy-', ’one who is before . , .’ Usually ‘before’ in time (Card., Egn. Gr., 

§ tSi); hut also in rank and importance {Wb, V, 283), 
6. The group is nsjv, not ^ given by Sethc (Urfe. 1, 298,4) and apparently 

intended to be read 5mr, ‘Upper Egypt’—so, at any rate, Pirenne, op. cit,, ill, 214. 
Sethe’s is an accidental gouge in the surface of the stone, far out of position, as can 
be seen in the photograph. Two ticks at the top of an imaginary vertical sign before — 
are also unintentional scratches in the surface. 

7. (?). Theis clear and certain (not -f. as Sethe, ibid,). The estimated 
space at the end of the column permits the restoration ‘Count, 
[Governor of Upper Egypt, Overseer of Priests, Shemay],’ as elsewhere in these texts 
(Urk. I, 296, 300). 

8. See Ranke, Personennamen, 277. 
9. Wmey. The determinative indicates that this is the name of a divinity, or pair 

of divinities, worshipped as one, presumably at Coptus. We think immediately of 
Hncy orNtricy, the nome standard of Coptus, which Wainwright suggests is an expres¬ 
sion for the tvvo closely associated gods Min and Horus, called collectively the 'Two 
Horuses’ {JEA xvii, 190-1). Multiplicity of expressions for a pair of gods so associated 
is illustrated by the biunegod “1"|, ^Ij, and of the Xth Nome of Upper Egypt, 
see Gauthier, Rec. frat*,, xxxv, 12-13, Sethe, Urgeschichiet § 51. 

10. These words are reminiscent of the recurring clause *My Majesty forbids the crea¬ 
tion of any oorvie (or the like), of which registration is made for the Court, in this nome’, 
(d) 3. Cf. also (a) 7. The antecedent of in any case, is not knte, but an activity of some 
sort in the nome of Coptus, reported to the Court or associated m some waj'' ivith it. 

It. Restoring b *37. 
12. mptiy. This group occurs in decree (i*), line 5, and is interpreted by Moret 
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{J.as. (1916), 311) as *les fruits mmicls et les vergers qui les produiseni’. The present 
context^ wherem we evidently have to do with the upkeep of a divine barque and with 
the funerarj' cult of the king, seems to support this rendering. Elsewhere ^ £ appears as 
an epithet of the god Horns {Pyr. 767 a; Sethe, Oberselstmg und Kommentar, [i[, 414) 
and in the name of an Old Kingdom festival (Leps., Dkm. ill, 87). 

13. })-piv-ib(‘i), \My)^heart'is-the-Bu]l( ?)’. The personal name of King Nefer- 
kauhor. ^ is perhaps to he read simply kt ‘the Bull’, or can stand for any one of seven 
or more bull gods: Apis of Memphis, Mnevis of Heliopolis, Buchis of Hermonthis, 
Khasu of Xois, Kemwer of x4thribis, Hescbu of Lcontopolis, or Kamephis (Kamiitef), 
the bull of Min and of x4niun (Otto, Ufiters., xili; Wainwright, JEA XIX, 42^52; xxi, 
158-62; Atm, Serv,, xxviii, 180-4; 19), Theophorous names constructed 
in this manner are rare, but a parallel exists in a Memphite name of the ^liddle King¬ 
dom, Pt/i-pw-viih (Ranke, Persottennamen, 139), 

14. Restoring ^ Sethe, UtM. i, 298. 

(o) Pis. IV, IV.4. Metropolitan Museum of Art, accession no. 14.7.11. Dimensions 
33 X 47 X 9 cm. Average width of column of inscription in text of decree 4-1 cm. 

Translation 

(1) The Horns Netjery-bau. Sealed in the presence of the king himself^ {in] Month 2 of 
Pr6[yet\t Day [zo].^ 

(2) Royal decree (lo) the Count, Ch'£r[seer of Priests, 

(3) Thou art* {a^^inted) Count, Governor of Upper Egypt, and Overseer of Priests in 

this same Upper Egypt, which is [utider] {4) thy supervision^ sautimard to IVubia, north¬ 

ward to the Sistrum Nome,^ functioning as^ Count, Overseer of Priests, Chief of^ (5) the 

rtders of towns, who are there under thy supervision—in place of'* thy father, Father of 

the God], (6) \belov]ed of the God*^ Plereditary Prince, Mayor of the [Pyramid] City, 

[Chief ffis]tice, Visier, Keeper of the Royal Archives, (7) [Count, Governor of Upper 
Egypt, Overseer of Priests, Shemay.^' 

No] one [shall have rightful clahn (8) against . . . 

Notes 

This order, issued by King Neferkauhor on the same day as decrees (A), (/), (wi), (»), 
(p) , and (9), quite simply and clearly appoints the Nomarch of Coptus Idy 
to the post of ‘Governor of Upper Egypt' with specified jurisdiction over the 
seven southernmost nome$ from Elephantine to Diospolis Parva. Such specification 
was necessary, for the title often home by many Upper Egyptian officials 
at the same time and did not in itself imply pow'er in excess of that held by anv first- 
class nomarch (Kees, Prosnnzialverwaltung, 86). Although it is true that two previous 
Governors of Upper Egv^t—one of whom may have been Idy’s own father Shemav_ 
held sway over all tw'enty-two nomes from Nubia to the FayyQm, such a concentration 
of power in one official seems to have been altogether exceptional (Kees, op, cit., 112), 
Shemay’s claim to the honour rests on Morel’s reading of traces of his name and titles 
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jQ the battered address of decree Ac. Imcr, B.~L. (1914), 565 ff., but see Kees, 
op. cit., no); Gardiner tells me that a collation of this decree made for him by Cerny 
and Fairman confirms Moret’s reading. In any case Idy seems to have taken over a very' 
large part of his father’s duties in Upper Egypt, a circumstance which can only have 
resulted, directly or indirectly, from Shemay’s own elevation to the office of Vizier, 
already shown by decree (j) to have been a recent occurrence (p. 14). In view of the 
fact that a few years later Idy succeeded his father as Vizier (see decree (r)), it is absurd 
to regard the alleged reduction in the number of nomes assigned to him as Governor as 
an attempt to curb his power or that of his family, either by an apprehensive Pharaoh 
or by a rival family of nomarchs (Moret, op. cit,, 573-3), It seems more logical to 
suppose that for a while jurisdiction over Nomes VIII to XXII was simply retained by 
the senior Governor of Upper Egypt, Idy’s father, the Vizier Shemay. 

I- Read ktm r-gs urtc ds. See, for example, Urk. i, 160. 
3. i>^ the ‘Year of Uniting the Two Lands’, i.e. the year of the king’s acces¬ 

sion—the same date as decrees (A), (/), (m), (w), (p), and (^). See (p) .v-f-S (pi- V). 
3. restored from (/«)3. The titles are only those borne by Idy as 

nomarch of Copt us before this, the first of his bvo promotions. 
4. ij'ss* for later sec under (;), note 4. 
5. Restoring cf* col, 5, 

hni-m . . . mbt-m, cf. Urk, i, 101, ti; Breasted, Atrc. /fee,, i, 
147. Compound prepositions, evidently equivalents of hnt-r,,. mhi-r (Card., Egn. Gr., 

§ i6z, I; 179). For ^ Shm (Wb. iv, 251-2), the Vllth nome of Upper Egypt, with its 

capital at Diospolis parva modem Hu, 37 miles downstream from Coptus, 
see Gauthier, Dict.geog.f iv, 129; v, 64, SHt, 

7. ^ frr, ‘one who shall act as.. .* That irr is a participial form, not the imperative, 
is showTi by its use in decree (m) 5 (Urk. i, 301, i) in an exactly similar context, applied 
to Idy, who in that decree is referred to only in the third person, 

8. Restoring as in (m) 5 (Urk. i, 301, i). 
9. fti tcfim ..., literally ‘in repeating ..Pirenne (Hist, inst., ill, 135) would 

translate the expression ‘as lieutenant of thy father’—a possible interpretation. Cf, 

("0 9 5)* 
10. Restoring (0 3 (?) ^ (P^- below, p. 19, note 4. 

So Sethe, Urk. 1, 299, 10. Cf. (^) 7-8 (pi. V). 

12. Sethe, Urk. [, 299, ii. 

(p-q) PL V. Metropolitan Museum of Art, accession no. 14,7,12, Dimensions 60 x 30- 5 
X 8 5 cm. Fragment of a stela w'ith parts of two royal decrees, evidently issued by 
King Neferkauhor in regnal year i, month z of Proyet, day 20, and delivered 
by the Sole Companion Inyotef, the son of Hemy. Cf, decrees (j), (A), (/), (m), 
and (0) for the name of the king, the date of issue, and the name of the delivering 
official, 

(/>) Lower part of the last six columns of a decree of unknown length, occupying the 
D 
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first or right-hand portion of the stela. Average width of column of inscription, 4*3 cm. 
Only one square of inscription seems to be missing from the top of col, x+Sj see Urk. 

I, 299, tS. This would leave space on the stela for two or three horizontal lines, one 
above the other, across the top of the vertical columns, cf, Weill, D^crets, plates, 
passim. 

Translation 

(x). . . (x +1) [My M€^esty has commanded thee to pari] the toords (x + 2) [of this 
decree at thegate]tcay of the temple of Min (x+3) [of Coptus in the Tzco-Falcons 
forever. 

There has been caused (x+4) [to come] the Sole Companion^ Hemy's (mn) Inyot^^ 
concerning it. 

(x+5) Sealed m tlie presence of [the king] himself (m) the Year of Uniting the Tteo 
Lands, Month 2 of PrQyet, Day 20. 

Notes 

The fragment comprises the concluding formulae of a decree -which, as suggested on 
p. 6, may have been addressed to the Governor of Upper Eg^q^t Idy to inform him 
of the appointment of his brother to a post in the temple of Min—the subject of the 
immediately adjoining decree (q). It is not, in any case, a part of decree (n) {Urk. i, 
301-a), which notifies the father, Shemay, of the same appointment. 

The restorations given in the translation for the most part follow Sethe, Urk, i, 299, 
lines 15-18, which in turn are derived from numerous parallels in the other decrees. 
In col. x+3 we may perhaps restore Cf. (b) 34 [Urk. i, 282,1, n). 

On the expression hft-sp Smi-tney for the king’s first regnal year, see Sethe, Unters., 

HI. 79, 83. 

{q) Decree, complete except for a horizontal line (z) with the title and address, and 
three to four squares of inscription missing from the tops of the nine vertical columns. 
Average width of column of inscription in the text of the decree, 3-5 cm, 

Translation 
(1) [The Homs Netjery-bau].^ 

(2) decree to . . . ]: 
(3) \Thou art . . . Sole Companion, CeiebranU in the temple (4) [of Mm of 

Cop]tus, under tfie supervision of thy brother, the Count, Governor of Upper Egypi^ (5) 
[(^erseer of Priests], Idy—no one shall have rightful claim against it—(6) [etw as 

ibou{?) ecastY under the supervision of thy father, the Father of the God, beloved of the 

God,^ Herediie^y Prince, Fosler-Chftd of the King, (7) [Mayor of the Pyramid Gily], 
Chief Justice, Vizier, Keeper of the Royal Archives, Count, (8) [Governor of Upper 

Egypt, Overseer] of Priests, Shemay. 
There has been caused [to come] (9) [the Sole Companim, Hem]y*s (ron) *Inyot^, 

concerning it. 
{/n] the king [himself’s] (10) [presence sealed (in) the Year of Uniting the Ttvo Lands, 

Month 2] of Day 20, 
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Notes 

The name of the addressee—Shemay’s second son and Idy's younger (?) brother— 
is not preserved either here or in fragment («) (t/rJt. i, 301-2). The loss of the first 
groups of both columns 3 and 6 (note 3) leaves us in some doubt as to whether this is an 
appointment to a new post or merely the confirmation of one previously held—a con¬ 
firmation issued on the oco^iion of Idy's replacement of his father as local administrator 
for Upper Egypt (decrees (w) and (0)). Moret's restorations and interpretation of this 
text {Jms, (1917) 361-5) are highly improbable. 

1. The restorations used in the translation follow Sethe, Urk. i, 300, 
2. {var. (n) 3, probably to be read iA{f)btc. It seems likely 

that this is one of a group of related words Jf, [) used of ceremonial 
dances arid dancers^ ritual acts, and recitations associated especially with the cult of the 
god Min of Coptus (see Wb. i, 118,12-16; Budge, Eg. Diet.,74A). In the well-known 
scene of the festival of Min on the second pylon of the Ramesseum (Leps., Dhm, in, 
162, 164a — Medinet Habu, Chicago edition (iv), pi. 214) the word evidently refers 
to other actions beside dancing and to participants in the festival who are more than 
merely temple dancers. Thus, a hymn addressed to the god is headed by the words 

•' ■ * n Mtrv, ‘Rituals(?) of Min .. and, below\ a priest reading 
from a papyrus is labelled Chief Lector-Priest reading aloud the 
ihb(w)\ A comparable priestly title is perhaps the of the goddess Hathor, see 
Blackman m Hastings’s Encytlopaedia oj Religion and Efhics, x, 294* 

3. Whether this decree is the confirmation of an existing assignment or an altogether 
new appointment depends on w'hether we restore here ‘even as tfiou wast 
formerly’ (under the supervision of thy father), or 'even as he (i.e. Idy) was 
formerly’ (under the supervision of thy father). See Sethe, Urk, i, 300, 6. 

4. Tt-Mfr mry~ntr. In these decrees this appears to have been no more than a 
standard priestly title of the Vizier. Gardiner tells me that he is dealing w'ith the title at 
length in his Ancient Egyptian Onomasikaj Text, I, under No. 127 of the commentaiy 
on the Onomasticon of AmenopS, The title was one achieved by a man only after he 
had become Vizier and was borne, when occupying this office, by both Shemay and by 
his son Idy (decree (r) 2). Against the view formerly taken by Borchardt and followed 
by Pirenne, Hist, insL ill, 213-14 it may be said that in decrees (j) and (A:) Shemay 
appears in the role of son-in-law, rather than father-in-law of the king. It is possible, 
but not probable, that he w'as both. 

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF DECREES (g) TO (r) 

Before attempting to fit the material contained in decrees (^) to (r) into the meagrely 
documented historical scheme of the First Intermediate Period it will be well to clarify 

T- 

this material somewhat by establishing, first of all, what may be called the ‘cast of 
characters’ involved. 

In these documents we are introduced to at least three kings of Egypt: 
The Horus Netjery-bau, the King of Upper and Lower Egj'pt, Neferkauhor, with 

the personal name Ka( ?)-pu-ib(i) {?), was the originator of decrees (7) to (g), all of which 
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appear to have been issued on a single day in the first year of his reign, perhaps the day 
of his accession to the throne. He is unquestionably the same King Neferkauhor listed 
in the Table of Kings in the temple of Sethos I at Abydus {no. 55), fourteen places after 
Menkaref (Nitocria), the last ruler of Dyn. VI, and only two places ahead of Nebhepetret 
(Mentuhotpe II) of Dyn. XI.' The Princess Nebyct, mentioned in decrees (j) and (A) 
as the wife of the Vizier and former Nomarch of Coptus Shemay, was probably Nefer¬ 
kauhor's eldest daughter, w'ho achieved royal rank in consequence of her father’s eleva¬ 
tion to the kingship (decree (/}).=* 

The Homs Demedj-ib-towe was the originator of decree (r). In this document 
Shemay’s son Idy, w ho serv'ed under Neferkauhor as Governor of Upper Egypt, is now 
addressed as Vizier, a fact which indicates clearly that Demedj-ib-towe was a successor, 
and probably the immediate successor, of Neferkauhor. The kingly prenomen 
Wadjkaret contained in col. 42 of the decree is not the name of the originator of the 
document, but that of a predecessor of both Demedj-ib-towe and Neferkauhor, in 
whose reign the official charged with the delivery of the decree was bom and with whose 
prenomcn his own name (Wadjkare«-[sonbe] ?) was compounded.^ On the other hand, 
it seems only natural to equate the Horus Demedj-ib-towe with King Neferirkareq 
no. 56 of the Abydus list, clearly the immediate successor of Neferkauhor and the last 
king named before Nebhepetref of Dyn, XI. 

Three decrees, {§), (A), and (f), were issued by a king or kings who preceded 
Neferkauhor. This is shown by the fact that all three documents were issued before 
Shemay’s son Idy had been appointed Governor of Upper Egypt, an event which we 
know, from decrees (m), (o), and (^), took pbee in Neferkauhor’s first year, probably 
on the date of his accession. It is not certain that all three decrees pre-date Shemay's 
appointment as Vizier, but this, too, seems highly probable.'* On the other hand, the 
facts that in decree (A) and possibly also in (1) Shemay already holds the office of 
Governor of Upper Egypt and that in decree (g) Idy already bears the titles of Nomarch 
of Coptus would indicate that these edicts were not far removed in date from the 
decrees of Neferkauhor, but ivere probably issued by his immediate predecessor. For 
this hypothetical king we have preserved in decree (A) the Ilorus name Khat-[bau ?] and 
in decree (r) the throne-name Wadjkare^. Since the latter name, as written in decree 
(r), does not exist on any other extant monument or in any list of kings now known, 
I suggest that it is a scribal error for the exceedingly common prenomen Neferkar^,* 
the contemporary hieratic forms of the signs | and | being easily susceptible of confusion 
one with another.* In this case we may, without too great difficulty, identify the King 

> Meyer, Ag^ C/itojt., pi, 1; Lepstus. ZAS ii, plate p. S4; Capart, Mempku, fig. 14S. 

* See above, p. J4. 
* Setlie. GGA 7t<>: Urk. i, 306, rj; <m. (1917)* 3*5- Mejicr (GrsiAichte, t, x, 138^) and 

SotieB i o3) follow Ganlincr IPSBA {1911). belief that Wadjkaret was (he prenomcn 
of the Horua Demcdj-'b-tow'e himself, an interpretaiion of the text which seetm both awkwaid and highly 

unlikely^ 
* Morel's restiing of tht much-d&Tnagcd litulnr^' of ibe addressee of decree (0 (CM. Ac. Imct. B.-L. iigi4\ 

565 ff,, plate) seenis highly quesdonable (cf. WeiH, iVrrrfj* pi. a). 
* Abydus list, nm. 4^1 43. 45. 49i S^p 54; Turin P^pyms, coL IV a, la. 
* See Mailer, Werdl. FaL l> nos. z8o and 180* columns "Abusir* and 'Elcphartlmo*. 
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Wadjkaref of decree (r) with the King Neferkauref, wJio in the Abj'dus list is named 
as the immediate predecessor of Neferkau^ior (no. 54). The cartouche (no. 53) which 
precedes that of Neferkauret in the Abydns list is damaged, but is almost certainly to be 

restored identified as the prenomen of King Iby of the Turin Papyrus,^ 

the owner of a small pyramid discovered at South Sakkarah in 1929A 
Turning now to the addressees and beneficiaries of the twelve decrees, we find that 

these consisted almost exclusively of two prominent members of a local family of Copt us, 
Shemay and his son Idy. Each of these two men held in succession the offices of 
Nomarch of Coptus, Governor of Upper Egypt, and Vizier, the son in every instance of 
promotion stepping into the office just vacated by his father. Shemay, wc may suppose, 
inherited the office of nomarch from his own father—perhaps one may assume an 
earlier Idy who lived during the latter years of the reign of Phiops II of Dynasty VI. 
Shemay appears, in any event, to have been nomarch prior to the issue of decrees (^), 
(/i), and ((), for at this time he had already been appointed to the next higher office. 
Governor of Upper Egypt, and his son, Idy, had taken his place as Nomarch of Coptus 
(decree (^)). By the first year of the reign of King Neferkauhor Shemay had become 
Vizier and Idy was made Governor of Upper Egypt. Idy's elevation to the office of 
Vizier, w hich he held under Neferkauhor*s successor, Demedj-ib-towe, must have been 
occasioned primarily by the death of his father. It is important to note that, although 
both Shemay and Idy retained in their titularies every title which they had ever borne,* 
the offices themselves were held successively and not concurrently. For example, it is 
certain that when Shemay became Vizier he had long since ceded his post as Nomarch 
of Coptus to his son and had even turned oi-^er to the younger man most of the local 
administrative duties of Governor of Upper Egypt. In short, he was not, as Sethe 
believed,* Nomarch of Coptus and Vizier of Egy'pt at one and the same time. 

The results suggested by the foregoing discussion may be incorporated in tabular 
form as follows: 

KrNCS i Or^tctAis 

Ahydui list Hortu mtmr FrmeJWJf Ftnmal mftif Coptm 

CwfTtnnor of 

Upper 
1 
' Vistrr 

^Re/er fa 

pp- j/) 

53^ 1 1 • Shemay ? 1 1 ' i 
..- 

5+ 1 Kha^[lKiU ?] ; f Idy Shemay ? 1 fe), W, CO 
1 

5S 

1 

' Ntijer>'-bau 
{= N«ferkaur&<?) ' 
Nef'erkaui)f>r Ka(?)-pu-ib{i> idrf?) 

{zz nomes) 

1 Shemay ' O’). (*). {0. 

S6 Demedj-ib-tejwe 
1 

N-eferirkara4(?) , ? 

(7 ncmca) 

j f 

! 
1 

i 
[Cl"). (™}h (0) 
iP). t!f). 
CO 

Like the royal decrees of the Sixth Dynasty {a-J), those of the First Intermediate 
Period (^-r) were clearly issued by kings residing at Memphis and were sent up-river 
by royal messenger for deliverx' and posting at Coptus only because their subject- 

* See fspccially the copy by Lepatus, ZAS, Ji, plat* oppmit* p. S4. » Cbl- iv a, 14. 
^ J^quicri JUa Pyramide d"Aba (FoulUes k Saqqurahp 1935). 
^ The usual practice. See Weil, FKirre dts Pharaonenreiefiet, +-33, poifftfi. 
^ GGA (1912)^ 718. ^ Turin FapyruSp col. tv a, 14, 
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matter directly or indirectly concerned the administration of the temple or nome of 
Coptus, Far from creating the impression felt by Sethe' that they were promulgated 
by kings ruling from Coptus itself, these documents give every evidence of being 
despatch orders issued by the central government at Memphis to, or for the informa¬ 
tion of, its representatives in the provbces. If, as Sethe would have it, the entire 
domain ruled by these kings consisted of ‘only a small kingdom in Upper Egypt 
with the middle point at Coptus’, it is difficult to understand why it was necessary to 
entrust the administration of precisely this region to an official caUed the ‘Governor of 
Upper Egj-pt’, or what possible function a Governor of Upper Egypt could have had 
in an presumably occupied and governed, not only by the Vizier, but also by the 
^g himself. It is equally difficult to see w'hy, if the decrees were drawn up in Coptus 
itself, eight of them at once (J-q) were formally designated for delivery by a high-ranking 
Court official—in exactly the same manner as the decrees previously issued from Memphis 
by King Phiops II (b-d). One also wonders why no reference, direct or indirect, to a 
'Dynasty of Coptus' occurs in Manethn or in any other historical source or kings’ list 
which has come down to us, or why no scrap of evidence of royal occupancy is preserved 
at Coptus or in its vicinity. 

Sethe’s theory—as with all the historical treatises of that great scliolar—is interesting 
and ingeniously constructed, but it lacks the ring of truth. We are asked to believe, 
first, that Shentay held the posts of Vizier and Nomarch of Coptus concurrently 
(snjgkick) and that, because of this, we must of necessity assume that the office of the 
Vizier, i.e. the Residence City, was at Coptus itself. We know^ from our examination of 
decrees (jf), (m), (o), and (q) that the first premiss is false (p, zy). Furthermore, 
reference to Kees, Proviti^ialverwahung, and Weil's Veziere immediately establishes 
the fact that during the late Old Kingdom the appointment of an Upper Egyptian 
nomarch or governor to the office of Vizier, far from being exceptional, was a policy 
generally adhered to by most of the Memphite Pharaohs. The relations of Phiops I, 
Meiy'enre^ I, and Phiops II with the family of nomarchs of This will suffice as an illustra¬ 
tion, but there are many other examples.^ Decree (i) arranges for an inspection of 
Cro^vn property to be made in the neighbourhood of Coptus under the supervision of 
the Vizier—^ fact which in no way indicates, as Sethe suggests, that the central govern¬ 
ment itself iiVas located in Upper Egypt. In an era as scantily documented anywhere as 
is the First Intermediate Period the absence of the name of King Neferkauhor elsewhere 

^ Sethe, loc. civ 

* Not shared by Petrie {H£ttcry> i <i tth ed- *934). (19“29)» by Meyer {Gachkhie, I, 2 (1926), 1134^-^), by 
Moret (J.oi. (1913-17); CM. At.Imfr. B.-L. (1914-16)), or by PiTmintiHut. tmf., mtl (1934-^)); «id dis¬ 
regarded by Ranlce (German edition of Sreasted*^ History (1936)), by Erman and Ranltc (1923)), by 
Steindorif (in Baedeker’s Egypt and the SudSn (1929). cm. 334), and by Sonas {Preservation de la ptop^^te 
funeraire (1913)); hut acciepied without scepticism by Keea {I^ofintnalvervoaltang 113-14), by Sebarff 
(.Silawi^rfr. atiw. Ah. (i93&). Heft S, 39-4*. S+). by Drioton and Vandicr {L'S^ple (1938), 214-15). and by 
W, is, fimith (Ancient as represented in the Mtaeum 0/ Fine Arts (Boston, 1943), 24-5; History of Egyptian 
SiuIpitiTi Pamtiifg m ifu Old Kingdum ( i^6)i. 123-4). 

* Koes. Provmzialveneaitung, 92-S. Notnarchs of provinces of Upper Egypt who became vjilen during 
D>-n, VI were Idy, Pcp>Tiakhtc. Pcpy«onkh, Pery, and D}o«w, Viziers who were also Govemofs of Upper 
Egypt include Shepsesr^*, .Mthet^otep, Kay, and Gemnikaj. (See also Pirenne, Hist, imi., m, 60-1,) 
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than at Copt us and Abydus is surely an argument which carries no weight whatsoever. 
The fact that two kings of this period (Abydus list, nos, 47 and 52) may have been 
named in honour of the god Min‘ does not show that the Residence City at this time 
was at Coptus, any more than do the royaJ names Ammenemes and Scsostris prove that 
during the Twelfth Dynasty the capital was at Thebes. The reverence in which Min 
of Coptus was held at Thebes and the close association of the Theban god Amun with 
his prototype at Coptus is, of course, freely admitted, but is not proof that the Theban 
monarchy of the Eleventh Dynasty was derived from a similar kingship at Coptus,* 
Finally, Sethe's conclusion that all fifteen successors of the Sixth Dynasty listed at 
Abydus were purely local Upper Egyptian kings is not only fantastic from many points 
of view, but is flatly dispro^-ed by the discovery at Memphis of funerary monuments of 
at least two of these kings 

Freed, then, from any delusion regarding a ‘Dynasty of Coptus’, we recognize in the 
Horus Khaf-[baii?j, the Horus Netjery-bau, and the Horus Demedj-ib-towe the last 
three kings of Manetho’s Eighth Dynasty of Memphis. 

At the same time, one cannot fail, in these decrees from Coptus, to see clearly the 
now almost abject dependence of the Pharaohs at Memphis upon the loyalty of the 
powerful landed nobility of Upper Egj’pt, Previously it was the great lords of the Hare 
Nome, the princes of Elephantine, or the feudal barons of This on whom the kings at 
Memphis relied for the maintenance of their sovereigntj' over the Southland, Now the 
last rulers of a moribund Memphite line, with Lower Egypt a prey to marauding bands 
of Asiatics and the middle nomes already forming in revolt behind the w^arlikc standard 
of Heracleopolis, turn to Coptus for support and in one royal edict after another lavish 
upon its puissant nomarchs the highest honours at their disposal and privileges of 
types formerly enjoyed only by the kings themselves. Decree (r), which deals not at all 
with the interests of the Pharaoh, but only with the extensive funerary foundations of 
his Coptite vizier, is, as Gardiner has already remarked,^ an astounding document. 
That such an edict could be wrung from a successor of Cheops, Chephren, and 
Mycerinus tells us in unmistakable fashion that, with the Horus Demedj-ib-towe, the 
Old Kingdom had run its course to the very end. 

■ Sethe (ibid.) IS probably correct In reading the name as 'Nefer-ka-Min\ taking os a scnbol 

error for —, in the list of kings from the temple of Roinesscs i ( at Abydus end cm Severn] other monuments 

the name, however, is written (Gauthier, Lftnv dw rmi, I, t86), and the equation f = ^ s«ma less 

certain. 

* TTie comparison is not a just one, for at Thebe* the tiotnarchs themselves beeamc kings, while in the 
decrees from Coptus they ant clearly seen to exist as powerful Upper Egyptian cont^pontrics of the kings. 

* J^uier, dit# reiw JV«/ « ^pctu'l, 52-4; Pyratnide d'Abs. 
* PSBA 358-60. 
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STUDIES IN THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE 
TWENTY-FIRST DYNASTY 

£f>' JAROSLAV CERNY 

The sensational discoveries made of recent years at Tanis by Professor Montet have 
attracted fresh attention to the history of the Twenty*first Dynasty, and have avi^akcned 
hopes that, when the excavations are terminated, liiey will prove to have yielded im¬ 
portant new testimony towards the better understanding of that most interesting, but 
still extremely obscure, period. For not only is little known of the political history of 
this dynasty, but even the number and the order of its kings are matters of much 
uncertainty. There had already been one moment in the past when the Twenty-first 
Dynasty stood in the forefront of Egyptological interest. That w'as shortly after the 
finding at Dcr el-Bahri of the cache where the mummies of a large number of famous 
New Kingdom kings had been hidden. We owe it to the piety of the High-priests of 
Amun who lived under the Twenty-first Dynasty that such solicitude was shown for the 
remains of these ancestral royalties, their mummies being collected and refurbished, 
and, after other hiding-places had been tried, being eventually consigned to this 
particular place to await modern discovery. 

These pious actions had their reward. It is the unpretentious jottings left upon the 
wrappings and coffins of the royal mummies which, more than anything else, have con¬ 
tributed to the reconstruction of the Dynasty’s history and chronology, a task brilliantly 
performed by Maspero.* In the light of Maspero’s researches what had premusly been 
known seems a hopeless chaos, and the evidence that has since emerged from other 
sites has tended rather to confuse than to clarify’ the picture already w'on. The inscrip¬ 
tions from the Der cl-Bahri cache being thus our principal source of information, little 
wonder that scholars have studied them very carefully m order to extract from them all 
that they could possibly yield, so much so that the present writer long believed that the 
benefit to be derived from this source w’as e.xhausted. Reconsideration has, however, 
shown that a few more drops of information can be squeezed out of this material, 
together w'ith whatever else of the kind is available. Mere drops they are indeed, but 
in the dearth of better evidence they are not wnthout their \'alue, and are here presented 
in the hope that they may be found of use pending a more plentiful flow of information 
from Tanis or elsewhere. 

I. Contributions to the History of the Royal Cache 

The events connected with the cache of Der el-Bahri can be established in part from 
the hieratic graffiti w’ritten in black ink upon its walls, and in part from the hieratic 

* In Let myahj de D/ir el-Baharf . .dela Mitsiart archdologiqtie franfahe au Cuire vol i 
fasc. 4)p TSSg. ' ' ‘ 
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inscriptions on the coffins of Ramtfsses I, Sethos I, and Ramesscs II recording the 
transfer of their mummies, All these inscriptions have been published by Maspero, to 
whom also their first transcription is due. The inscriptions on the walls are given by 
him in hand-facsimiles, while those on the cofEns have been made accessible partly in 
facsimile and partly in photograph. The use of the publication and verification thereof 
are not very easy, some of the originals heing extremely faint and their writing rather 
cursive. In addition to these disadvantages, closer examination has show'n Maspero’s 
publication to be somewhat unreliable. His facsimiles have clearly not been traced on 
the originals themselves, bat on photographs,' whence they reveal in places misunder- 

^standings such as would naturally arise with a draughtsman not wholly conversant with 
the hieratic of the period. Furthermore, the published photographs of the inscriptions 
have not been left untouched, but as Peet stated with regard to one of them,^ have been 
‘doctored’, while indistinct signs have been redrawn in black w'ithout any warning to the 
reader. For these reasons it is by no means easy to establish absolutely correct transcrip¬ 
tions. Happily none such are required for this article, since the dates and the general 
trend of the texts are all that really matters for the chronological purposes here in view. 
Moreover, Maspero’s facsimiles and readings can to some extent be checked from photo¬ 
graphs published by Daressy,^ since these have not been tampered with; Daressy’s 
readings, however, are mainly based on those of Maspero, and whenever he has 
ventured to be independent, he has gone astray. The inscriptions have been translated 
by Breasted in various parts of volume iv of his Ancient /ffcorJj, but his only source 
was Maspero, and his readings, so far as they transpire through his renderings, have no 
independent value. 

Two other burials besides those of the older Pharaohs took place in the cache; these 
were the burials of Neskhons and of her husband Pinudjem, the High-priest of Amun. 
The names of those personages are recorded in three hieratic inscriptions at the bottom 
of the tomb-shaft, that of Neskhons on the right side, at the beginning of the horizontal 
passage leading to the burial-chamber, and that of Pinudjem on the left side. Desiring 
to re-examine the originals, the present writer addressed himself to MM. Jouguet and 
Bruy^re, and through their kind offices the shaft of the cache w'as emptied early in 1938 
at the expense of the French Institute in Cairo. It was then found that the inscription 
of Nesklions had perished completely, as had also Pinudjem’s shorter text; however, 
the High-priest’s longer text, though damaged, could still be copied, and a few photo¬ 
graphs of it were taken by Mile G, Jourdain, then engaged upon w'ork in the excavations 
of the Institute at Der cl-Medtnah. 

For the inscription of Neskhons our sole remaining authority is, accordingly, 
Maspero’s imperfect facsimile.'* Fortunately the date *ttu8t have been 

' Maspero, Let mom'ti royales^ SS9. U- t. that this was the pTAcgdun adopted for two of his facjinules, 
but it 1$ mic cf other fasciniLJes as well. 

^ JEA XIV, n. 4, 

J Daresay, Ctremik dss ciKhfttfs royairt {Cai, pla. xvi, xvuf-xx, xx:n, sxilT. 
* L^s wurmirs gao, with tniwriptlon m p„ 531; iT^nslsition in Breasted, Recordi i\\ | 

k k possible that aomr is in possession of an old photograph of tbia graffito^ a canrhil study of such 
a photograph might settle the uncertainties of the reading* 

E 
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very clear in the original and there is no ground for doubting the correctness of Mas- 
pero’^s facsimile and readings at this point. The entire inscription reads as follows:^ 

Year 5, fourth month of the Summer .season, day 21, day of the burial of the Chief of the ladies, 
Neskhons, 

by the divine father of Amun, the overseer of the Treasury, Djekhonsefonkh, the son of; 
the prophet of Amen-Rt*, Xing of the Gods, Enkhefenamfint 

the [EMer(?)] of the Hall,* Nespay . . . 

the divine father of AmOn, the chief of the Army,^ Nespekeshuty. 
The seals* which are upon* this place: 

the seal of the overseer of the Treasury, Djekhonsefonkh; 
the seal of the scribe of the 'IVeasury, Nea .. 

Of the two inscriptions relating to the burial of Pinudjem the first, that which is now 
lost, consisted of two lines only.* The scribe had written the date and a few words when 
he became aware that the space ax'ailable was insufficient for an inscription of the length 
which he had in mind; he therefore stopped here and began again a little lower, on this 
occasion writing fiv^e lines. This second inscription’ is still extant except for the first line 
opening with a date, which has been broken away, the rock being very brittle. The 
number of the month is not clear in Maspero*s facsimile, but can be supplied with 
certainty from the first inscription. The year-date is made in the first and ^ /] in the 
second inscription. This has been transcribed as J ’ ‘16’ by Maspero, and his inter¬ 
pretation has been followed by all scholars who have concerned themselves with 
Pinudjem's burial. The reading in question is, however. Indubitably wrong; the signs 
can only be read the feminine ending t agreeing with the preceding feminine word 
fo hft-sp. The custom of adding the feminine ending to the numeral is very common 
from the Twenty-first Dynasty onward,® the earliest example known to the present 
writer being in ‘Year 5’ of the tablets known respectively as Tablet Rogers and 
Tablet McCullum, both containing a decree in the name of the god Amen-Ret relating 
to the ushebtis of that same Neskhons who is recorded in the cache,* 

The inscription which narrates the burial of Pinudjem reads thus; 

Year 10, fourth month of the Winter season, day 20, day of the burial of the Osiris, the High- 

priest of Amen-Re*. King of the Gods, the great chief of the .Army,'" the leader, Pinudjem, 

^ transJaEiorii have Iwn raken & hasifi throughout the present article, 

* Reading [P^P^I^jraiUln. 
^ The sign ia m a form very aimllar to aomewhat curlier cui^lv^e forms di&nissed by Gardincru PSBA XKsi, 

7; to be cancelled as equivalent of ^ m MSIlcr'A Pal. 14 no. 4Z3p lost ccltinin. 

The writing with tiw to show that the word {TF6. lllp 34^* 14), not (Wb. in, 

3SO> 3)» is meant. This is confirmed by the next two IineSp where, as Gardiner points out. the feminine artidc 

is to be readp contrast ^ j in the present line; Pleytc-Rowi, Twrfu 51 p 4 proves hi 10 be a feminine word- 

^ The preposition (tr in its frequent Jatc writing ^ \, 

^ Lfs toyaUs, 

^ Loc. dt-t 523, wHth transeiftption on p. 522 j Breasted, rv, j 66S- The copy made from the onginal 

by the writer had to be Left in Egypt in 1943 and is not yet avaUabU^ 

* Compare the examples quoted by Sethep Beitr^e s^ur diltitm 

’ For Tablet Rogers see Maspero, irov.^ ll, 13-18 with z pb,- for Tablet McCidlum, Budge, TAe 

GrefttfiM PapyFw^ ph opposite p. Kvi, See abovCp 3, 
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by the divine father of Amun, the chief of the Treasury, Djckhqn&efcinkh; 
the divine father of AmOn, the scribe of the Army,' the chief inspector, Xespeltcshut>'; 

the prophet of Amun, enamun; 

the divine father of Amun, Wennufe; 

by the king’s scribe of the Place of Truth, Bekenmut: 

the chief workman, Pediamun; 
the chief workman, Amcriimosc; 
the divine father of Antun, the chief of secrets, Pedtamun, the son of Enkhefenkhons, 

Neskhons, therefore, died and was buried in a Year 5, her husband, the High-priest 
of Amun, Pinudjem in a Year 10 i in neither case is the name of the king given, but there 
is no reason why these two dates should not belong to the same reign. That Neskhons 
died before her husband and that the Year 5 possibly refers to the same king as the 
Year 10 was actually postulated by Maspero, though he read the second date as Year i6, 
and Maspero’s opinion was corroborated by additional evidence adduced by Wiiilock.* 
It was Breasted who without cogent reason reversed the order of the two events. 

In order to discover who was the king to whose reign the t^vo year-dates belong (the 
Year lo certainly, and the Year 5 probably), we must now turn to the dockets inscribed 
upon the coffins of Ramesses I, Sethos I, and Ramesses II. The earliest docket records 
a burial at the time of the High-priest Hrihor towards the very beginning of the Twenty- 
first Dynasty. This docket does not interest us in the present connexion since it throws 
no light on the history of the cache; let it only be stated that it is found on the coffin of 
Sethos P on the chest immediately beneath and partly covered by the large cartouches 
of that king, whence it follows that the cartouches are posterior to the docket and w ere 
added at the subsequent reburial. On the coffin of Ramesses 11 a like docket of the time 
of Hrihor has been later washed off and replaced by another; traces of the original text 
can be seen in Daressy’s photograph,* and Maspero has given a facsimile of the 
beginning.^ Daressy transcribes as much as he could see of the eight lines, but his 
transcription is mostly unintelligible,* It is probable that a counterpart of this docket 
stood also on the coflk of Ramesses I, but of that coffin only fragments have survived, 
and the text in question is either entirely lost or else the traces of it have not been 
noticed by those who examined the fragments. 

The three coffins acquaint us with two further dockets. Each of these offers practic¬ 
ally the same text except for the name of the royal owner of the coffin and for minor 
orthographic differences. Hence, we can speak of them as Dockets A and B respectively, 
adding the numeral 1 to indicate Ramesses I, z to indicate Sethos I, and 3 to indicate 
Ramesses II. The two dockets are arranged on the coffins in the following w^ys: 

AI on the chest .Aa on the chest just bclotv the docket of 1 I rihor A3 on the chest 

Bi lost Ba on the chest, just below .Aa B3 at the top of the head 

' See p. st, (i. j. ^ jcn'ij, ioR. 
J La momia roywita. pi, s, a; transcription on p. 553: Dnrtssy, Cercu^i'/i iifi enir/u/tfs royala, pi, xvi (right); 

Breasted, Am. rv, § 593- Cf- Peer, JEA xiv, 65. n. 4. 

* Daresay, op. cit.. pl. xJcn. 
^ Maspcrei, op. cil-. SS7; translilted Breasted, op. cit., iv, 5 594- 

* Dareisy, op. cit., p. 3a. 
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A is dated ‘Year lo, fourth month of the Winter 
season, day 17? King Siamun',' Also here IVlaspcro has read the year-number as 16 
and herein has been followed by all other scholars, but the sign which follows n b made 
like z. alike in Aa and A3, and this cannot be interpreted as [ [ [, that numeral never 
having such a form in Ne;w' Kingdom hieratic even in its most cursive form.^ The docket^ 
relates that on this date the mummies were removed from the tomb of Sethos I and 
transferred to that of Queen Inhapi. The officials present at the transfer were 

the prophet of Amcn-Rer, King of th* Gods, Enkhefeitamun, the son of Bekt; 

the divine father of .Amcn-Rer, King of the Gods, the third prophet of Khons-in-l’hebes- 

Neferhotep, the scribe of the commissions of the House of Amen-Re*, King of the Gods, seteni- 

priest of the Mansion of UsimarP-setpenre* in the House of AmOn, chief of the Arm)-* of the 

Seat-beloved-of-Thoth,* the scribe and chief inspeaor Nespekeshuty, son of Bekenkhons. 

Docket is dated simply ‘Year 10, fourth month of the Winter 
season, day 2o\ without the name of the reigning Pharaoh. The feminine ending 
after the year-number is in B2 abbreviated to a mere dot and in B3 omitted altogether. 
On the day here mentioned the mummies were transferred to A!ml ‘this eternal 
house' of Amenophis (1) by 

the divine father of Amun, the chief of the Treasury, DJekhonsefonkh; 
the divine father of AmOn, Wennufe, the son of Mentemw&e; 

the divine father of Amun, the third prophet of Mat, EfnamOn, the son of Nespekeshuty; 
the di>ine father of Amun, . *... 

The importance of the change of reading from Year r6 to Year to in the graj^to of 
Pinudjem and in Docket A is obvious. On the one hand the date of the gratia of 
Pinudjem on day 20 of the fourth month of Winter in Year 10 becomes identical with 
that of Docket B, or in other words the transfer of the three mummies to the 'eternal 
house of Amenophis (I)’ took place on the same day as the burial of Pinudjem. On the 
other hand, the date of Docket A moves into close proximity with the date of Docket B, 
the former in fact turning out to be only three days earlier than the latter. For there is 
now no ground whatsoever for attributing the dates of A and B to different reigns, as it 
was necessary to do as long as the date of A was supposed to be in Year 16 of Siamun. 
On the latter supposition Year 10 of B was necessarily attributed to a different and 
later king, who was believed to be Psusennes II, since from the relative position of the 

' The King’s nmire only in Ai an4 Aa. omiRcd in Aj. 

* Compaie the fomw lislied in Mfiller, Hietai. Pal., 11, no, 619. It is <Ht|y in the abrtomia] hieradc of the 

Twentj'-fifth Dyn. that f[[ has a form resembling a hiemtic a* but even then the oblique upper stroke is much 

longer fPSp. Louvre 3168, i) or slightly curved (Pap, Louvre 322S C, I. i). 
J Ai; Maspeitt, pL s. a; Danessy, pi. miiii; Bnaisted, op. cit., tv, | 667. As: Maspero, pi. xii; Dareacy, 

pi. XUt; Breasted, op. dt. tv, § 666. A3: Maspero, op. dt., 558; Daiiessy. p|. xxit; Breasted, on. cit. tv « 66e’ 
Cf. above, p. 26, n. 3. 

* For this locality, cf. Legrain, A»ii. Sere., vuj, 254-6; Cem^, Lau Ratfieiside Ltlta-t, 55, 15. Jr was some¬ 

how connected with the Aimy. There wtm also a locality mentioned Pap. Mayer A. 4, 9, not 
recognized ag sudh by Pcct 

* Bs: Maspero, pi, xjii Datwsy, pj, ttix; Btvasted, op. dt.. nr, § 691- B3: .Maspero, p. S59; Da«sav ol ky,,, 
(borton,); Breasted, {693. -v MV, -tvsay.pj, jcciJl 
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two dockets on the coffin of Sethos I no unprejudiced person couJd fail to conclude 
that Az was anterior to Bz, 

The true sequence of events is now clear. On day 17 (Docket A) the mummies of the 
three kings were removed from the tomb of Sethos I in the presence of the two officials 
Enkhefenamun and Nespekeshuty. Three days later, on day 20 {Docket B), these 
mummies were deposited in ‘the eternal house of Amenophis (I)' by another group con¬ 
sisting of four divine fathers, while on the same day (Pinudjem’s graffito) Pinudjem was 
buried in his tomb by yet a third body of men, among them Nespekeshuty, who had 
also attended the removal of the mummies three days earlier. VVe shall probably never 
know’ which of the mo events occurred first, the burial of Pinudjem or the transfer of 
the three mummies to the same final resting-place, nor doubdess shall we ever elicit 
where the three royal mummies w’ere kept during the three days that elapsed hetw'cen 
their removal from the tomb of Sethos I and their subsequent re-burial. If Docket A 
states that on day 17 the three mummies were removed from the tomb of Sethos I and 
‘entered’ ) into the tomb of Inhapi, the second part of this statement 
only anticipates the event which in reality took place three days later. 

The above interpretation fully confirms the results reached by Winlock in JEA xvd, 
107 ff., namely that the cache is nothing more or less than the ‘crag’ ^i) of Inhapi. 
and that these two identified places are furthermore the place where the body of King 
Amenophis I w'as already lying when the mummies of the three Nineteenth Dynasty 
kings were brought to bear it company. As rt^ards the expression 

at the end of Docket A the present writer 
would like again to point out the firmly established rule of Late-Egyptian grammar 
that nty can refer only to a defined antecedent, so that while the first nty refers, as 
e.\pected, to pty the second nty cannot refer to sf nt, which has no article, but must 
likewise refer to piy kiy. The only possible rendering of the expression in question is, 
accordingly, ‘this crag of Inhapi which is (serving as) a great place (i.e. as a Royal tomb)' 
and in w'hich (King) Amenophis rests’. Docket B calls the cache ‘the etemd house of 
.Amenophis’. Whether this is the same as the ‘eternal horizon’ of Amenophis (I), the 
name given to that king’s tomb in the Abbott papyrus, is a difficult question that has 
hardly any bearing upon the chronology of the Tw'enty-first Dynastv. 

In the course of our investigations w'e have not felt the need of getting rid of ‘that 
troublesome Year 10 of Pesibkhenno IF, as Winlock called the year-date of Docket B. 
Instead of this w'e have discarded Year 16 of Siamun, w'hich now becomes his Year 10 
and has to be equated with the Year 10 of the said docket. There is thus no need to 
reverse the order of Dockets A and B on the coffin of Sethos I, which was a rather 
drastic method of obtaining the chronological sequence that seemed to Winlock 
demanded by the logic of the situation. That logic, as he viewed it, had in it a tiny flaw; 
according to Docket A the royal mummies to be transported to the tomb of Inhapi 

Mt m piqtia.Til ro note that the absence of m after niy to Winlock the right that it should 
be rendered 'great place' in the well authenticated setisc of 'royal lonib' {P«t, Grfat p. 

Of course the prepoaitiDn must be here undemood—the ormAaion in Late-Egyptian texts is quite commoTi_ 
but it must be taken as the m of equis’slcnce^ not with the local meaning ^in*. 
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were removed from the tomb of Sethos I (pfyf hr in Ai and p/y hr n nstut Mnmfrtrr 

Sty in A3) and not from the tomb of Ametiophis I, as according to Winlock'a interpre¬ 
tation of Docket B they should have been. When would the transfer to the tomb of 
Sethos 1 have taken place? 

The history of the cache is now seen to have been far simpler than has ever been 
suspected. It may be summarized as follows: 

t. Neskhons, the wife of the High-priest Pinudjem, died in a Year 5 {probably of 
Siamun) and was buried in an ancient tomb belonging to queen Tnhapi. 

2. Pinudjem himself died in 1; ear 10 of Siamun (presumably five years later than 
Neskhons) and was buried in the same place as his wife. 

3. Three days before Pinudjem's burial the mummies of Ramesses I, Sethos I and 
Ramesses II ivere removed out of the tomb of Sethos I, where they had been lying. 

4. On the same day that Pinudjem was buried the three mummies were finally 
deposited in the same tomb as himself, 

5. We have no means of knowing at what date the other royal mummies were buried 
in Inhapi s tomb \ all we know is that the mummy of Amenopbis 1 w'as already there on 
the day of Pinudjem’s burial. 

6. Year 10 of Psusennes 11 disappears from the history of the cache, as indeed it does 
altogether from the chronology of the Twenty-first Dynast}’. 

7. Year 16 of Siamun likewise disappears from the history of the cache, though not 
from the chronology of the Dynast}', since that year is attested by a donation stela 
formerly in the College Saint-Joseph in Cairo, but now in the Cairo Museum.» 

’ Published by Miuiicr in Rteutil d'^tudei dgyptfdo^quet d la deJ.-F. Champotlian^ 361-6. 

{To be continued} 



ZEBERGED: THE SHIPWRECKED SAILOR’S ISLAND 
By G. A. WAINWRIGHT 

Those details of the story are set out here which identify the island of the Shipwrecked 
Sailor with a certain island in the Red Sea: that of Bt, John as we often call it, or 
Zeberged as it is called in Arabic. It lies off the promontory of Ras Bcnas, behind which 
lay the ancient port of Berenice. 

The information provided by the story' is taken from Erman’s translation' and is as 
follows. The hero had started on a journey to ‘the mines of the Sovereign’, and these 
are generally accepted as being those of Sinai. However, 'A storm burst while we were 
yet at sea, before we had reached land. We flew before the w ind .,so that they were 
blown out of their course. A great wave or waterspout’ wrecked the ship and another 
W'ave cast the Sailor on to the island. On the island he heard ‘the sound of thunder 
and thought it was a wave of the sea’. However, it heralded the approach of the Prince 
of Pwenet in the form of a gigantic serpent, who proved to be a beneficent being. The 
great serpent told how the island had once been inhabited by others, but that they had 
all been destroyed and only himself remained. They had been burned up by the fall 
of a meteorite, and w'e hear of burning again when the Serpent King threatened {?)^ 
to make the Sailor know himself 'to be but ashes’. Finally the Sailor was told that he 
would never find the island again; 'never shalt thou behold this island more, for it will 
become water’. The island clearly lay to the south of a course from Egj'pt to Sinai, 
for it has to do with Pw'enet, the coast at the southern end of the Red Sea; the journey 
back to Egj'pt (Thebes ?) tvas made by travelling north wards (hdy), and was to take two 
months. The story was told at Bigah near Aswan at the end of a return journey via 
the northern end of Wawat.* 

The chain of evidence for the identification of the island begins with certain accounts 
given by the classical authors. Strabo (xvi, iv, § 6) says that after the bay where is 
situated Berenice the traveller comes to ‘the island Ophiodes (Snaky) so called from 
the fact in the case; but it was freed from the serpents by the king, both because of 
their destruction of the people w'ho landed there and on account of the topazes found 
there'. He then gives an account of how' the topazes were found.* 

A ‘snaky’ island in the Red Sea on which the snakes had been destroyed is already 
suggestive of the island of the Shipwrecked Sailor, but there is more information sup¬ 
porting this identification. It is provided by Pliny, who in Bk. vi, 29 (34,169) mentions 

* Ennan, Tht Literature vf the Andrnt ^'ptians {trans. Blackman), pp. it) (T. 
* Vikentiev, vers Hit hiniame (CairOp 1941)1 pp^ 6-1 
^ See ibid.* pp- 36»for pflsdbjlity that this not have been o threat. 

* Sethc in zAs, XLiv^ 
* DiiDdorui Siculus {ill, jp) has the same story about the ialand^ which he also calls Ophiodes, and adds 

further details which will be treated in their proper pU«a^ He Js more specific in caUing the king *tlie kings 

at Atelandria\ ' 
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the island of 'Topazos which has given its name to the precious stone'. Further on 
(xxxvii, 8 [3a, 107, to8j) he tells how the island came by its name, saying: ‘Juba says 
that there is an island in the Red Sea called Topazos at a distance of three hundred 
stadia from the mainlandj that it is misty {nebulosam) and is often sought by mariners 
in consequence; and that owing to this it received its present name, the word topaidn 
nieaning to seek ' in the language of the Troglodjies.*' Hb information that the island 
of Topazos ‘is misty and is often sought by mariners in consequence’ reminds one that 
the Shipwrecked Sailor was toid that he would never find the island again. 

The story' can be carried farther. Pliny begins by telling how (xxxvii, 8 [32, 107]) 
‘some Troglodyte pirates, suffering from tempest and hunger landed upon an island 
off the coast of Arabia known as Cy'tis’* and there discovered the precious stones, the 
topazes. Thus like the ShipwTecked Sailor they also were driven on to the island by 
storm. In fact the whole neighbourhood had a great reputation for storms. Thus, in 
working down the coast Strabo says (xvi, iv, § 5), ^Hext is Myos Hormos. Then 
follows the Bay of Acathartus (or Foul Bay) which* like Myos Hormos* is in the latitude 
of the Thebais. The bay is really foul, for it is very dangerous from rocks (some of 
which ^e covered by the sea, others rise to the surface), as also from almost constant 
and furious tempests. At the bottom of the bay is situated the city of BereniceV and 
then continues with the account of the island of Ophiodes which has been given above 

Surprisingly enough, it is possible to identify the vety island round which these 
stories cluster. It is the information that topazes were found on the island of Ophiodes 
which identifies it, and therefore the island of the Shipwrecked Sailor, with Zeberged 
or St. Jolm’s Island, for topazes or, as we call this quality stone to-day, peridots are 
indeed found there and scarcely anywhere else.* The island takes its name in Arabic 

from that of this precious stone j seberged,^ Hence it is clear that as late as classical 

' The name originates in the Nubian v*cib tabe, which does mean 'to seek* (Schifer in ZAS, X.XXltl (1895), 
100), which with the ending -Jtni odded gives iabf^tHn 'thou soughtest' (Brugach, DU biMistfiat Subenjfaiire 
dtr Hungerm^tht p. 105 note, ^printed by Sehifer in ZAS, Xsaas (1896), 92), Mr. G. W. Murray (.^#1 
Et^Uth-NtAUn Compotaime DietUnaiy, p. ntrus) shows that in Old Nubian the form was not -fun but 
-nit, which is sdll nearer to topaxm and represents not only the and person singular but the ist person also 
and the tst pEfsoi, plural as well. Henc* iahi-nn meant *1, thou, or wt sought'. These Troglodytes, at 
any rate, ^ thus shown to havt been Nubians. Curiously enough, the Greek word TtwdCetv means some 
thing sutiilar, i.e. ‘to aim at, guess, divine'. 

In this passage and ^ain in Vi, 39 (34, 170) Pliny calls the island Cyds, saying in the second instance: 
Here is the island of Citis fric] which produces topaz.' This is what interests us here, but he is confused in 

this passage. Not only does he Spell the name dllTeiently, but he seems to think of the island as being near 
the Straits of Bdb cKMandeb. If Cytis be the Greek word torris it would mean ‘a small chest or trunk*. 

J ‘Foul Bay* is ■ name still in use by iiis. It is given to the bay on which Berenice was situated, of which 
the RtdSta and Gidf 0/ Afce Bdat (Admiralty, 9th ed,, 1944) says on p. 176: ‘southward of this Mchoisge 
the bay is encumbered wnth reefs and sunken rocks; the whole Coast is foul. , , 

* G. F. Herbert Smith, Gmtrtonri (4th ed., 1933), pp. 19S, 199, 137. 

* E. W. Lane, An Arabit-Et^lSth Lexmm, i, laiz. s.v. One of the Arabic authors quoted here says that 
the srone had betoroc very rare, as the mine was worked out in his time, a.h. 640 = a.n. ti+a-j. It was this 
scaitity of peridots in the Middle Ages that caused the name ‘topaa’ to pass to the atone which is now known 
by that name, for at that time it bcoime the more oonunon of the two (Smith, op. cin, p. 199). However 
the tnine w as not w orked out, for it still produces splendid stones, and belonged to the Khedive (ibid., p. 137)’ 
who let it to a French syndjeate. The ezeavatioru had probably become too deep, for when Wellsted visited 
them about i$39 they were still dereUct, and he picked up pieces of the green crystals. He describes the 
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days there centred on the island of Zeberged or St* John a belief that it had at one time 
been inhabited by serpents which had since been destroyed; that the sea in its neigh¬ 
bourhood was tempestuous; that mariners were liable to be cast ashore on it; and that 

the island needed much seeking. It needs no emphasis that the ancient Egyptian ideas 
concerning the Shipwrecked Sailor’s island not only were still held in classical days, 
but also that they were applied to the island of Zeberged or St. John. 

Attention having been called to this island as that to which the classical authors 
attached these ideas, we seem to be led to yet another clue. The Serpent King of the 
island 'was good, and Ptolemy* records anjisland of Agathon’ in the Red Sea which he 
places in latitude ^3* 40'. As Mr. Murray notes,* this is almost correctly that of Zeberged 
or St. John’s Island, the true latitude of w'hich is 23® 36^ Agathon is of course well 
known as a man’s name, but nothing is known of such a man who had to do with the 
island. Hence it may be asked whether the application of such a term to Zeberged does 
not imply that an aura of goodness was still lingering about it as late as the second 
century a.d. 

The distance which Pliny gives as that of the island of Topaaos from the mainland 
agrees with that of Zeberged. He says (xxxvii, 8 [3a, 108]) that 'Topazes [lies] at a 

worluDgs u pit* of which he says: ‘Many of them are thirty yards broad and fifty deep* (j. R. Wcllstcd, 

Trai'tiiin Arabin, ti, 311). 
* C. MQUer, Cffludfi Ffo/euMri Geographia, iv, 5, 33, p. 728, 
* yEA, sn, 140. MoUef's edition of Ptolemy gives aj" 40', not the 23’ ao' of Mr. Murray, which makea 

the agiECtTicnt still mote prectse. 
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distance of 300 stadia from the mainland*. Three hundred stadia is 34^ miles, and the 
Red Sea Pifot (p. 176) says that Zebeiged is ‘about 30 miles south eastward of the south 
eastern extreme of Ras Banas’. 

Consideration of the position and physical aspects of Zeherged shows that it corre¬ 

sponds well with the particulars of the 

island given in the ancient Egyptian story. 

As already pointed out, this latter lay some¬ 

where in the Red Sea southwards from 

Eg>’pt, for it w'as connected with Pwenet. 

Notv it is only an eight days’ journey by the 
direct route from Berenice to Bigah.' If, 

however, the Sailor landed at Aidhab in¬ 
stead of Berenice, we may note that M. 

Couyat says the journey thence to Aswan 
would take twelve days. He also says there is another possible route thence via the 
Wadi Alaqi.» His map makes this appear to be of much the same length. Therefore the 

two months which the Serpent King foretold cannot apply to the actual journey from 

Zeberged to Bigah. On the other hand, as Prof. Gotenischeff points out, two months 

is the time named by Herodotus in connexion with Memphis and the Incense Countries, 

i.e. Pwenet.* As already seen, the island was the demesne of the Prince of Pw'enet, and 

now the distance from Egy pt being that of at least one estimate of the journey to Pwenet 

provides another indication that the island lay southward from Egypt. It is also in 

consonance with the return journey having been made in a northerly direction. 

This position to the south of Egypt shows that another and quite unexpected detail 

of the storj’ is in accord with actualities. It is that the sea voyage from Egypt (Kossetr ?) 

to Sinai where the Sailor was going must be difficult, for it is in a northerly direction 

whereas the prevailing winds blow from the north.* These would be likely to blow 

mariners out of their course, that is southwards. This is evidently tvhat happened to 

our traveller, for, as has been seen, it w’as to the south that he was cast away on his island. 

' Col^nischclT in Rk. irav. Kin. S9-9J. He ^vent by a short foad. 
* BulL hut. Jr, viu, 138, 

’ Goifnischeff in Rtt, trav. XXVI11, 110, referring to Hdt. u, 8. who says of the mountaiiu of Memphis, 
'their gncBtm breadth from, cast to west, as f learned, is a two months’ journey, and their easteminoat boun¬ 
daries yield frankincense*. URfortunately other authors do not agree with this. Speaking of the sea voyage 
from Berenice. Pliny (vi. 13 [a6, lo+J) says: *tia\'elling by sea begins at midsummer before the Dog-star rises 
Ot immediately after its rising, and it take* about thirty days to reach the Arabian port of Celia or Cane in the 
frankincense-producing country.' On Meyer’* calculation (Arg. Ckron., p. 17) the Oog-star would rise at 
Berenice on the t3th of July, ^renice being 6 degrees south of Memphis tvhere it rote on the 19th of the 
month. Elsewhere <V1. aS [33, 163]) Pliny says that 'Timosthenes esdmated the length of the whole gulf 
{i.e. the Red Sea) at four days’ sail', which must be an error for forty days. No doubt the'ships set sail at the 
beginning of July in order to take advantage of die currents, for the Std Sea Pilot static on p. 143 that from 
June to SeptEtttber the water mns out of the Red Sea, and from November to April it nina in, Kdeter has 
much of interest about sailing in the Red Sea in ZAS, lViii. tis ff. The loan to the merchant-adventurers 
to the Incense Land was made probably for one year, but the passage is Tnurh damaged {WiJeken in ZAS 
Ut, 93, 94). and in any case this would only proridc us with a period beyond which the double voyage should 
not extend. 

* Bfd Sea and Gtilf of Ad^n pp, 14, 33, 34, 37, 

Geziret ZchcTigcd, bearing distani 26 miles 

(cingfnal dated igj^) 

after Jh^d S^a & Gulf of Adtn Pilol 
(Admiralty, gth cd., 1Q44) p, 177 
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Another characteristic feature of the Red Sea is the storms and rough seas, and this 
duly appears in the story. Thus on p. 179 the J Sea Pilot states that ‘owing to the 

strong northerly winds, so prevalent during the day, there is often a troublesome sea 

here for boats’. A few lines farther on mention is made of a 'good anchorage, sheltered 
from northerly winds*. Both these statements refer to Berenice, off which lies the 

island of Zebeiged. Of this island itself the Pilot says (p. 177)' 'GezTret Zeberged Is 
bordered by steep-to coral reefs, from a half to 4 cables wide, which render the island 

inaccessible, except for a small boat passage through the reef on the north-eastern side 

of the island.It is no tvonder that in being driven by storm towards the island the 
Shipwrecked Sailor’s ‘ship perished',* 

On the island the Sailor 'heard the sound of thunder and thought it was a wave of 

the sea’, bringing ihunder and waves into connexion with each other. This again is 

a thing which happens in the Red Sea, for Bruce reports (p. 215) ‘then followed a most 

violent clap of thunder, but no lightning’ as part of the prelude to the storm. 
Zeberged is thus difficult to reach owing to reefs and troublesome seas, but there is 

a further reason why it is liable not even to be seen by passing ships. This is because 
in the Red Sea ‘Sand or dust haxe Is widespread in June, July, and August throughout 

the day. From a large number of ships’ observations taken at Greenwich noon, haxe 
is present on one occasion in 10 in the northern part of the Red Sea.’^ Pliny, therefore, 

is quite correct when he makes the statement, which seems so astonishing at first sight, 
that the island of Topazos ‘is misty’. It really proves to be the case, though not 
through the wet fogs which the European reader would naturally suppose, and which 

no doubt Pliny himself thought, his passage to mean.* He is thus also perfectly justified 

in his remark that the Island tvas 'often sought by mariners in consequence', and hence 
that it was named Topaxos from a verb meaning ‘to seek'. It is to the difficulty of 

finding the island that the Serpent King refers when he tells the Sailor ‘never shalt 

thou behold this island more, for it will become water’. We get a curious echo of the 

inaccessibility of the island in Diodorus, though his explanation a$ to w'hy the sailors 

passed it by is a different one. He says (ill, 39) ‘furthermore, any who sail by pass 
along it at a distance because of their fear of the king’, who, to safeguard his topazes, 
put to death any unauthorized person who landed there. 

Though no doubt the rough sea would be enough to wreck a ship, Mr. Vikentiev 

points out* that the size, i.e. 8 cubits, given for the ‘wave’ which did the damage seems 

' .\ll these are full of slaicmcnts that the sea ts encumbered with reefs. 
^ Apmpos of thi$ ji woll wortli redding experiences in the native boat whon he was caimht by 

a storm to tbv south of Kosseir. While he got through in safety three other boats perished with all on hoard. 
Just as the Sailor sayst, 'We hew before the wind*, bo docs Bnjcc several times speak of the 'ptodigious rate' 
at which the vesael was going (J. Bruce, Travih Dis^tmeir lAie Svtirct Nilt (4'’, 1790). l. 2i5-t7>, 

3 Rid Sfa ffW Gulf iif AtUn Pfhl, p, 37. The scaicment conEinues ihat hiiie is present 'on one oocasiqn in 
4 tn the section facri^^ccii Port Sudan and Bab-aUMandab'. Of the whole area it is stated: 'In September 
visibility improves, and in the months of September to November haze occurs on about one cnccasion in 20. 
From December 10 Fehmar^' haze is not usualj hut from March onwards vbibiiiry decreases untiJ summer 
conditions arc established.' 

* However^ the Pihf stales (pp. 36. 37): 'Fog^ i,c+ visibility less than r^too yards^ is rare in the afna covered 
by this volume. + *. Mist is also not very common*' From this statement it is clear that fog docs occur from 
time 10 time in the Red Sea. ^ Vikettiiev, op, cit.^ pp. 14^ 15* 
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hardly enough to wreck one fifteen times as long and five tintes as broad as itself. He 

says that a waterspout of this diameter would do $0. It should be noted, therefore, 

that on p, 37 the A7o/ states that waterspouts are fairly frequent in the Southern part 

of the Red Sea in association with thunder squalls’. Though this does not refer to the 

neighbourhood of Zebeiged, it may well be that waterspouts form there also, and 

certainly haboohs or dust devils, tvhich also are caused by whirlwinds, are common 

enough on land in the latitude of the island. But still, all the same, Bruce speaks more 

than once of the fearful waves which threatened to sink the ship, especially menttoning 

that 'what was the most terrible of alt [their dangers], a large w’ave followed higher 

than our stern, curling owr it, and seemed to be the instrument destined by Providence 

to bury us in the abyss’. If such waves had not actually broken the Sailor’s ship them¬ 

selves, they might easily have dashed it against one of the reefs with which the sea 

about here is encumbered, and indeed Bruce speaks of the way in which the boat was 

continually crunching its way o\'er some of them. In any case 8 cubits is something 
like i3i feet if the royal cubit be used, or nearly 18 feet if the cubit referred to was the 

long one in use in the Twelfth Dynasty.' This would tower over a boat that lay low 

in the water, and like Bruce’s wave would be a fearful danger and a territjung sight. 

On pp. 176,177 the Pilot says of Zeberged that ‘the hll! in its centre is a sharp conical 
peak of volcanic origin’.’ In keeping with this is the mineralogical fact that 'except 

in basaltic lavas, it (the peridot) occurs in grains and rarely in well-shaped crystals. 

Stones that are large and transparent enough for cutting purposes come almost entirely 

from the island of Zebirget... Now*, from a study of the other stories of the cycle 

Mr. Vikentiev distinguishes volcanic features in that of the Sailor.^ Hence, if his 

deductions be finally accepted as justified, they will form yet another detail which con¬ 

nects the island with Zeberged. Per conira, the fact that the Sailor's island, i.e. Zeber¬ 

ged, proves to be a TOlcanic one lends powerful support to Mr. Vikentiev’s views. 

To-day Zeberged is described {Pilot, p. 176) as 'a barren waterless island’,^ just as 
Diodorus’ description (in, 39) of the life of the guards shows the island of Topazos 

to have been in classical days. He says: ‘and the provisions which are brought to it 

are quickly exhausted and there are absolutely no other provisiona in the land. 

Consequently, whenever only a little food is left, all the inhabitants of the village sit 

down and await the arrival of the ship of those who are bringing the provisions, and 

when these are delayed they are reduced to their last hopes.’ The Shipw*recked Sailor 
has evidently had many successors in his look-out for a ship. 

‘ Prtrie, Aticitnt W^igku and Metuuret, p. 40. 
^ oot the Duly island in the Rad Sea that h of vokiuiic Qrigin^ chough the others He far a^?vay 

fo die south. Of Jabal at-Tiir the Pilot stature (p. i2o>: 'The kUnd k of ttrccnt volcanic origin and oompcKScd 
chiefly of Uvaj sulphufous jets oxist at the summit but for many years no smoke fw been acta issuing/ The 
not fat distant South’-West lodfis "comprise a rock zz fett bigh| formed of tufa^ (p. laS), mid on p. 139 we tegd 
of Three Foot nock that h *h small, 3 feet high* steep-to, and fomned of lavV. 

^ Smithp op- dt,p p. 2^7^ * Vikentievp op. etc, pp. 38-^45. 

^ In Spite of the Pifot there is vtatcr of some sort on the klandp for Welkied says (li; 310): ^ We toslted with 
Lights a singular exca^'ation on the eastern aide of the island. After descending through numerous v^indings 
over B broad »lippen' wkt arrived at some water, whichp although of a very indifFerent qualit^-p 19 dranit 
(j£c) by the Arabs* who are left here to catch turtle.* 
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In view of this, the fruits and vegetables which the Sailor says he found on the 
island would be embellishments of his own, unless of course in early days the island 

did happen to be fruitful, ft may have been so, for still in classical days Diodoms 

(hi, 39) says of three islands to the north of Topazos, ‘two of which abound in olive 

trees and are thickly shaded, while one falls short of the other two in respect of the 
number of these trees but contains a multitude of the birds called meieagrides (guinea 

fowl)’. Strabo does not mention these trees, but farther south than Ophiodes he speab 

(XVI, iv, § 7) of 'an island planted with olive trees’. Actually they were false man^ves 
which still grow on some of these islands and produce a fruit not unlike an olive to 
look at.' Anyhow, whether the fruits and vegetables were embellishments or not, such 

trees as these, if they were growing on Zeberged in the Sailor’s time, \voiild have 
enabled him to say truthfully: ‘I slept under the shelter of a tree (?) and embraced the 

shade.' 
Besides the trees the serpents have also disappeared from Zeberged, and from the 

statements of the classical authors there were evidently none in their time on the 

island of Ophiodes or Topazos. But still the legend of their having infested the island 

in earlier ages is so strong that it must be given credence. This is the more so since the 

next island to the north, that of Wadi Gemal, ‘does harbour some quite large ones, and 

the native sailors still romance about them’.® 
It is clear that the Egy'ptians had trade relations with Zeberged at least in the 

Eighteenth Dynasty, for it is from that time that there comes the only example of a 
peridot reported in Pharaonic jewelleryIt may possibly be significant that this is also 

the period at which orpiment was used as a yellow pigment.^ The point is that orpi- 

ment is usually found in association with realgar," which is Pliny’s sandaTacaJ> As he 

savs (xxxv, 39 [^^1) that sctndatucii is ‘found on Topazos, an island of the Red Sea, 

it may be that orpiment was also.’ At any rate, the single peridot, if not the orpiment, 

indicates that the island of Zeberged was already known to the Egyptians not later than 
the Eighteenth Dynasty. No doubt it had been known to them from a very much earlier 

date than that. 

The story of the Shipwrecked Sailor is of course a romance, not a report of an explor¬ 

ing or even a trading expedition, hence embellishments and latitude in the telling of 

the story are legitimate. But all the same, it has become e\ ident that it adheres closely 
in many details to actual conditions in the Red Sea, More than this, it is also clear 

* Murny uiyE.*!, xt, 14* • 
* p. 143. 
» Pfctrie, Sfotabt and Cylinders leith Sames, p, 8, 
4 Lucu, Ancient Egyptian Materutb and Indmtties (2nd ed.), pp, 291, 292. 
f Eneydop. Brit, (l tth ed.) s.v. Realgar. 
* K. C. Bailev, The Elder Piwy't Chapters a« ChemUed Std^teu, ll, 2*5. 
’ Lum. op. cit.. p. 292, says orpimeni does not oomr in E(rypt and has 10 be imported. He suggests Persia. 

Armenia, wd Asia Minor ks places whence it might have come. Pliny, loc. cit., goes cm to say of the 
'but our suppLes aK not derived from that source'. He has this in his favour tliat realgar is (ometime* found 
in volcanoes {Eneydop, Brit-, loc. at.\ and TopjOos proves to be of volcanic origin. A number of the classical 

authors recogniM the relationship between nialgar and orpiment (Bailey, loc. cit,). 
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that the narrator definitely had in mind the island of Zebeiged or St. John off the 

promontory^ of ^ Benas. In view of this accuracy- it may be asked whether the detail 

of the destruction of the serpents may not be the romanticized record of an actual 

event. Although there are no snakes there to-day, their presence on the neighbouring 

island, supported by such strong tradition that they had once been on Zeberged. makes 
it seem certain that they must have been there at one time. How and when they were 

cleared from the island 1$ another matter, and one which will probably never be 

elucidated. It may have been by the fall of a meteorite as the Sailor recounts or, seeing 

that the island Is of volcanic origin, it may have been by an eruption. If their destruc¬ 

tion be not a mere figment o-f the imagination, the catastrophe w-ould have taken place 

not later than the Twelfth Dynasty. The whole thing may have already passed into 

legend among the Troglodytes up and dow-n the coast long before the Sailor came 
to hear of it. Whatever the facts may have been, the story had a firm hold among the 

seafaring population of those latitudes, and versions of it were still to be heard in 

classical days some eighteen hundred years after the Shipwrecked Sailor had told it 
in Egypt. 
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THE EUPHRATES GAJVIPAIGN OF TUTHMOSIS III 
Ry R. O. FAULKNER 

Egyptian history, like all other branches of Egj’ptolog)', is in no way static; the 

discovery of new monuments or the reinterpretation of existing evidence may at any 

time shed further light, even upon episodes already well-known in outline. In the 
case of the famous eighth campaign of Ttithmosis III, that in which he crossed the 

Euphrates v^dth his army, both these influences have come into play. The new discoveiy' 
is the Gebel Barkal stela of Tuthmosis edited by the Reisners in ZAS LXIX, 24 ff., 

which contains a number of most interesting details which have not yet been woven 

into a general account of the campaign, to which must be added the reference, brief 

and not very informative, in the Armant stela published in Mond and Myers, Temples 

of Armantf pi. 103, w’hile for reinterpretations of existing evidence we are indebted to 
Dr. Gardiner's Ancient Egyptian Ononnatica^ soon to be published. In the fimt place 

he has made it highly probable (l, 171* ff.) that in the Eighteenth Dynast}^ the land of 
Nahrin lay entirely, or almost entirely, to the east of the Euphrates, and that it was cither 
identical with, or formed the western province of, the kingdom of Mitanni. Secondly, 
he has shown (l, 153* ff.) that the well-known narrative of the soldier Amenemhab 

{Urk. rv, 890 ff.) almost certainly deals with the events of this one campaign in chrono¬ 

logical order, the only possible exception being the second assault on Kadesh, w'hich Is 

the last battle in which Amenemhab fought. For the arguments on which Gardiner 
bases this view the reader is referred to his forthcoming book; here it will suffice to say 

(1) that according to him the trouble in the Negeb mentioned by Amenemhab was an 

event unconnected with the North Syrian war, but broke out either just before or 

simultaneously with the commencement of the northern campaign, since after the 

disturbance in the south was quelled Amenemhab seems to have travelled through 

Palestine and Syria to join Tuthmosis in the north; and (a) that to me it seems not merelv 

possible but probable that the second attack on K^tlesh recorded by Amenemhab is 

indeed to be separated from the preceding narrative and allotted to a later war—perhaps 

that of the final conquest of the clt)' In year 42~for the reason that it is unlikely that 

I^desh w*ould have to be subdued t^vice in a single campaign, though perhaps it might 

not be impossible for such an event to occur. Gardiner's explanation of this inscription 

is more convincing than any other which has hitherto been put for\vard, and if it be 

accepted it is possible, with the aid of the new exddence already mentioned and the 

other sources already well knowm (the relevant portion of the Annals, UrK iv, 697 ff.; 
a fragmentary mention on Pylon Vfl at Karnak, 1B8 f.), to reconstruct the course of 

this campaign with more detail than has hitherto been done. 

In the 33rd year of his reign Tuthmosis III embarked on his eighth campaign, in 

which he attained the summit of his military career by crossing the Euphrates and 
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invading Nahrin-Mitanni, His first move was to invade the territory of Katna, ‘ modem 
El-Mishrifah, tS km. north-east of ^loms.* More or less simultaneously trouble broke 

out in the Negeb in southern Palestine, and a force was despatched to suppress it. 

Amenemhab, a member of the CQrfu d'elite called 'the Braves’ and one of the personal 

bodyguard of the Pharaoh, served in this Negeb campaign and himself took three 

prisoners.^ That Tuthmosis was not present in person on this expedition is shown by 

the facts (i) the Annals make no mention of it; (2) he is stated to have opened his cam¬ 

paign at Katna in Syria; and {3) Amenemhab seems to have trav'elled north to join 

his master in Syria in time to take part in a battle near Aleppo, taking his three captives 
with him to present them to the Pharaoh.^ 

From I^tna the Eg>'ptian army marched northward and fought a battle at *the 

Height of Wean to the u'est of Aleppo*, where Amenemhab records that he took 13 

prisoners, 70 donkeys, and a number of bron^^e w^eapons.* The next event was a battle 

in the territory of Carohemish,* the capture of this town opening up to Tuthmosis 

the best available crossing of the Euphrates, He achieved this crossing by means of 
boats which he had had built near Byblus with timber from the Lebanon forests and 

which were transported overland to Carchemish on wagons drawn by oxenit is to be 

presumed that the boats were loaded on the wagons in sections wdii^ were assembled 

at Carchemish, since it is hardly possible that entire boats of the necessary size could 
have been transported such a considerable distance overland on the rough tracks which 

served for roads. This is the first recorded use by the Egyptians of wheeled transport as 

distinc't from the light two-wheeled chariot, and the innovation is a further example of 

Tuthmosis' military genius; in fact, these wagons w'cre such a novelty to the Egyptians 

that they had no special name for them, but called them ‘chariots’ (wrryt), the latter 

being the only wheeled vehicle with which they had hitherto been familiar. This is 

also the first instance known to history of the use of boats to transport an iniradiog army 
across a river. 

Of the engagement which followed the forcing of the Euphrates we know but little 

beyond the fact that it ended in the usual Egyptian victory. A broken passage in the 
Annals* gives the only details: . .[he pursued?}^ after them for an iteri® of sailing, and 

not one looked behind him, but fled keadloj^ like herds ofgame, for the horses bolted {??)_' 

From this it would appear that having crossed the river the Egyptian army followed its 

course downstream (?)'" for some distance in order to make contact with an enemy who 

refused to stand and fight; it is significant that only 80 fighting men were taken prisoner, 

^ Vth. ts\ 1S8. = Gird.* On&mmi. j |v^ 8^, 
* Cf, Garde, op, cit, r, 155* ff,, where the rele^'ant passage h tranaialed and studied afresh. 

J Urk. S91. * Lot. dt+ ’ G^beJ Bfirkal stela^ 11 ® Urk. 697 f, 
» Sethe'a rEStoration f^d has nothing to support it except the Urk. i\\ 697, 6, which piobabJy refers 

merely to the general direction ot the campaign. 
An unrercain of its length have varied between 2 km. and 10-5 km. 

” Siidtttt here perhaps means *as boats traver and impUea simply that the Egyptians after ciossing the river 
followed its course along the bank; the comparatively small distance involved would not have made it worth 
Tuthmtwis^ while to have kept to his boar$ for the puT^uit. Since according to Meyer Ji; 12.7 
n. 3, aptid Card., op. dt. t, i6d*) the Euphrates is navigable only downstieamp It seems likely that the p^uii 
took a southerly direction. 
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the remaining captives being 3 princes with their women, children, and slaves, num¬ 

bering 636 in a] L The King of Mitanni ^fled in fear from before His Majesty to amtlter 
land, a far place^,' his country being described as *tkat land of Nafiritt which its lord 

abandoned through fear' while Tuthmosis ravaged at leisure the lands immediately east 

of the Euphrates^ before returning to set up his commemorative stela on the east bank 
of the rivers beside that of Tuthmosis I. Apparently Tuthmosis III did not penetrate 

deeply into the interior of ISlitanni and did not reach its capital Washshuganni, for he 
surely would not have failed to record such a feat in his commemorative inscriptions. 

Probably the 'otlm land* to which the King of Mitanni fled was but a distant province 
of his kingdom, for, as Gardiner points out,^ Mitanni was regarded by tlte Egy-ptians 

as a confederation of lands, and it is possible that Nahrin was only the Euphratean 
province of that realm. Although, by erecting his stela on Mitannian territory', Tuthmosis 

proclaimed his view that Mitanni was now a client state subject to Egy-pt, in actual 
practice its national sovereignty was not materially affected and it continued to rank 

as one of the Great Powers; in fact, two reigns later, Tuthmosis 1V'^ married the daughter 
of the Mitannian king then reigning. Indeed, it was beyond the power of Egy'pt to 

maintain effective control over trans-Euphratcan territory, and no doubt even Tuth¬ 

mosis III privately recogni^sed that fact. One result of this victorious campaign was that 

the King of the Hittites {'Great Khaiti’) for the first time sent to the Pharaoh an embassy 
bearing rich gifts;* he evidently thought it advisable to propitiate a conquering povver 
which was coming within range of his own borders, Babylonia did likewise Assyria 

had acted thus in Tuthmosis’ year 24,® and now possibly did so again.® 

Having achieved his great ambition, the invasion of Nahrin, Tuthmosis began his 
homeward march, but his journey was not uneventful. Syrian forces attempted to 

oppose his return, and according to Amenemhab battles were fought at Sindjar*® 

(probably Ka'lat Sejar on the Orontes below' Hamath),^ ‘ at Kadesh,'^and in the land 

of Takhsy not far from Kadesli, where one MinmosE states that thirty towns w'ere 

plundered.Having pacified Takhsy, Tuthmosis seems to have marched northward 
again, apparently being doubtful about the loyalty' of the petty states he had left behind 

him, but no further fighting is recorded. The Pharaoh therefore felt himself free to 

indulge in a little recreation, and, following the example of his grandfather, halted 

at Niy (possibly Ka'lat el-Mudik about 40 km. north-west of Hamath)** to hunt 

elephants.'* It was on this occasion that -Amenemhab distinguished himself by his 
famous exploit of cutting off the trunk of an elephant which had turned on his nmter. 

After the hunt Tuthmosis resumed his homeward march without further incident, 

unless the second assault on Kadesh mentioned by Amenemhab'* is to be placed here, 

which, for the reason already given, seems improbable. So ended Tuthmosis' last 

and most far-reaching war of conquest, his subsequent campaigns being devoted solely 

' Gt^bel Barkalp 13. ^ Ibid. 9. ^ Ibid. 9f.; Armant, R; Urkr iv^ 697 f, 
* Cf. Gard.p op. crt. 1, 175* with rt. t. * Op, cit. ip 178*. * Urk^ iv* 701. 
^ Vrk. iv^ 700 f, " Uth. rvp 671. * Urk. rv, 7&1. Urh. iv* 891. 

H €}p, cit. if 157*- Utk, iVp S93. Gard.p &p. cit. 150* f.; 157* f. 
Op. dt. 1* 158* fT. Urk. iVp 6981 S93 f.; GcbtL BarkaJ^ 17; Armant, 7. 

** Uth. iVj S94. 

15 
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to the consolidation and settlement of the empire he had already won. In it he again 

showed his military genius, not only in successfully attaining so distant an objective, 

but even more strikingly in his building landing-craft on the Mediterranean coast and 

transporting them overland to the scene of operations on wheeled vehicles, a feat 

the more remarkable when it is realized that his army must have been several thousands 

strong, and that horses and chariots had to be transported across the Euphrates as 

well as infantry. Comparing small things with great, this feat of arms cannot but remind 

us of Field-Marshal Montgomery's crossing of the Rhine on landing-craft brought 
overland from the coast. 
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DAVIES’S COPY OF THE GREAT SPECS ARTEMIDOS 
INSCRIPTION 

By ALAN H. GARDINER 

During the last months of N. de G. Davies’s life considerable time was devoted by 
him to preparing for this Joumai an edition of the famous inscription that Queen 
Hashepsowe caused to be carved high up on the facade of her temple at Speos Artemi- 
dos. First copied iti £xtejJso and published by Golenischeff,’ the text was included, 
with a few new readings contributed by Molle^^ in Sethe’s Urkurtden der iSten Dynastte 

(iv, 383 ff.)' Gol^nischeff’s editio princeps was an outstanding achievement for i8So, 
but the frequent comments made by visitors on the inaccessibility of the inscription, 
combined with the difficulties it presents to the translator, led Egj'ptologists to suspect 
that the text could be considerably improved. This doubtless was the reason why 
Davies, camping at Beni Hasan in 193^* decided to make a fresh attempt. Concerning 
this attempt he wrote: ‘I devoted a day to the revision of the text, but having much 
under-estimated its height above the ground, I was not able to get level with the top 
of the lines and copied them in great discomfort, although I obtained the longest ladder 
the village could produce and lashed it to the top of my own. After this delay the day 
proved scarcely sufficient for the task. I returned another day and tried to revise certain 
passages with the help of field-glasses, but found this method quite unsatisfactory ," 
When Daries submitted his article to me as Editor, I could not but feel that the last 
w ord had not yet been said, and so we agreed that the essay should be shelved for the 
moment- A couple of years ago I was fortunately able to induce Hi W, Fair man to 
visit Speos Artemidos for the express purpose of settling a number of dubious points, 
and he devoted several days to the job. His valuable results have been incorporated 
in Plate VI,* and at last it has become possible to present scholars with a text that has 
good claim to be thought definitive. 

It was plain alike from comparison with the earlier publications and by examining 
through a magnifying glass a small and indistinct photograph ^ven me by Go!6nischeff 
himself that Davies had made important advances in his readings. On the other hand, 
I was able to point out several slips, comprehensible enough considering the conditions 
under which Davies made his copy and the small amount of time he was able to devote 
to this work- Fairman’s leisurely and extremely painstaking collation has brought to 
light many details of interest, and has proved that my scepticism was often unjustified. 
Various readings that seemed unintelligible in Davies’s copy actuaQy stand in the 
originai, so that the suspicions I was inclined to direct against my friend's accuracy 
must now be diverted to the ancient scribe or engraver. Even so the true source of our 

* Rtc. tTwe^ vi^ plate opposite p- ao; a few HctractA pnly in his previous article^ op. ciu 114 i fF. Brupth 
had cariicr copied at least a small port of the text, hia Dictwnmtfrv g^ographique^ p. 143* 

- 1 have to thaiik Mrs. Davies for much work In connexion with thi3+ 
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troubles has perhaps not yet been diagnosed, and later research very likely reveal the 
fact that the defects of the translation to follow have been mainly due to our imperfect 
knowledge of the Egyptian language and of the way in which the mind of the Egyptian 
author worked. But a prima facie probability that the scribe or engraver was the 
principal culprit is afforded by various carelessnesses about which there can be no 
mistake. Fairman reports that the stone surface is in perfect condition and without 
flints. It is difficult, therefore, to assign any cause except carelessness to the unequal 
lengths of some of the 42 vertical columns, particularly 11. 12-14, t8, and 25-6; though 
Davies’s copy as now revised is not an absolute facsimile, it faithfully reproduces 
Fairman's indications in this respect. Similarly, as will be observed, some of the divid¬ 
ing lines ha\'e not been prolonged to the bottom leveL Where the sculptor has been so 
thoughtless about externals, it is not unlikely that his shortcomings may have extended 
also to the text itself. Reserving for the footnotes to the translation and to the longer 
notes at the end of this article those difficulties which one may suspect to be due 
to textual corruption, one or rtvo orthographic peculiarities may here be pointed out. 
In 1. 13 I has been substituted for ’j and the determinative of ifmt omitted. In 
I. 15 one would expect }pssw to have ^ as det., and after kfits in 1. 16 we need i < •, 
In 1. 17 mi:d should be determined with ^ and in 1. 24 dbk is incomplete without a 
determinative. We need not be surprised to find the name of Amun undetermined in 
II. 8, 35. since this writing is common in the Eighteenth Dynasty, e.g, Urk. iv, 266, 
17; 286,13; 328, 4; 335, I, 13; a third example in 1. 41 of our inscription was doubted 
by Gunn because here the initial ([ stands above “ instead of beside it; however, there 
seems no other way of interpreting the group. It is quite unusual to find the name of 
Re< w'ithout determinativ^e, but so it occurs in 11. 11, 24, 38, 39, where the writing is 

apparently also @1 in I. 41 is the name of the same god. 
In general Plate VI may be left to speak for itself, but the following observations 

based on Fairman’s notes may serve to answer queries that might arise in some minds. 
L. I. Deliberately erased from top to bottom, and nothing is certain from the beginning 
of the cartouches onward; even the enclosing lines of the cartouches are doubtful; 
below' F, thought there might be , i.e,, I suppose, 2. In smut the r and t are 

certain, the latter small and squeezed in; sjfinh's certain. 3. a certain, but the following 
doubtful; in wjrjc suits well. 5. Of the first eleven signs, o alone is really doubt¬ 

ful; this might be a small o; the first sign in hntS is a hole with circular cutting to left, 
suiting •. 7. Ts t certain. 8. In hmt the first sign is much flattened and small. 10. In 
inkis certain and 0 almost so; before ([I] only one horizontal sign. 11. At top Sethe’s 

^ is impossible; before Hpri either = or a big After perhaps a bird, but not 
^ dh\ nevertheless, Dfrt must be meant. At end is certain ; restore ft in 

the lacuna. 15. In the f is hardly doubtful. 18. ^(J clear, doubtless by mistake for }j]. 
24. In the midst of the lacuna there is a blank space to the right of the tmceriain 0. 
a6. The trace before .^5=- suits 28. The sign before is certainly not a; more 
like — and occupied fuK width of the column. 29. Exactly room for [Ijlljl] in the 
lacuna. 33. Of d only a tiny trace, and the sign was very small; all the neighbouring 
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Mgns are certain. 33- F- *'“*'=* i" the fim sign suits + 
a,fd (vw is certain. 34- Af<" '=’ tK' <>» following space eaaetlj fits 
ni,'='. 3!. F. fontxl difficulty in reading, but beUeves gl to be correct: the traces do 
not suit ^ In F. says that o is not a flint nor yet an accidental hole. 38. Ihe 

m f has nlpipil. 41- F. has no doubt of the reading IM, though the top 

of \ is damaged. 42. In nhbt • is dearly, but crudely, cross-lmed and the only • m 

In studjing the following translation the reader should bear in irund that the ancient 

writer was deliberately attempting a piece of fine writing, and never expressed the g^t 

of his thought with simplicity when tortuous and allusive phraseolo^' suggested itself. 

The inscription owes its celebrity to the passage describing the sacrilegious behaviour 

of the Hyksos invaders (IL 36 ff.). strongly reminding us of the account recorded 
a thousand years later by the historian Manetho. Hashepsowx had already (IL i, ff ) 

expatiated upon the ruin that had befallen the temples of A^idd e Egypt from El- 

KQsIvah norritwards, and the whole purpose of the text was e^dently to dispky her as 

the predestined saviour of the country, the restorer of law and order and the pious 
descLdant of the sun-god Amen-Re<. Considering the power and ability of the great 

queen’s immediate predecessors one cannot but feel Her clam to have been a ^ 
exaggerated, though she may in fact have displayed more building activity in part 

of country than had been exerted by the successors of Amosis I. The composition 

is fonnicss in the extreme, and it is useless to divide it into paragraphs ^ was done by 

Breasted, Ancient Records, ii, |§ 297 A- The first fine consisted of 
larv and the last Une returns to a characterization of her kmgly might. At the start sh 

is referred to in the third person, but in 1. 5 th^ narrative pass^ without warning into 

the first. Meanwhile, the suffix of the third person masculine has unexpectedly put m 

an appearance {11. 3-4). ^ premonition of the leitmoUf that Hashepsowe w^ on^ 
the instrument of her father the sun-god. The nexus between the successive seirtenc^ 

is often hard to seize, and indeed it is sometimes doubtful if there was any. When, 
however, we concentrate attention on the individual clauses, it is only lacunae or un¬ 

known words that bar the way to interpretation and reduce the context to complete 

“The deeming the Hyksos ho. been often u.ed by historiani,. but no ttternpt 

,0 translate L whole inscription has found its way into pnnt except that by Breastri 

(see above). Davies’s first draft improved considerably upon but criticisms by 
Gunn and myself led Davies to express the wish that 1 would take that part of the task 

off his hands. I cannot feel 1 have fulfilled his wish very successfully, but m so far as I 

have failed it has not been for lack of try ing, and I have given due consideration to all 

the suggestions offered by Breasted, Gunn,^ and Davies himself. 

Translation 

1 TLife to3 the Homs ‘Powerful of .Attributes', the Two Goddesses Tl^rishing 0^ Y^',^e 
Horua of Gold ‘Divine of .Appearances’, the Good God[des5] Lady of the (Twa] Land[s Ma'kerCf, 

_.L . -- _£ 
1 E e ID R Weill Lafittdu Einpiri l, pp. 37 ffra revised p. 117 f‘ 
‘ Gunn also read my numoscript wd favoured me 4,dihm«.y valuable commeuB. J SecyEj^xxx, St, 
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a the daughter of] [Hashepaow'c]* ...... [5ht made this (?)] lasting [monument (?)J for (?)^ 

the establishment of her great name (firm) like the sky, that she might deftly carve the annab 
3 of her supremacy over the region^ of Her that is upon the Mountain,-^ (even) unto whatsoever 

[the Sun] above the desert lUumines (?),' his flames (falling) upon the back of the Two Ranges, 

4 braiiers being set and there being extended the sanctuaries, the delight of all the gods, each at 
the fane which he desiresn His spirit resting upon his thrones.^ 

5 I opened up ^ ^ _ and the took pleasure at their colonnades." I made the 
Hidden Chamber, the inner part of the House, to vie with the Pkee of Removing the Foot,^ 

6 every [god] being sculptured m hh bodily form out of gold of ^Arnu.^ their festivals being (made) 

7 permanent in (menb) mouthsp the entire festal cycled (occurring) at its (due) season, by holding 

fast to the rule* of my making. The rites of its^ orderingp (even) what He® made in the primal 

8 by-gone (days ?),^ were made to flourish, my divine heart making search for the future;^® the 

heart of the King of Lower Egypt took thought for eternity at” the utterance of Him who 
9 inaugurated the I shed-tree," (namely) Amun, the lord of millions. 1 magnified the Truth 

which he loveSp for I know that he lives on It is my bread, and I swallow down ite savour. 

10 1 am one flesh with he bred me up to cause his fame to be pow'erful in this land. 
11 I am the .... of Atunt, the..... of Khopri,* the maker of what ia, whom R^ predestined 

when he founded the lands, they being conjoined in my charge, the Black land and the Red 

m land being subject to the dread of me, and my might causing the foreign countries to bow dowop 
for the uraeus that is upon my brow tranquillizes for me all lands. 

13 Rq^haw'et and luu” have not remained hidden from my august person,** and Pw€net over- 

14 flows” for me on the fields, its trees bearing fresh myrrh. The roads that were blocked on both 

15 sides are (now) trodden* My army»'^ which was unequipped, has become possessed of riches 
since I arose as king. 

16 The temple of the Lady of Cusae,^ which was fallen into dissolution^ the earth had swalloived 
17 up its noble sanctuary^ and children danced upon its roof. The tutelary serpent-goddess*^ 

^ nmrKn does not contain <Di so that this sipi, which Davies thought he saw at the top of a 
second cartouche, catinoc have been present. 

Wdrt is unknown snd not in ; if ts*'rt be emended, w'e should expect the determinative J. 

* Frebably a reference to the local goddess Pakbet, cf. I. 19. 
* Somewhere in Africa, see Gauthier, DkL j, i43p w^heie the two modes of writhig are unnecessarily 

separated. 

* Lit, perhaps "the festal toedity'. * JV^ fp-rd, so too Urk. iv, 4S9, 4. 
^ Referting pipbgbly lo dmdyft since the Queen here used the ist person. 
* Again apparently rtfernng to die Sun-god- 
^ A sheer guess; no such construction appears to be known, Davies rightly recognized that the expies- 

aion here used must stand in some relation to the common discussed by Sethe (Aptivii und die a^ht 

UrgdttfT v<fn HfrmopotUf in .46A^ Bfrfie, 1919, p. 46); Sethe rendered dit errfe Urzeti. 

The sense is doubtless the same as in I ' ^ tgood) for those of the future'p 

Urk^ iVf 57, 15. ** I.ff, ^tn obedrcnce to^. 
** For similar phrases describing humans as part of the divine body see my .:4vtaVnf Egyptian Onomaslka^ 

Test, I, p, 109*, n. I. 
^ RDsbawet is a wclUknown foreign region, perhaps part of Sinai, since turquoise imfhi} come from there, 

Gauthier, i>£r/. gifojr. ill, 1Z7. It is upre^y urid, Urk. iv, 373, a, that Haahepsowe obtained turquoise thence! 
'lam is appacently unknowzi, Gauthier, op. dt. t, 51. 

Lit. "My Majesty\ 

Sethe restored ^]|(] vei^' plausibly, though this writing seems without paraJId. 

** Perhaps hero t* be read mnfyi, since the pronoun Jl shows it to be a feminine. 

” see Adrmmitifms^ 55 f.; Anthes, Hainuh, 44, Well authenticaied both as the num^ hd and as an 
epithet of princes of indent ftmily^ 
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iS affrighted not, and men of low station accounted.as crookedness (?), its appointed festivals 

19 not being celebrated,^ 1 hallowed^ it, built anew, and 1 sculptured her sacred image of gold to 

protect her city in a bark of land-procession. 
io Pakhet’ the great, w'ho roams the valle>'s in the midst of the East, [and who] the 

rain-swept roadsr—there being no libationer who came { f} to pour water (S')"—! made her temple 
21 worthy (?)....for her Ennead, the doors of acacia inlaid with copper^ in order (?) to 

32 be ......... at the due season, and the priests knew her time. 
23 Ilwor, Unu and She-" ... provisions ( ?}. I (re)-consecnited their temples, they being 

24. furnished with thronging (crowds),* those who were in.... ■ * maga¬ 
zine in begging ‘Give'(?). Thoth" the great, who came forth from Ret, instructed me* ...... 

25 _his., an offering-table of silver and gold, chests of linen, and every kind of furni- 

26 ture* being established in its place. He^ who enters face to face, the leader of the divine 
Ennead, (even) Atom (?), was ignorant of it, and there was none wcll-acquaintcd ivith his 

27 house, the god’s fathers being m destitution seeing (?) with (?) his father. The 
in5ight( ?)tif my aug^t person gave discernment to the bearers of the god. t built his great temple 

28 in white stone of ^.\yin, its gates in alabaster of He-nub, the doors being of copper of Asia,* the 

29 reliefs thereof in gold and (made ?) holy with him high of plumes.* 1 [extolled ?]* this august 
god in two festivals, (namely) the Uniting of Kas and the Tholh festival,* which I appointed for 

30 him anew, they being (only) in (men’s) mouths,'* not at his (set) beginnings of seasons (ever) 

31 since the festivai-leadcr was alone (? ?)." I doubled for him the offerings in excess of what there 
had been before—by my making^ (of offerings) to the Eight, to Chnum in his (various) forms, to 

32 t:lcket, Rencnet and Meskhenet, united to fashion my body, (to) Nahmet-‘away, Nahbet-ka(u), 
33 Idjdet-iu-nas-pe-to and Imi-utyw in He[b]nu, the towns thereof being in festiii-al, which bears 

34 witness to me all unbeknown ( ?)/ Battlements (as yet only ?) in plan, I provided them and made 

them festal, whilst, lo, I was giving houses to [their] owners, and every [god] said to himself 

35 (concerning (?)> me': ‘One who shall spend eternity, whom AmQn has caused (o appear as king 

of eternity on the throne of Horus.' 
Hearken, all ye patricians, and common folk as many as ye be, I have done these things by the 

36 device of my heart.'* I never slumbered as one forgetful, but have made strong w'hat was de- 
37 cayed. I have raised up what was dismembered,* (even) from the first time when” the Asiatics 

* The liuneM-goddcss of Speos Artemidm, see my Attdent EgyiHian Onomastica, Text, iz, p. 90*. 

^ Ct Urh. IV, i68p 5* and other piiSciag« quoted II. 347, l- 
1 see my note on AdmoititionSp 6, iz and bqlow p. 55, n. v. 
^ Restoring swtrf'f IhT]^^ ibfltiRh the tiaoe seen by Faiiman before -i doe* not suit ^ at all well. For the 

expresaion tFA. IV, 67? 7* by r -h infijutive, tlrk^ fv, +23^ 6. 
» Liu * vessel V but as Guiui points oui* the content shom that ftme here mint have its secondary mcanmg 

'fumiturt^ cIsewbcTC, however, this meaning is apparently conhned to the pluralp see IF6. ill, T07. ti, 
‘ Cf. IV,, 56, 9, quoted in the next note; cither examples arr collected in W* M- Midler, Anen and 

f- 
^ Cf. ‘I supervised the efeciinn of the great drhjrway Amun-pnwerful-cf^^ its great door of copper of 

Asia, the god's shadow Min bdng upon it, sculptured in gold^ Urk. t\\ 56, S-lO| hence 'him high of plumes" 

in our text is clearly Nlin. 
■ According to Falmiiin possibly trf-w l^ certainly not 
* Nfib-kni? was the earliei' name of the festival later c^led Greek Kholak* The present passage 

appears to associate it especially with Thoth of Hcrmopolis. M so too above, 1. b, 
Daviifs's desperate guess, which at lease translates the words, though the sense Is enigmatic. 

Kt ib, see Breasted's note Proc. S^.A. xxjlt, 137. 

Lit. '(at the) beginning sine*'. The adverbial use of for which Giirm and I could find no parallel 

JEA V, 55, n. 3, seems lo occur in ’(at the) beginolng under the first generation^ Mond& 

Myera. Temples vf Armarfl^ pL 103^ i ;a. 
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3S were m Avaris of the North Land, (with) rowing hordes in the midst of them overthrowing what 

had been made; they ruled without' R5^, and he acted not by divine command (?) down to my 
39 august self," I being firm established on the thrones of RC-f, I was foretold for a (future) period 

of years* as a bom conqueror* (And now) I am come as the Sole one* of Honts darting fire 
46 against my enemies. 1 have banished the abomination of the gods, and the earth has removed 

41 their foot{-prmts). Such has been the guiding rule of the father of [my fathers], who came at 
his (appointed) times, even Re*; and there shall never be the destruction of what Amun has eom- 

4z manded.’' My command stands firm like the mountains and the sun’s disk shines and spreads 

rays over the titulary of my august person, and my falcon rises high above the kingly banner 
unto all eternity. 

Longer Notes 

a, Sethe {Das Hahchepsut-Problem, pp. 23-3, in Abk. Berlin^ *93^) rejected the 
commonly accepted reading in favour of pronounced Kumuria 

or die like. This innovation is credited to Navi lie, who had quoted the pronomina of 

Amenophis III and Sethos I, which in vertical writing appear as and 

© 

whereas 

the Babylonian equivalents show the order of the component elements in these names 
to have been Nb-Mtrt-Rr and Mn-Mift-Rr respectively. But this argument, in the 

absence of a hieratic writing or a Babylonian version, could at best prove that the read¬ 

ing is a possibility. To my mind the meaning of the name speaks decisively 

in favour of the old view. Sethe interprets his Ki-Mift-Rf as ‘The Ka (i.e. divine lord) 

of the Goddess of Truth is Re^’, but I know no warrant for giving the word ki the sense 

of ‘divine lord’; the meaning assigned by Sethe to the entire name is in itself not objec¬ 

tionable, being approximately that of above quoted, I regard kf as here 

pc^sessing the not unusual meaning ‘attribute’, see my article Proc. SBA xxxvii, 257 ff.; 

Re^ is often spoken of as having had 14 kas or attributes, among them Magic, Percep¬ 

tion, and Power. Though Ma^et ‘Truth’ does not occur in the stereotyped list of the 
sun-god’s attributes, the meaning ‘Truth is the (essential) attribute of R&' agrees with 

all we know of the relations of Mtft and Rr; but this meaning presupposes the word- 

order M/ft-h~Rr, which we vocalize conventionally as Ma^kcrc*. The reading Kf- 
Mtft-Rr of course presupposes that the figure of Ma^et, like the ideogram for Rer, has 
been placed first honoris causa. 

b. Davies proposed to restore > this formula no 
epithet is ever appended to mnic, see Wb, 11, 70, 11. The proposal may, however, have 

been upon the right lines, since the ‘annals’ {gnwt) further on in 1. 2 possibly refer to 
the very inscription with which we are here dealing. Cf., moreover, Urk, iv, 

3S^» 4; 3S9» the top of 1,2 tp//i probably had the determinative [-*.], cf.!. 29; as 
the next sign Fairman gave “ with hatching, hut we urgently need -=» ‘in order to 

' cwiAot mfsn 'in ignonace of m Breasted translated ft. 

* I! finiy Tttpmt (see Wb. ui, leS, 5) ia used to trenslate fit wtra ypoyov on the Rosetta stone, see 11 
t5ja, I. 

' Wm ss the nreeua-snakfi on the forehead of the king see Urk. IV, 160, 3, where m shotiJd perhaps 

be restored rather than m [fut-y. IJashcpsowe seems to have liked the use of the wordtorti in reference (0 htrtelf 
s« Urk^ iVj a76j 9; 361^ 7* ^ 
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establish’. Another possibility is to divide as tcik n-s mnt m s tor ‘she set the firmness 

of her great nante^ but a feminine noun mnt ‘firmness’ is unknowTi. 
c. My translation presupposes r n'bnui nb [ff«] or the like; the following ‘his flames’ 

demands a reference to the sun-god in the lacuna, wbmc looks like an abstract noun, 

and the entire expression recalls the frequent 

cuit of the sun’; just as this serves as a paraphrase of 
the sun encircles', so here r wbnw nb [f/w] may signify ‘as far as all that upon Mrhich the 

sun shines’, ‘as far as the sun’s shining extends', though it must be admitted that the 
preposition r seems too weak to mean ‘as far as’. Also hr virw ‘above the desert’ comes 

in verj' awkwardly at the end. 
d. For si Gunn compares, on a statue set up in the temple of !\Iut (Benson and 

Gourlay, The Temple of Mutjn Asher, p. 354), the words ‘.[in] excellent [work ?] 

of eternity, ^ f ^‘**,*^, P® altars being enlarged, her braziers set, and her 
house being made ftstal with all (manner of) things’. However, the exact meaning of 

rf is not certain; at first I thought it meant ‘being spread abroad’, i.c. in various temples, 

but since in the passage above quoted only one temple, that of Mut, is envisaged, per¬ 

haps the use of si here is analogous to that in si hnkyt ‘spread a bed’, see my Notes 
on the Story of Sinuhe, p. 73. In any case and szesh are here passive idmf like 
if, and shb In the same passage; Breasted and Davies alike took them as such, but 
translated them as main verbs, w'hereas I prefer to regard them as subordinate, cf. my 

Eg. Gr. § 4^3- Further, I believe that the suffix f in hrf and nszet f refers, not to 
w?r Ttb ‘each one (of the gods)' but to Amen-R^, since the plural njccf seems a clear 
reminder of that deity’s frequent epithet -c?' ” ‘lord of the thrones of the two lands’, 

cf. also 'the thrones of Re<’ below, 1. 39. Thus, as already noted (p. 45), the 

reference to Hashepsovve’s construction of the Speos here merges into a description of 

the way in which the sun-god, her ancestral prototype, had created temples throughout 
the length and breadth of the land. In mrnf the suffix ■/ might likewise refer to 

Amen-Re*, but it is perhaps more natural to take it as referring to tor nb ‘each one’, 
e, Hashepsowe here uses the pronoun ‘I' for the first time, and since the suffix -sn 

in isenyset-sn refers back to ntrw In I. 4, where Re* was described as attending to the 

gods’ re-establishmcnt in their temples, Hashepsow'c is implicitly introduced as merely 

fulfilling the will of Re*. The passage clearly refers to-her rebuilding and reorganization 

of the temples, but tlic object of nhb-n-i is utterly obscure, ff nts is well known with 

the meaning ‘rejoice at’, ‘take pleasure in’, mostly with prepositions, but apparently 

also, according to Wb. in, 311,14, w'ith direct object. This last construction, of which 

I know no instance, w’ould suit here, but what is the subject ? The monogram which 

Fairman states to be certain, occurs only in a limited number of words, e,g, f ^ /imww 

‘craftsman’, drew ‘mountains’. To neither of these do the traces recorded by 

Fairman agree. 
f, I take this to mean that the inneimcffit sanctuary was as carefully constructed and 

decorated as the rooms near the exit. The expression st int rd has obvfious reference to 

the well-known rite de sortie discussed in Davies and Gardiner, Tomb of Ameuemhetf 

pp. 93 ff. 
H 
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g. This phrase refers to a legend according to which the Sun-god, or Thoth, or the 

Goddess of Writing on his behalf, inscribed the name of the king on the countless leaves 

of the M ^psy ‘noble isd-Xxce which w-as in the ‘Phoenix-Mansion’ {Hwt- 
bintii) at Heliopolis, thereby assuring to him millions of Jubilee festivals, Doubtl^ it 

was supposed that in the beginning this had been done for Ref himself, who therefore 

might fairly be said to have Inaugurated’ or ‘opened* the tree^ however, the epithet 

wpiiditi once in late times given to a uraeus-goddess equated vwth Bast, Rochemonteix, 
Edfou [Jj 54S, iii. Another conception represented the king kneeling and himself 

pushing his name onto the leaves, see the interesting statues of Ramesses II cited by 

M. Matthieu [nJEA xvi, 31. This is hardly the place to discuss the I'anations in scenes 
and texts relating to the topic. Much material will be found in the literature quoted by 

Professor Matthieu, A few references may be useful, iMentions in texts: Urk. iv, 358, 

14, as here front the reign of Hashepsowe; at Mcdinet Habu, teitip, Tuthmosia III, 

op, cit. 597, 2, with the scene Leps., Denktn. Ill, 37, a \ further explicit references, Urk. 

IV, 59t, 597, 14; also the impressive scene at Abydus, N. M, Davies, Ancient 
Eg. Pamtmgs, pi, 86, and another in the Ramesseum, Leps. op, cit. Eli, 169 = Moret, 

Royaute Pharaonique, p. 103, fig. 19, In the anide by Jiquier, Bull, insufr. xix, 221 ff.[ 
are set forth the various identifications proposed for the tree; the most plausible and 

the most commonly accepted is that with Balanites aegyptiaca, see too Keimer, Die 

Gartenpfianzen hn alien Agypten, I, 3b f,; Keimer disagrees, however, wfith |6quicr and 

denies that Balanites aegyptiaca is the tree called lahakh by the older Arabic writers; 

according to Keimer this labakh was the persea of the Ancients, correct botanical 
name, Mimmops schimperi, the Old Egyptian 

h. The epithet <nh m ‘living on truth' is common alike of gods and king, see 

HA. 11, 20, 5. 6; and the imaging of truth as actual food, very explicit here, is found also 
elsevvhere, e.g. Budge, Book of the Deady 260, 9; Berlin Ritual of Amun, 22, 3. 

t. Both the damaged words left untranslated arc highly problematic. For the first of 

them w'e expect some meaning like ‘heir’, but no writing ['^](|^ is known; the entire 
trend of the inscription insists on identtW with, or descent from, the sun-god, so that 

‘beloved of’ would barely meet the requirements of the case. The second 
damaged word is even more of a riddle. The determinative ^ in shows that n« 

here means that which e.xists’ and is not to be joined to w'^hat follows, Sethe took J/-Ji 

beginning of a new- paragraph, but surely must be a relative form 
qualifying the predicate of ink. 

j. Kls or the modem El-KusTyah, on the left bank of the Nile some 60 km. 
south of Specs Artemidra, Gauthier, op. cit, v, 164 f. The goddess of this important 

town, the capital of the XIVth Upper Egj'ptian nome, w as Hathor. Here, accordingto 
the Carnarvon Tablet, 11. 5-6 {JEA iii, 103), was the limit of the Hyksos dominion, 

and the town may have been destroyed in the course of the subsequent civil w'ar. Very 
few- antiquities have been found there, see Porter and Moss, iv, 258. 

» Mimun>pi ichimptri had beemne extinct in Egypt, bin was re-introduced there by Schweinfunh The 
old Arabic name hbakh hoa been tnmsfcrrcd to AlOiszia Itbbtk. one of the commoneat shade-treca of modem 

import from the foothills of the Himalaya ^ the word is now^ frequently written lebbakh*. 
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k. Hr ip df'dr m mcd is untranslatable with our present resources. The crucial word 

is which Wb. V, 541, 5-6 knows from Dyn. XVIII and Greek times; no mean¬ 
ing is given, but sn one use the verb is said to stand in opposition to 'be firm’ {Jest seitt). 

The only other examples I have found are in scenes w’herc the king or officials armed 

with maces knock at a pylon-door: at Soleb (Leps., Denkm. ill, 83; so too at Denderah, 

according to Brugsch, IVb. [iv], 1677) the legend reads: (‘Said by King Nibmurc'*,) 
since the knocking is referred to by ine-tt-k, it is 

impossible to be sure that a like meaning belongs to For the stem mvd the meaning 

‘shake’, ‘totter’ {tcatihen), is given by Wb. 11, 225. among others, but since this verb, 
when used of the measuring-cord (A;y), is contrasted with rkf ‘be straight’, wc may 

take the general sense to be ‘lie crookedly’ or ‘slackly’.—In the following clause ms is 

presumably the particle {Eg. Gr. §251), and a wTiting of though this 
latter spelling is found in 1. 41. The variant seems to have been overlooked in 

IVb., as also in Ennan’s article ZAS xLVlil, 35, but Gunn has pointed out an example 

in a very' similar context, Petrie, Denderebt 15* 14 ^ third occurs in 

Mond and Myers, Temples of Armani, pi. 103,1.10, ^.*.every 
(conquest?) according to its dates’. If ms is really the particle, must be the old 
perfective, but the plural strokes p >' w'ould be quite abnormal. Ilow'evcr the sentence 

is to be explained grammatically, the meaning seems clear. 
/. W~b. V, 6oq ff. displays unw^onted scepticism as regards the meaning of the word 

*(1^ which as adjective is usually and adequately rendered as ‘holy’. I take this 
opportunity of recording my conviction that the predominating meaning is ‘set apart’, 

particularly with the added nuance of ‘keeping aloof’ from vulgar intrusion; the English 

‘segregate’ perhaps comes nearest to this sense. The clearest examples are those quoted 

Wb. V, 610, 6. 7 of the ‘separation’ of earth from heaven, where Wb. has an unnecessary 
note of interrogation. So too the abstract dy/w may fitly be rendered ‘seclusion’, at all 

events in the expression 'in the seclusion of the palace’, for examples see Sethe, Drama^ 

tisebe Texte, p. 74, where the colourless translation Prackt is adopted. Not far removed is 
the sense of inviolability attaching to the verb, and this makes it comparable to the Arabic 

ketrama, the source of our English harem. Here where the desecration of the temple of 
Cusae has been dwelt on at length, the use of the causative sdsr ‘sanctify’, ‘consecrate’, 

‘hallow’ is particularly appropriate, cf, ^ consecrated 
their fanes for hereafter’, Vrk. rv, 102, i. The outstanding difficulty is to explain the 
sign w w hich characterizes the stem. The object held in the hand is know n as the nhbt- 

wand or sceptre, see Wb. ii, 293, 17, and unless this is a cudgel or a purely magical 

instrument for ‘warding off’ people, it might be a sort of brush for ‘uniting’ (nbb) things 

that belong together, and so for keeping them apart from other things. 
m. The lacuna at the end of 1. 19 makes it uncertain in what way the words leftct mm 

were introduced, but it is a reasonable suggestion to find here a reference to the torren¬ 

tial rains, in Arabic sayi, which periodically swept down the w'adys of the Eastern 

desert and would naturally invade, and possibly even endanger, the rock-tcmple of 

Pakhet. For sftm (H'fr. tv, 165, ii-iz) the only other example known to me is 
gore (= tr, v, 3^, 13) Is like torrents of rain’, 

^ A O i 
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Tombos stek, S = Urk. rv, 84, 9; despite the estraordinary writing of the first word 

with the determinative at the beginning I cannot believe in Sethe’s explanation Hire 

Miaider sttid bemalt (Mutig).—The following sentence I render in accordance with 

Gunn's proposal to emend j for H; it seems less probable that we should take from 

the determinative of ibh (for this priest see Wb, i, 64,9) and read i-t(| ‘whom I could set' 
(prospective relative). In either case the point is very obscure; was it meant that the 

place was half inundated by the rains, so that no libationer was required in the temple 
to pour water ? 

n. Of these three places the last, the name of w*hich is damaged, appears to be un¬ 

known, unless it is the ‘Great Lake’ or ‘Garden’ several times mentioned in the 

Tomb of Petosiris, see Lefebvrc’s edition, Index ui, 50. Unu, originally distinct from 

EI-Eshmuncn, was later fused with it and had Thoth as its principal deity, /fr-ctr, 

Coptic the present-day Hur, Is situated a little less than 10 km. away to the 
north-west, likewise on the left bank of the river. For further information about these 
towns see my Ancient Egyptian Onomastica^ on Nos, 377, 379, of On. Am. 

0, After the brief reference to the re-dedication of the temples in three different 

places the inscription appears to deal more elaborately with that of Khmun (El- 
Eshmunen), though in 1. 33 the scope of the passage seems widened so as to Include 

HbnWj t.e. Kom el-Ahmar on the E. bank not far south of El-Minyah. So far as 1 can 

see, only one single block with the erased name of Hashepsowe has thus far been dis¬ 

covered at El-Eshmunen, Mitt, d, d. Inst. Kairo iii, 23. It is not quite certain w^hether 

in 1. 24 Thoth is already named as the god of Khmun, or w'hether he is here simply the 

god of learning. The epithet ‘who came forth from Re^' has as parallel at Den- 

derah (Brugsch, TVtes., 760). The parentage of Thoth is discussed by Erman, Beitrdge 

zur dg. Religiotty in Sitsb, Ber/int 1916, 1143 IT, In the more usual 'who came 

forth from the forehead’, the parent envisaged appears to have been Min (Erman, loc, 

cit,), but since Min and Amen-Re' were identified, the two epithets are not irreconcil¬ 
able. See further the notes in my edition of P. Chester Beatty I, p. 23. 

p. From here to the middle of I. 27 is one of the most cryptic passages in our text, 
and I have translated merely mechanically. The expression lit, perhaps 'entering 

eye (to) eye*, occurs twice in the Theban tomb of Neferhotep, as I pointed out Proc. 

SBA XXXV, 169 f,: once in the clause ‘forasmuch as thou 
art one righteous in the Mansion of Ptah, one entering in face to face at the Great Seat*, 

and once in the sentence, 'Every god w'hom thou hast followed since thou hast existed 
thou enterest in unto them face to face,* The following words are less 

easily explicable. Gunn reminds me that on a stela of Taracos found at Medmet Habu 

(.^nn, Serv, iv, 180), as wellason an almost exact duplicate bought by meat Sotheby’s and 
presented to the Ashmolean Museum, we find 

‘he made it as his monument to his fathers the six go^ lords of Tjeme’; 

Gunn was disposed to regard the sixfold as a substitute for E.LL ‘gods and god¬ 

desses', but in that case, as he noted, we might have expected ‘his fathers and his 

mothers’; I do not regard this objection as fatal and believe, on the contrary, that the 

writing of the place-name Tjeme confirms Gunn’s view, punningly hinting that the 
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deities of that place conaisted of ‘males* and ‘mothers*. Perhaps ®“I111 11 
text is to be interpreted likewise, though the writing here is unsupported by any pun: 
at all events an ‘Ennead of six gods’ would be an intolerable contradiction^ The 

following word tm is a further difficulty; it cannot well be the usual old perfective 
‘complete’, since psdt tmli 'the complete Ennead* demands the feminine ending. Since 

the names of various gods in this inscription are written without determinative, ^ 

might here well be the name of Atum* But the presence of Atum at Khmiin does not 

seem to be attested elsewhere. I must confess myself absolutely at a loss.—The remain¬ 
ing expressions of 1. 26 have each its own problem or ambiguity. For 'there was none 

well-acquainted with his house’ an equally possible translation is ‘there was no skilled 

(person) in bis house*. Further on, if we restore this must be interpreted as 
an abstract of like formation to ® J, where, however, tp at least sometimes has the literal 
meaning ‘beginning*. It would be intelligible to understand this clause to mean some¬ 

thing like ‘the god’s fathers (i.e. the leading priests) starting anew bereft [of teaching] 
from (their) father(s)*, but the signs before m-c appear to need contpleting into [^], 

which does not yield the required sense. At the beginning of 1. 27 ^ perhaps signifies 
‘insight’, ‘attention*, and ‘the bearers of the god* is a pretty clear periphrasis for wrdsr ‘the 

lower priests’. At least we may be sure that the entire passage refers to the re-organiaa- 
tion of the temple of Thoth at Hermopolis, this follow'ed by a description of its 

rebuilding, and finally of the restoration of its festivals. 
g. The analogy of ‘by the gift of* (£>. Gr. §444, 3) su^ests that here 

means ‘by my making’, in which case apparently the doubling of Thoth’s offerings just 
mention^ will have been effected (in part at least) by supplementary offerings to various 

subsidiary divinities. Of those named in the next tw^o lines several are know'n to have 

belonged to the Hare (XV) or Oryx (XVI) nomes, i.e. to the neighbourhood on the one 

hand of El-Eshmunen (Hermopolis) and on the other hand of Specs Artemidos. 

Hmn}fv 'the Eight’ refers, of course, to the four pairs of primeval deities at the root of 
the cosmogony of Hmnw ‘Eight-town’, Le. Hermopolis, see Sethe, Amun, etc., §§ 81 ff,; 
Sethe, let it be incidentally noted, held that the form Hmnyw which we have here, 

though referring to the eight deities, was actually a derivative of the name of the town, 
i.e. ‘those of Eight-town*. The ram-god Chnum and the frog-godd^is Heket were 

worshipped in Hwor (Hur, above n. «), see Newberry, Bent Hasofi, ii, p. 20, n. 2. 

We have no reason to think that the goddesses Renenet and Meskhenet enjoyed special 

favour in this particular part of the country, but both are associated with Chnum in 

passages dealing with birth in its mythological aspect, Meskhenet ('the place of settling 
down’) being a personification of the bricks bebveen which, according to Egyptian 

custom, babies were bom, and Renenet, sometimes coupled with Shay ‘Fate*, being 

apparently the patroness of suckling and nursing—I see no reason for assuming the 

meaning Gluck^ Reichtmn, attributed by Wb. II, 437, 3-5 to rnnt when coupled with 

Shay, the more so since that meaning is contradicted by the determinative For the 

evidence of the texts in connexion with these two goddesses see Wh. II, 148, 6fF. 

(ntrAnf); 436, 17 ff. and it is particularly relevant to note that Meskhenet, her 

head surmounted with J, the sign of the bicomate uterus (Griffith in Khni, ii, 83), is 
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depicted in company with Chnum and Hcket at Der el-Bahri (ed. Naville, ii, pis, 49, 
S i) at the birth of JIashepsowe herself; cf. also P. Westcar, 9,23. Enough has been said 
to show how apposite in the mouth of the queen, aa applied to the firet four deities, is 
the epithet ‘united to fashion my body'; the word for ‘fashion'. Eg. M, is the mot juste, 
since this verb means not only ‘build', but also ‘fashion pots’, and Chnurti was always 
represented as fashioning mankind on the potter’s wheel (e.g, Naville, op, cit. 11, pi. 48). 
To proceed : Nahmet-*aw'ay ('she who rescues the plundered') is well-known as the 
companion of Thoth at Khmun, and at least in one passage of the Pyramid Texts (229, 
see Sethe’s commentary, i, pp. 188 ff.) the masculine counterpart of the serpent-goddess 
Nahbet-ka{u), for whom see Shorter injEA xxi, 40 ff., is brought into connexion with 
the same city. The last two divinities to be named are less easily explicable. No men¬ 
tion, so far as I know, is elsewhere made of the first of them, a goddess, whose name 
Davies rendered ‘(of whom) men say, “Heaven and earth are hers’”; it seems more 
probable, however, that iddt is active, ‘w'ho says’ or 'speaks’, and in answer to the objec¬ 
tion that in that case one would expect ‘mine’ instead of ‘hers’ I hesitatingly suggest 
the rendering 'who speaks, and heaven and earth are hers’. Wb. 1, 380, 4 quotes from 
Griffith, Slut, pi, 17,1. 37, the variant inty i.e. ‘he who is among the 
embalmers’ for the old epithet imy xct of Anubis, but a cult of Anubis at Hebnu, which 
is Korn el-Ahmar, S. of Zawiyet el-Amwat on the East bank, is not attested elsewhere, 

r. If this translation is right, it will mean that the festivals in the cities implicitly 
bear witness to Hashcpsow'e’s restoration work; mtr ‘bear witness to’ usually takes a 
direct object, but the construction with n is apparently found also Urk, iv, 973, 8, For 
m n rk (sp sn), lit. ‘as (something that) is not known, not known* Wb, ii, 444, 6, quotes 
tw'o obscure Graeco-Roman examples but, as Gunn points out, strangely omits the 
important ‘Beware lest ye say sceptically (?): 
“Wherefore has this been done?’”, Urk. iv, 365, lo-ii, where we have the first 
person ‘1 know not’, but where the expression is otherwise identical; it seems unlikely 
that Sethe was right in taking n rh i (sp sn), etc., as the content of the prohibited 
utterance {‘I know not W'herefore, etc.’), since such a use of m is surety unparalleled; 
I find it difficult to reconcile that example with the others, where ITS.’a paraphrase 
im Gebeimen does not seem far wide of the mark. 

r. Breasted did not realize that wrmwi is a single word, see Wb, i, 333, a; this parti¬ 
cular word was possibly chosen because the battlements were the last part of a temple 
to be finished, and to say that Hashepsowe provided them was tantamount to saying 
she completed the temples which she built anew. Davies attempted to join virmsi to 
the foregoing context, but surely it is the object of grg n i in anticipatory emphasis. 
Whether I have correctly seized the implications of m sntt is doubtful. Towards the 
end of the line we must probably restore it is extremely 
unlikely that is the initial letter of irtyjy and <r)-i seems urgently needed. 

5^ is clearly for where the stem stp appears to have the sense ‘dismember*, 
‘fall apart’, cf. of the ‘dismembered* parts of a bull, Wb, iv, 336, 3 ff. The phrase 

building inscriptions means practically ‘fallen into ruin’, e.g. Cairo 
34183, 6 (Tuttankhamun stela = Lacau, Steles, p. 226); so too OLZxm, pi, 2, 1. 5; 
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pi. 5, 1. 19, inscriptions of Mentemhet; cf. in a somewhat different context 

. earth, and ruin had been done in his chapel', Cairo 20741 — 

Lange and Schafer, Gr<A- und Dmhstnm^ ii, p. 372. Without determinative aa here in 

two passages of the Sphinx stela {Sifzb. Berlin, 1904); in I. n the Sphinx declares, 

‘behold, my condition was like being in a net, and all my flesh was in dissolu¬ 

tion’; in 1. 6 appears to mean ‘near the ruins of Harmachis', 

II. Concerning the suffix /in n ir-f Breasted’s note says: ‘ A sudden change of number; 
the individual ruler of the I lyksos is meant.’ Such a use of the singular suffix is incred¬ 

ibly harsh, and the only point 1 find in favour of this interpretation Is that it gives to 
irt m its common meaning ‘act according to*. 1 now agree w-ith Gunn that the suffix- 

pronoun must refer to Re*, which involves taking iri tn as ‘act by means of’. To con¬ 

ceive of Re' ‘acting by means of god’s command’ seems an odd mode of expression, 

but is comprehensible when we remember that the king ascribed all his official acts to 

obedience to orders given him by the deity. Gunn takes *by god’s command’ to mean 

'by oracle’, but this was only one method by which the divine will could be conveyed. 
Sometimes that wiU was revealed in a dream, as in the great Kamak inscription of 

Meneptah. Direct inspiration may also have been a way in which the divinity made 

known his behests, One other mode of interpretation seems just possible; perhaps the 
writer inserted ‘by god’s (or “dmne”) command' in the consciousness that otherwise 

he might be taken to mean that under the Hyksos the sun ceased to shine, whereas all 

that can have been intended is that he ceased to be the sublime director of human 

affairs. 
t). De Buck’s pupil Leeuweoburg aptly recognized the words here as the 

same expression as is found in the Berlin Leather Roll, I, 12, see Shdia Aegypiiaca, 

I, p. 55, n. 22; the passage there reads 'I up as a 
lx>m conqueror', lit. as ‘he-grows-he-seizes’, fjprf-it'f with the corresponding 

feminine in our text is clearly one of those substantivized verbal expressions $0 much 
to the taste of the Egyptians, sec Eg. Grmn., § 194; here at Speos Artemidos we have 

already encountered another such in pr-h^’f, 1. 23. 

tt?. This pair of sentences has completely defeated my predecessors, and though I 

cannot guarantee the accuracy of my interpretation, at least it makes good sense and 

offends against no rule of grammar. The first sentence I take to mean that throughout 
all history the banishment of wrongdoing, ‘the abomination of the gods’, had been the 

guiding principle of Re', w’ho, as I have recently had occasion to explain (JEA xxx, 

49 ff,), was not merely the father of the Pharaoh's fathers, but also was to some extent 

identified with every king, and consequently could be said to have come 'at his appointed 
times' in order to carry out, or cause to be carried out, that all-important task. The 

next sentence goes on to say that $0 too it shall be in the future. Past and future being 

thus disposed of, Hashepsow'c ends by declaring that her own command endures like 

mountains, ensuring the present, the sun shining down beneficently on the titulary 

inscribed upon all her monuments. As regards points of detail, the restoration^ 

course as questionable as must be every restoration that is no mere cliche. The 

abnortnal writings of the names of Re' and Amun in 1. 41 w’cre the subject of comment 
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above, p. 44. The rendering of as a future is according to ruEe. For we 
should expect similar exceptional irregularities in concord of gender are 

quoted Eg. Gram., § 511, 4. 

Looking back upon the foregoing pages, I cannot refrain from once more stressing 

the highly speculative nature of my results. I still hold, however, to the principle 
enounced by me in this Journal over thirty years ago {i, at). Scholars should not shrink 

from translating difficult texts. At the best they may be lucky enough to hit upon the 

right renderings. At the worst they will have given the critics a target to tilt at. 
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GLEANINGS FROM THE BANKES MSS. 
By M. F. L.4M1NG MACADAM 

The Griffith Institute at Oxford has recently been very fortunate in acquiring on 
temporary loan a large number of pencil, ink, and wateri-colour dramn^ of ancient 

monuments in EgiT^t, Nubia, and the Sudan, made so long ago as the years 1815-22. 

Records of this kind, made many years before the scientific recording and conser\'ation 

of monuments in the Nile Valley became general, arc, one need hardly say, of the 
greatest interest, for they not infrequently preserve for modem eyes fragments of 

inscriptions and temple reliefs, even whole buildings, which have since vanished. 

The farther the inquirer goes up the Nile the smaller is the number of resources of 

this sort to which he may turn; it is therefore a matter of particular importance when 

a large collection of records like the present one, which numbers well over twelve 
hundred, becomes available for study, even if only for a time. The writer wishes to 
express his indebtedness to the present owner, Mr. Ralph Bankes, for his kind per¬ 
mission to publish. 

Before the advent of the camera had made it possible to reduce essential recording 

of a site to the immediate action of pressing a trigger and thereafter doing the rest at 

home, the services of skilled draughtsmen w'ere in great demand. At the time when 

these records were made M. Adolphe (sometimes called Auguste) Linant, described by 
the contemporary' travellers Waddington and Hanbury simply as ‘a French Artist then 

[that is to say about the year 1820] resident in Cairo', seems to have been such. To 

Egyptologists he came to be better known as Linant de Bellefonds Bey', for he became 
Minister of Public Works and the holder of other government posts, and wrote 

geological studies of the Etbai and the White Nile districts, as well as a MemoiTe sut 

le iac Moeris. In various capacities—for he was at once an architect, an engineer, a 

geologist, and a surv'eyor, as well as an artist—he joined several expeditions and visited 

many places, including the New World, Palestine, Syria, Greece, the Nile Valley, the 
Eastern Desert, and the Oasis of Siwah. 

Linant was engaged by Mr, W, J, Bankes, a distinguished traveller of those days, 

w'hosc name will be remembered in connexion with the English Egyptologist Young, 

to command an expedition up the Nile into the little-known districts of Upper Nubia 

and the Sudan, the purpose of which was to discover the site of Meroe. Already in 

1815 or thereabouts Bankes had tisited Nubia, and, himself an artist, had studied the 
Nubian sites and temples as far south as Wadi recording what he saw to the 

best of his ability. Throughout most of his journeys in the Near East he was 

accompanied by his own interpreter, a native of Ferrara, who used the assumed name 

of Hajji Muhammad, and whose own account of his travels was published in 1830 by 

his patron under the title Narrative of the Life and Adventures of Giovanni Finali. 
i 
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This entertaining narrative, for the loan of a copy of which I am much indebted to 
Professor P. Newberry, is one of the chief sources of information about the events 

which were taking place at the time w hen the drawings which form the bulk of the 

collection were made. 
On June 15, 1821, after Bankes had left Egjpi. Linant set out from Cairo on his 

expedition to locate the city of Meroe, accompanied by Finati and another Italian 
named Dr. Ricci, whose services as a draughtsman Bankes had some time previously 

enlisted to record the tomb reliefs at Beni Hasan, and who had also accompanied 

Linant on an earlier journey to Stwah. The party penetrated as far south as Sennar, 

following in the w'ake of the notorious military ejtpcdition sent by Muhammad Ali 

under his son Ibrahim Pasha to reduce the territories of the Upper Nile and to raise 

a negro army from the Sudan. Linant’s unpublished diary of his journey, the other 

chief source of information, is a lively document of great interest and is preserved in 

the present collection of manuscripts, together with drawings by Ricci and Bankes 

himself, as well as those by Linant, which he brought to England in 1823. 
One docs not expect to find here anything approaching the accuracy obtained by the 

modem draughtsman equipped with the camera and other scientific means of reproduc¬ 

tion, and with a library of already recorded temple and tomb scenes to which he can 
if necessary refer. It is well known that there is a latent quality in Egyptian reliefs 

which is lacking when they are reproduced by the hand of an artist without the 

requisite sympathy. Of such work we say at once that it is un-Egy'ptian, and it is 

evident that much pioneer enterprise must inevitably be of this kind. Most of us 
have probably observed with dismay how easily hieroglj'phs are mistaken for one 

another when the artist cannot read them. Yet considering that in these years the 

serious study of Egyptian language and art had barely begun, it is astonishing with 

what accuracy many of these drawings were executed. No doubt Bankes’s owm skill 
in reproduction could not compete with that of Ricci and of Linant, but it redounds 
to his credit that instead he was willing to obtain and pay for the services of two such 

skilled artists. These draughtsmen’s copies of hieroglyphs and figures in relief are far 

more like their originals than those, for example, of Cailliaud, and Linant's archi¬ 

tectural views and landscapes are greatly superior to anything published up to that 

time and to much that came later. 
The writer of the present article has had the advantage of studying the manuscripts 

by the light of a fist of their contents compiled by Miss R. L. B. Moss, of the 

Topographical Bibliography, and tenders her his thanks for having called his attention 

to them in connexion with his own work on Nubia. Most of the unpublished materiai 

contained in the Bankes MSS. is from Nubian sites, hence the points selected for 

mention here are all concerned with Nubia. These, how'ever, do not exhaust the 
references to Nubia, for apart from these items the Bankes MSS. contain some un¬ 

published material, however small, from Bigah, Philac, Gcrf Husein, Dakkah, Wadi 

Sebu', *Amadah, Kubban, ElleisTyah, Kasr I brim, Abu Simbel, Gebel 'Addah, Gebel 

Esh“Shams, Abahuda, Semnah, Gebel Barkal, Wadi el-Banat, and Musawwarat es- 

Sufrah, at which last place the expedition believed it had located the ancient Meroe. 
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It should be pointed out that the drawings reproduced here must not be taken as 

representative of the collection as a whole; they merely illustrate the points raised. 

A, The Chapel of Amenophis III at Elephantine 
(Bankes MS. No. IV C 6) 

The water-colour painting reproduced in PI. VI I, which apart from its architectural 

competency admirably captures the bright sun and clear atmosphere of Upper Egypt, 
would doubtless have been of great interest to the late Professor Ludwig Burchardt, 

for it reproduces the subject of one of his reconstructions. It represents the chapel 

of Amenophis III as it once stood on the Island of Elephantine, with many remnants 

of colour still adhering to the reliefs, just before it was, alas, pulled down in November 
i8z2, probably to provide stone for a barracks at Aswan to house the Black army lately 

raised by Muhammad All.' 
The painting agrees fairly well with that of Nestor I’Hote, reproduced in fig. 28 

of Borchardt’s AgypHsche Tempel mit Umgang^ and clearly substantiates Borchardt's 

contention, in contradiction of the restoration shown in the Bescriptim de VEgypte, 

that at least along the south-east wall (the right-hand wall in the painting) the intervals 
between the pillars were filled with emtain W'alls whose cornices did not pass in front 
of the bases of the pillars. The arrangement of the lower blocks and their diflcrencc 

in colour further reveal that the lower courses were foundation courses, as Borchardt 
also supposed. At the west comer of the building, however, the Nestor I’Hote drawing 

represents the cornice as slopping short at the pillar, while the Descripthn again makes 
it pass in front. Another contemporan' drawing, in Cooper’s Egyptian Scenery, also 

seems to make it pass in front. The painting here displays how the ambiguit}' 

arose; although the cornice does appear to stop short at the pillar the traces strongly 

suggested that it continued. 
It is strange that Nestor I’Hote is believ'^ed not to have visited the site until 1828, 

when the temple had already been dismantled, yet he contrived to make a painting of 

it, and the Bankes MS, confirms most of what he drew. The inscription recording 
the ‘renewal of the monument’ is there, the few traces of the architrave inscription 

agree, and beyond the ramp of the stair can be seen the tops of the plumes which the 

Nestor THSte painting show's as surmounting cartouches of Ramesses IL More car¬ 

touches of this king appear along the south-east w'all. The pillar at the west comer 

of the building, upon which Nestor rH6te represented a relief, is show'n in the Bankes 

painting as being partly ruined and having in reality lost Its surface so that no relief 

was visible. It would appear, therefore, that Nestor I’Hote restored the pillar out of 

* On this subject Limnt aay$ in his joum^: ’cc monujflcnt a demiit depui$ pat Mahcurn-et Bey qui 
clait a pour former Vstrmie: du Bachs il nc I^b pas fait pat ignorancii; bicn au contrairc car eVie par 
ni^rhanC4:t£ er pluai^rs personnes lui ayant representt^ rsbomination qu^il foisait lorsque ic temple a 
commence a d^iruire il nipondit qu^il Ic faisait irour qnc its europeens ne vinsseni plus rennuyer a Assouan 
et que lorsque tous ces monuTnents n^exi^tcraleni plus persortne ne vfcndniit. iL m detruit Ics deus temples 
d^Elephumtine celuJ d^assouan de manlere s ra qu^on ne puisse pas mime voir i'cmplacement de ces edifices 
et U ne faut pas douter qu’il ert cut fait autant de LlLe de Fhiiaa et de la porte de ^ranit quL reste a ELephuitine 
si Tun a%'ajt Itl plus a sa potfle et qu'iJ cut eu des forces sufiisantes pour Pautre' (in a Later note to a t. 7. i8ai). 
No attempt has been made either to improve on Linant's French or to add any of ihc rtii^^in^ accents. 
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his imagination or used some still earlier copy. His stairway is clearly drawn by con¬ 
jecture, yet enough of the ramp can be seen here to show* that there was something 

left to suggest it. 

B. King Sebkhotpe III at SihSl 
(Banks MS. No. IV C 6) 

On the island of Sihel, dedicated to the goddess Anukis, a single and a double scene 

were recorded by Bankes of tvhich no other copy or description is known. They 
represent King Sekhemre'-Sewadjtawi Sebkhotpe III making offering to the Cataract 

deities Satis and Anukis and being blessed by two ram-headed gods, probably both 

Khnum (PI. VIII). The source of the scenes may have been a granite stand or altar, 
of which there is a not readily intelligible sketch on another sheet (IV D 3) labelled 

'granite tabernacle Seehale’. From the dimensions given this would appear to have 

been some 6 feet high by about the same width. 
The hieroglyphs are for the most part easily interpreted even when wrongly copied. 

The legend of Satis on the left side of the double scene is presumably 

'Satis, lady of Elephantine', w'hile that of Anukis on the right may be 
'Anukis, prominent in To-Sti’. In the single scene the king wears the crown of Upper 

Egypt, and one supposes that this would have been counter-balanced by a similar 

scene on the opposite side of the stand with the king wearing the crowm of Lower Egypt. 

C. The second stela of J 
(Bankes MS, No, XII C +) 

In 1892 Sir Henrj' Lyons (at that time Captain Lyons, R.E.) noted in the sanctuary' 

of the northern temple at Wadi Haifa the existence of Uvo M.K. stelae bearing the 

names of Sesostris I, erected by an offfcial named Deduantef, Of these one w*as com¬ 

plete; of the other only about a sixth part remained. In a letter to Professor Schia¬ 
parelli published by him in Bmarione, ix (tgoi), 428, Captain Lyons stated that he 

had sent both the stelae to the British Museum. The complete stela has received mention 

in the Guide to the Egyptian GaUeries, and a hand-copy of its text appears in Hiero¬ 
glyphic Texts from Egn. Stelae, etc., in the British Museum, part iv, pis. 2 and 31 under 

the number 196 [i 177]. The other stela, however, which is the one marked a in the 

sketch in Bessarione, loc. cit., has never been published, presumably because not enough 

of it remained to be worth reproduction. 
Both these stelae, complete and in position, were seen and draw'n by Bankes some 

seventy-five years before Sir Henry Lyons found them. It is pleasant therefore to be 

able to reproduce his drawring of the broken stela in its original form (PI. IX, top). 

The right side of the stela Is bounded at the top by ^ and at the sides by Above 

the palace facade are the royal falcon, with protective formula at its back, and the 

Horus-name of Sesostris L The uraeus of Edjo, coiled upon a papyrus stem, presents 

■ Thi; first sign in nsnie ittp i$ copied u though the original had been,^ by confusion tvith 

*Abyd(w*, In the single scene, however, the copyist has put . As it is unlikely that the S*nw name would 

have been spell in two different ways on the same monument I conclude that the oHgitud was f in both 

insmf^ces. 
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^ to the falcon. Below this point, except for a certain indecision as to the direction in 

which the signs should face, the scene ceases to be a figurative representation and 

becomes normal writing, being completed by two columns of signs. The whole reads: 

‘Horus, Living-<if-Birth$. may Edjd give life, stability and welfare to thy nose, O good god, 
King of Upper and Lower Egjpt, Kheperkerc<, beloved of Month Lord of Thebes, son of Rc^, 

Sesostris, ^given life) li£c RC*, for ever.’ 

The text, as Lyons w'as aware, is almost a duplicate of the published one, after 
comparison with which it will be seen to have run as follows: 

(i) 'Iry-pn, hity-r^ sdiiL'ty bity^ smr v:cty\ wr « nm‘/, O n bity\ hry sStt{2)w ii sdjtit ht, 

ter tn iftet-f, r,* m rr m hft rhyt^ (3) /#«_v lb Hr nb rA, jndd left n smnh sw, sht'ti r-r*/ 

(duplicate stela r-ftvy f) (4) tnnh-f^ rdvn tib tfwyftw'f^ nth ib n ristet m di(^)ir hn, pr-r 
Tn mrwt nb'f, smnh n rnTtei f (6) st f, irr (mt hs rw, ter r/ w pr nstet\ imy-r (7) mnfi, imy-r 

hwme nfrtc, imy-r tnfr ttr . ►.. {?), Rdi. . . Ddtv-'Intf. 

‘The Prince, the Governor, the Treasurer of the King of Lower Eg>’pt, the Sole Companion, 

the great one of the King of Upper £g}'p^’ fhe mighty one of the King of l.ovver Egypt, hierophant 
of the secrets which only one hears, great in his office, might}’ in his dignity, a magistrate at the 
forefront of the people, the conlidani of E-Jorus Lord of the Palace, who adhered to the path of 

him that made him excellent, whose efficiency his activity laid bare, whose eminence the Lord of 
the Two Lands granted, the trusted one of the king in quelling the rebellious, a champion in the 

love of his master, the love of whom made good his position, tvho always performed the behest of 
him that favoured him, a very great one tn the palace, the commander of the infantry', the com¬ 
mander of the picked troops, the general...... Redi ...(?) Deduantef.' 

Here most of the mistakes in copying the text (and there are unusually many) are 
obvious after comparison with the first stela. Unfortunately the identity of the title 

or name before Deduantef is not elucidated. 

D. Reliefs in the Great Temple (BSOd) at Napata 

(Bankes MSS. Nos. XV A 32 and 36) 

In the sanctuary C (Reisner 506) of the Great Temple at Napata there stood a grey 

granite stand or altar having on the front and back a ‘union scene* and on the sides 

representations of King Taharqa holding up the sky. Schafer long ago pointed out 

{ZASy ssxv, g8 ff.) that from the wording of the texts accompanying the reliefs the 

figures of the king w’ere to be understood as holding up not so much the sky as the 

shrine and statue of the god that must have stood on the top of the stand. The Bankes 

papers contain copies made by both Linant and Ricci, as well as a drawing of idcmical 

appearance which Bankes, however, annotates as having come from the west wall of the 

chamber in which the stand was placed. It would seem, therefore, that there was extant 

at that time a relief on the wall representing the stand. Reisner presumed that the 

reconstruction of the temple when this chamber was built had been the work of Taharqa 

(jfEA, IV, 218, 224), since Taharqa’s names appeared on the stand. The discovery 

that the stand was also represented on the yvall indicates that the reconstruction was 
in fact Taharqa's, and is a useful piece of corroborative evidence. 
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The relicF does not actually afford conAmiatton of Schafer's suggestion, for there 

is no shrine or statue on the stand. 
Represented on the same page (XV A 32) are five male figures copied by Ricci, said 

to have been on the north wail of the same chamber. The five figures are in a row, 

facing to right. They are all dressed exactly alike, wAth long wigs, collars, armlets, 

WTistlets, corselets with shoulder-straps, and folded loincloths with girdles. 

All have the arms hanging down and the hands empty. Llnant copied only one of 
these, but made it more intelligible by giving it a beard and a ceremonial tail, important 

items which Ricci strangely omitted. The figure would thus seem to have formed part 
of a procession of gods. It should be noted that these two drawing are separate and 

do not depict the actual relation of the scenes to one another. 
Bankes MS. No. XV A 36 (PI. IX, bottom) is the sketch of a relief which was once to 

be seen on the tvest wall of Hall J (Reisner 503) of the same temple. It show's five 
priestesses in a row, facing to right, wearing the mnit associated with Hathor and with 

music and dancing, and holding both hands above their heads. The legend to the 

scene, which is four times repeated and should therefore be trustworthy, is dii sp, 
‘giving the time', an interesting new, but readily admissible, use of the word j/i. They 

are preceded by two more female figures and a male carrying a harp. Another harper 

is faintly indicated behind them. 

£. The destroyed pylon of Atlanersa and Senkamanisken in temple B 700 at Napata 

(Bankes MSS. Nos. XV A 26. 27 and XV C 8) 

The reliefs on the inner face of the destroyed pylon were copied by Major Felix, 

whose draw'ing, published in JEA, xv, pi. v, tvas discussed there by Griffith (pp. 26 fF.). 

The Bankes duplicates (not reproduced here) add but little to the version made by 

Major Felix, but they confirm what he copied. Queen Khalese draw'n 

perhaps more convincingly and with slightly more detail, showing where the front part 

of her mantle falls from the elbow, and an ornament on a string round her neck. The 

offerings behind her are also in greater detail and add above the slaughtered carcasses 

the legends and 
As for the three royal ladies on the right-hand side of the gap, we can only wish 

that more attention had been paid to recording their names and titles. In the Bankes 

MS. the third lady has not yet lost her torso, but the names of all three are omitted, 

where a clearer rendering would have been valuable. The name of the first queen 

from Major Felix's drawing in the Prudhoe MSS. is which I believe should 

be read not as Aru, as Griffith suggested, but as Yeturow, a reading which he himself 

gave to it in a different context,’ This queen must surely be the ^Irtiuwruw' of 

Reisner,* already known to him as a queen of the time of .Atlanersa. 

The remarkable head-dresses of these queens have already been alluded to by 

Griffith, who suggested that the number of plumes varied with the rank of the wearer. 

Another example from Kawa, to be published shortly, show's the plumes springing 

* Ryiamh Dm, Pap* ill, p, ^07 n. 1, 

^ N0f^i and 11, Ko. 24. 
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from the heads of three small goddesses, Nephthys, Isis, and Tfenet (?), who stand 

on the fillet that binds the queen’s head. The presence of the last-named goddess 
seems to render untenable the suggestion that the relationships of the goddesses to HoriiS 

denoted the relationships of the wearer to kings. Even if the goddesses in this instance 

had no particular significance, however, it may be worth suggesting that the plumes, 

each of which usually springs from an object like a flower calyx, were originally ^-signs, 

and that the number worn on the head corresponded to the number of times that this 

sign occurred in the titles of the qneen. 
The upper register, indicated but faintly in the Prudhoe MS., is here drawn in 

detail. It shows seven priests advancing to the right with e?-vessels and wearing loin¬ 

cloths reaching to a little above the ankles, 
Linant's drawing of the pylon, showing the outer face, is reproduced in PI. X. 

F, The broken cartouche and inscription In pyramid Barkat VI 
(Bankes MS. No. XV A 10) 

The chapel of one of the pyramids at Napata, No. VI according to Reisner’s 

niunBering, is the only one of its group to have been plastered and painted in colours 

and the only one to have preserved the name of its owner. It is unfortunate that by 

the time the cartouche came to be recorded by Lepsius a portion of its centre part 
had disappeared, leaving the letters iV.d. fnA, as shown in PI. IV (No. 770) of Griffith’s 

Meroitic Imcripiions, n, in the preparation of which plate I.,epsius’s squeeze was used. 

In the gap Griffith wished to restore the letters pt, thus making the name to contain 

the word ‘Napata’, though it was doubtful whether the space was in fact large enough 

to admit rivo letters. 
The scene in which this cartouche occurs’ was copied in colours by Linant before 

the cartouche was damaged. He painted the Egyptian-red background of the cartouche 

but omitted the hieroglyphs, which, however, he pencilled in above the painting, The 

missing sign and the damaged sign below I have copied and enlarged to the best of 

my ability (the original is very small), as shown in the accompanying figure. 

Evidently the upper sign cannot be the hand as at first sight appears, for the hand is 

not a regular member of the Meroite hieroglyphic alphabet. There seems no alternative 

but which has been copied similarly io other reliefs where its identity is certain. 

The lower sign has already been satisfactorily identified as This gives the complete 

name as for which a satisfactory ‘pronounceable' form would be 

Nalardamak, the sound of ^ being now recognized as that known to phoneticians as 

‘flapped r\ Little can be said as to the meaning of the name, except that it contains 

the word 'god*. 
Before the seated Queen Nalardamak on both the south-west and the north-cast wall 

of the chapel stands Prince Yetaretey offering incense. Both walls have had the same 
* Leps. Dkm. i9fl. 
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cursive inscription giving his name and titles. That on the south-west wall i$ numbered 

78 in Griffith’s edition of the inscriptions, that on the north-east wall •jyb. In Linant’s 

coloured painting of the north-east wall he has accidentally inserted 78 in the place 

where actually is 776, but there is an independent copy by Linant of both of these 

{XV A 43), in which yyb Is slightly more complete than as shown by Griffith, the large 

patch on the right having only just begun to fall away. Inscr. 77^, after collation with 
Linant’s version drawn in the year 1821, reads: 

IX: ///[/^9]tv ^ 5 

: f i 13 flXJ f h 

G. The Lower Pyramid Field at Barkal 

{Bankes MS. No. XV C 5) 

No view of this little group of pyramids has ever been published in either drawing 

or photograph, probably because most of them were early reduced to mounds of rubble. 

The Bankes MS. drawing (PI. XI, top), evidently of Linant as it is annotated in French 
on the back, is of interest because it shows the two small pyramids IX and X almost 

intact. The largest pyramid, XI, is represented on the left, with the remains of XII 

bej'ood. In the centre is IX and on the right X. IX has no i-isible sign of a chapel 
remaining, while the mound of rubbish on the south-east side of X, beneath which 

must have lain the remnants of the chapel indicated by Hoskins on his plan, is in 

process of being removed by three natives armed with mattocks. ‘J'ai fait vider toutes 

CCS chambres’, says Linant in his diary-, ‘pour voir si I’entrde de la pyramide s’y trou'i-ait 

ct pour voir toutes les sculptures, mais je n’ai rien trouviJ qui indiqua un passage dans 

Tint^rieur.’ The entrances, of course, are in the ground anything up to 50 yards from 

the faces of the pyramids, and it is doubtless fortunate that they w'ere not discovered 
until the art of scientific archaeological recording had been developed. 

H, The Rock Face at Gebet Barkal 

(Bankes MS. No. XV C 10) 

An old theory, mentioned by Cailliaud' as having had currency in his time, but 

dismissed somewhat indignantly by him, namely, that the south-east face of Gebel 
Barkal was once sculptured into colossal figures in the Abu Simbel manner, has recently 
been revived.^ An excellent view- of the rock face made by Linant in 182 x (PI. XI, bottom) 

is therefore of topical interest. 'I'he four pillar-like projections can be clearly" seen, but 

their resemblance to figures is no more marked than in the photograph made by the 
University of Chicago Egyptian Expedition some eighty--five years latcr.s 

^ V<i:yage el Affro/, iii* 

^ By Major G. Tithi?riiigton and Mr. A. J. Arkcll, $«! tlwr article by the latter in The IHusltated London 
iVcipj for Feb, 15, 19^7. ^ AJSL, xxv, 31, 
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GLAZED QUARTZ BEADS OF THE ROMANO-ARAB 
PERIOD 

By EVE DRAY and OLIVER H. MYERS 

Sir Robert Mono and Oliver H. Myers published in Temples of pp. 129, 133, 
pi. xxxui/3, a glazed quartz bead, B. 10/32, which they excavated In the immediate 
neighbourhood of an old Muslim cemetery at Armant, and attributed to the Islamic 
period. They admitted the possibility of it being a re-used bead, conceivably of the 
Late PredjTiastic period. Glazed crystal is well known in the Archaic periods and con¬ 
tinued into the Second Intermediate Period, but no later examples other than this 
appear to have been recorded. The string of forty-seven beads of the Roman period 
published here, which includes five examples of glazed quartz, one in imitation of 
amethyst, was bought at a small dealer's in Cairo in 1941 and is now in the Egyptian 
collection of University College, London. 

The beads are mainly of semi-precious stones and nine are very similar in their shape 
and crude workmanship to beads which are known to be of Late Roman or Early 
Byzantine date, mostly the we^l-knoA^m pear-shaped amethyst beads of that time (see 
Guy Brunton, Qau and Badari ///, pi. xlvi, beads from tombs 201, 208, 4701, 4707, 
5302, &c,), It seems, therefore, reasonable to assume, at least as far as the larger beads 
arc concerned, that they represent a necklace of that period. Even among the smaller 
beads there seems to be none that would be anachronistic in such a string. Because 
glazed quartz of this date has never before been noted, and as the string is probably 
homogeneous, it is worthy of full publication. The individual numbers of the beads 
refer to PI. XII, fig, i, counting from the left, where the necklace is shown by trans¬ 
mitted light- Fig. 2 in the same plate (outer string) shows by reflected light the necklace 
in the order in which it was bought; for comparison the equivalent numbers are given 
in the last column of the register. The inner string in this figure is a necklace of Islamic 
date, also purchased in Cairo, which includes several beads resembling in shape the 
pear-shaped ones in the outer necklace. It is of an intense deep blue colour. 

The method of description used here is that employed by Mond and Myers in 
Temples of Armani and Ce?ru!fer{es of Armant I, where full descriptions of the system 
employed are ^ven. The colour is classified by the UNESMA colour chart (Messrs, 
Winsor and Newton), which is a simplification of Prof. Ostwald’s colour solid. For 
the shapes and perforations use has been made of H. Beck, Classification and Nomen¬ 

clature of Beads and Pendants, in Archaeologia, Lxxvii, 1928, but to the t%vo measure¬ 
ments given by Beck it has been found necessary to add a third, namely, thickness, to 
differentiate between Tat' and Thin’ beads. The thickness is the maximum width of 
the transverse section at right angles to the diameter. The majority of the beads are 

K 
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irregular in shape and have been tj'ped to the group they most nearly resemble; only 
the most irregular ones have been mentioned as such in the register.* 

A large number of the typical pear-shaped beads present a transverse section which 
is not given in Beck’s classification; it falls betiveen Divisions 1 and II and has been 
given the following Group No. and definition: CVlIl, ’Rounded Triangle’:—Beads 

in which the perimeter is a triangle with convex sides and rounded apex. 
The ‘angles’ at the base are usually sharp but may be rounded, see the 
accompanying fig. i. The triangle is usually scalencj although the figure 
shows it isosceles, to conform to the regular shapes in Beck’s scheme. 
There are many variations within this shape which have not been 

mentioned in the register, e.g. the convexity of the sides Is more pronounced in some 
beads than in others, and the relative height varies with each bead. 

It has been found necessary to add one other type w'hich, like CVIII, is a cross 
beriveen the Rounded and Faceted beads, Group CIX, ‘Domed Square':— 
Beads in which the perimeter is three sides of a square surmounted by the 
arc of a circle (see fig. 2 in text). There is only one example of this type in 
the string (No. 30). The bottom is flat, while the upright sides are slightly 
convex. 

Fio. I 

Fjg. 

The longitudinal sections of many beads also show slight variations from Beck’s 
standard forms, notably among the pear-shaped class, i g. Most of these variations 
may be attributed to careless workmanship, but one, found in beads Nos. 27, 28, 29, 
37, and 45, seems to be intentional; here the ‘shoulder’ or widest part of the bead is 
higher, that is, nearer the centre of the longitudinal section, than in Beck’s form. 
Several of the beads have grooves at one or both ends, made to facilitate centring the 
drill to perforate the bead. Mr, N. Shiah is of the opinion that this technique is 
confined betw'eeo the Twenty-fifth Dynasty imd the Byzantine period, though others 
have placed its beginnings earlier and Myers thinks it continues after the Arab conquest. 

Dr, A. F, Hallimond of the Geological Survey and Museum very kindly identified 
the materials of the beads and examined the glazed and some other specimens under 
the microscope. We are Indebted to him for the information contained in the following 
notes on individual beads. 

No. 7 shows radial bubbles under the microscope showing that the bead w’as wire-wound. 

No. 9 appears under the microscope as an opaque, red-gtass bead with patches of olive-green 

glaze. 
No. 34 is glased to imitate amethyst. The glaze, unev'enJy distributed in the first place, has also 

partly w'om off and the pitted surface of the quartz is risible under the lens. 
No. 35. The glazing of this bead is simibr in appearance to No. 34, but blue. When seen under 

the microscope it is dearly glass on a quartz core. 
No. 36 appears to the naked eye to be aquamarine, but under the microscope it is seen to be 

quartz evenly coated with glass. 

' The felJrvA'uig flbhre\TatiQns are used in the nesistcr:—Gr. = at one end, Gre. = graave at each 
end, P = polished. S = smooth, D = dull, R =: roua^h, Ch. = chipped, Gl. glazed, M = moulded, 
Rd. = rubbed down, T = turned, GG gmove graund, t = by transmitted light, • = by reflected light, 
V, T. «e teat. (Almost all stone beads were first chipped to the shape requited; in those marked Ch. here 
the traces of chipping have not been entirely smoothed atsay by the later processes of tnanufiicture.) 
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No. 57. The entire surface of the spceimcn ia pitted. The quartz was almost certainly originally 
glazedt but the glaze has worn off and no trace of colour remains. 

No. 39. Some small dark specks are just visible on the surface of the quartz. Seen under the 

microscope these show as the remains of glaze, possibly of amethyst colour, 

There is a string of gla2ed quartz beads of the same date in the Gayer-Anderson 
collection and we are grateful to Mr. F, W. Green and the authorities of the Fitzwilliam 
Museum for permission to publish this and for kindly supplying the photograph of the 
string reproduced in Pk XH, fig. 3. Mr. Green has also kindly sent the following colour 
description of the quartz heads (omitting the small stone beads altogether), for which 
he has used Winsorand Newton's specimen washes (published in Cemeteries of Armmit I, 
pk vii); we have added in brackets the Ostwald equivalents: 

No. ! Cobalt green (301 a) with blue. Nos. 3-4 Terre V^eite (24 1 g), No. 5 as No. i, No, 6 Terre 
Verte, No, 7 Veridian (20*5 I a) but bluer (perhaps 191 al), No, S 'I'crtc Verte, No, 9 Veridian, No. 

10 Terre Verte, No. t t Terre Verte but light. No. ta Clear quartz, No. 13 Veridian, light. No. 14 
Terre Verte, 

The FitzwilUam beads are all of a very green blue, whereas those in the University 
College string are on the purple side of true blue. It will be seen from the photograph 
that the beads are on the whole better shaped and finished than those in Pk XII, fig. z, 
and that, with the possible exception of No. 6, the pear shape is missing. Nos. 8 and 10 
appear to resemble closely in shape No. 30 of the U.C.L. necklace and almost certainly 
belong to Group CIX. 

A tentative hypothesis may now be put forward with regard to this curious reappear¬ 
ance in bead manufacture of the technique of glazing quartz. During the Late Roman 
or Early Byzantine period the process was rediscovered, perhaps as the result of 
an old glazed bead from tomb robberies coming into the bands of an enterprising 
craftsman. It was employed to imitate amethyst which may have run short just when 
the discovery was made. The amethyst glaze did not, however, give very brilliant 
results and the blue glaze, resembling aquamarine, became more popular and continued 
into the Early Islamic period. Later in this period the manufacture of clear glass beads 
reached its peak, some lovely work being known, and these replaced the expensive 
glazed quartz, the pear shape being retained for some beads. The hypothesis needs 
further evidence for its confirmation (or denial), and possibly there are other examples 
of these beads in collections w'hich have remained unpublished and to which it is hoped 
this note may draw attention. Such revivals of a dead craft are known, in Eg}'pt par¬ 
ticularly in the Saile period, but they are sufficiently rare to be of considerable interest 
to those concerned with the subject and unless recorded may sometimes lead to serious 
misdating, especially of unstratified material. 
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AN UNUSUAL DEPICTION OF RAMESSIDE 
FUNERARY RITES 

By NINA M. DAVIES' 

The wall-painting reproduced in Pi. XIII, whilst wholly conventional in its subjects, 

displays certain details and peculiarities of treatment that are, so far as my knowledge 

goes, unique. 
The centre is occupied by three separate scenes of which that in the middle and that 

on the left are nearly identical, though facing in opposite directions; here the mummy 
of the deceased, who is described as the (n>erseer of prophets.Turo, receives liba¬ 

tions and elaborate offerings from a man identified on the left by the w'ords Ms ro«, the 

first prophet of Mont^ lord of Thebes y Pnebmonty and in this case, though not in the middle, 

a female figure simulating the goddess Isis stands behind holding her left arm with 

her right hand; an unusual feature is the stream of rankh signs- symbolizing at once 
the water with which the mummy is being sprinkled and also directly representing the 

life-restoring properties thereof. The third scene shows an attendant cutting up a 
sacrificial ox in front of the refwn-priest, and is bounded, like the scene on the left, by 

a female figure w'ho this time was possibly conceived of as Nephthys, the second of the 

two sisters constantly attendant upon the dead Osiris as mourners. 
All these incidents—and this is the principal peculiarity of the composition—^take 

place within a building which is approached by steps and which appears to have been 

on an island, since water filled with lotuses and other water-plants surrounds it on every 

side. Upon the water floats a boat bearing the elaborate catafalque which contained 

the coffin; at bottom this boat is in the act of being fastened to the mooring-post ^ by 
an attendant, so that we must probably interpret the similar representation at the top 

as the same boat at the moment of setting forth to the island from the river-bank. Here 

are portrayed for our benefit the principal male mourners in the funeral procession. 

At their head is Aw brother.. To, perhaps a member of the priesthood of Medlnet 

Habu.» Belund To are two other dignitaries, one of them doubtless a prophet of Mont 

at Tod (Pr/y) and the other, Ids son of his body beUrved of Awn, the first prophet of Monty 

[lord of] Thebes Pnebmmt, whose acquaintance we have already made. Mentioned 

also, but not depicted, is a servant named Shed, and there Is a second representation 

of the slaughtering of an ox, the butcher here bearing the same name as his dead 

master’s son, the high-priest of the Theban Mont just mentioned. To the right of 

* The soctic was traced by Nonnim dc G. Daviea aad notes -cm other parts of the tomb were made by him, 
I hsve prepared the tracing and notes for pubUcation with the aid of Dr^ A. H. Gardiner. 

^ A man (not a iiitxmmy), over whom sia: of flow from abo^-e i9 shown Ln a usurped Middle 
Kingdom pillared tmnb lying open high up on the hiU of Sheikh *Abd cl-Korrmh, It ia, I believe, unnumbered. 

The scenes an: bre Ramesside in seykr 
^ The lost title ends with the word [h]M^ perhaps the last clement in the name of Rsmease^ IITa ^nenijy 

temple 'United with Etemit>''. 
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the entire picture are the remains of a group of mourning WrVimen similar to that of 

which the tomb of the Vizier Ramose provides one of the earliest examples.* 

The picture above described is the only one of interest in the much-damaged and 

burnt tomb of Idekmafre^nakhte surnamed Turo at Kumet Murrai (No. 22a), and 

occupied the north wall of the passage. The owner must, from his name, Iiave lived 

under or been bom in the reign of Ramesses IV, and he, like his son, was a first 

prophet of Mont, presumably the Theban deity of that name. 

The tomb appears to have been usurped by Hekma^re'nakhte, since parts of the 

burial scenes on the north wall of the passage are In the style of the Eighteenth Dynasty. 

The plan (see the Plate) is that of a vaulted chamber the ceiling of which has a 
recessed axis and a raised bay to north and south. This opens into a passage leading 

up to the shrine, at the back of ivhich is a niche. A brief summary of the scenes (cut 
about by thieves and much blackened by fires) is as follows: 

At I Ramesses III (with both his cartouches) is seated —► in a kiosk; a fan-bearer 
and other officials approach him. 

At 2, in the upper register are sacred barks in shrines. The deceased offers to a king 
accompanied by his two cartouches, probably those of Ramesses IV. 

At 3-4, upper register: four scenes of deceased offering to divinities in shrines; a 
priest is in front of him. Lower register: a son, Userhet,^ offers to his parents. 

The south bay is practically destroyed. A fragment of painted ceiling, notv on the 

ground, shows a fine design similar to that of tomb No. 68 (see And, PatrUir^s, 
pi. civ). 

At 5, on the outer jamb of the entrance to the passage, is a dressed daJ, 

At 6, in the passage, the top and second registers show the ‘Book of Gates’. In the 

third register is a funeral procession showing one nans drawn by men and another 
drawm by oxen, A priest of Sokar w'ears a dress decorated with red spots. Close to the 

ground is another register of mourners. 
At 7 the two upper registers depict burial rites (some clearly of Eighteenth 

Dynasty origin), culminating in a goddess false doors, and ‘Fields of Yalu’—^all 
very much destroyed. In the third register is the scene here illustrated which is better 

preserved and bears traces of colour. To the left of it a man and woman offer a libation 

on either side of a bed under a canopy; beneath the bed are canopic jars; a goddess 
sits to right and left outside the canopy. On the right of this, men facing -*- carry a 

naos on their shoulders w'hich may be that which appears on the boats. A gap foUow's 

and then come the male mourners in our picture. There is again a sub-scene where 

men are offering on either side of a canopied bed similar to that above. 

In the shrine, at 8, the deceased and his wife adore Osiris. The man wears a fine 
rsteiR-priest's robe decorated with cartouches; a woman is seated 

At 9 Hekmatte^nakhte adores Ptal^i) ii he \vorships on each side of a 
framed niche which probably once contained statues of the deceased pair. 

' Rarely, hovre^’cr, such groups may be found in The Old Kingdom (tamb of MereniJui), and There is one at 
the beginniTtS of Dyn. XVIII in th« tomb of Menkheper (No. 79), see Il'n^rwci^, Lft P/eoreUfrt, pis. i and iv. 

^ I am mdehud to MJss Moss for this nnrnt. 
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THE INSTRUCTION ADDRESSED TO KAGEMNI 
AND HIS BRETHREN 

By ALAN H. CARD IK EH 

The present article is inspired by one on the same subject published by A, ScharfF in 
the Zeitschrift fiir agyfitische Spracke for 1941-3 (Lxxvii, 13 If.). This gives a nevi' 

German version, accompanied by painstaking grammatical and cxegetic notes, of the 
short and fragmentaiy' composition which precedes the lengthier and better-knowTt 

Instruction oj the Vizier Ptabhotpe in the Prisse papyrus belonging to the Bibliothdquc 

Nationale at Paris. My first impulse was to summaruie Seharff's results for English 

readers, but nothing short of a full translation of his essay could have done it justice. 
For such an undertaking 1 had no authority, and also, the more I reflected upon the 

matter, the clearer it became to me that, however closely our opinions agree about the 
general sense of the text, in points of detail our interpretative preferences differ widely. 
For this reason I have decided to print a new rendering of my own, adding a transcrip¬ 

tion from the original hieratic^ written out In the beautiful hieroglyphic handwriting 

which Egyptologists have learned to recognize as the work of Mrs. Smither (PL XIV). 
If ever the relevant volume of the Zeitschrift becomes accessible to English students, 

they will find it interesting, though somewhat disconcerting, to compare Seharff’s 

translation wfith mine. It will be seen that wherever a concrete situation is being de¬ 

scribed, as in the concluding narrative passage, our renderings are practically identical. 

On the other hand, in the moralizing opening lines, though there is but little divergence 

between us as regards the grammar, our conception of the sense shows considerable 

discrepancies. Whereas in my opinion the sage is preaching that a timid, retiring, 
taciturn nature finds the road open to free, unimpeded life, Scharff maintains that he is 

merely characterizing the truly virtuous man, whose chief merit is his ability to keep 

silence; hence he translates sttdw, literally 'the fearing one', as der Ehrfurchtige (‘the 

reverential'), and in/(y), wrhich appears to me always to contain a suggestion of balance, 

moderation, the middle road, as derZuverldssigc (‘the trustworthy’); for Scharff ‘opened 
is the tent of the silent one’ signifies that such a man has to be coaxed into speech, after 

which, however, he finds himself contented (Ar) and goes on talking without embarrass¬ 

ment.^ In the foregoing paragraph I have used the phrase ‘interpretative preferences’, 

since although I have some confidence in the superiority of my own version, I have to 

* A photographic facsimile will bt found in G. J^quier, Li Papytta Pritse, pi. i, but I have used dirt^rt photo¬ 
graphs gii*cn me by SpicgcIbciE- The tjonscription by Grilhth in ftw. S-B,A. xiii, 67ff. is almost faiiTtWs, 
but having been published In 18^ does not conform To the conventions adopted by most recent scholars. 

^ "Das Zelt dc« Si:hwci|;9anien muss erst gc^ffnet werden, d. h. sein Mund muss erst zum Redcn 
^ebracht werden, dann aber ergeht aich der Mtind dts Zufftedenen, d. h. etwa dcs in sich Gefestigten, frei in 
Reden.’ 
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confess myself unable to offer strict proofs of my preferences, which therefore must 

submit humbly to be called by that name. 

The scrap of an ancient book here under discussion provides an admirable object- 

lesson as to where we at present stand in Egyptian philology, since it contains, as already 

indicated, one section where an underlying concrete situation saves us from falling into 
the plight of the th min of i, 2, while another section imposes the necessity of much 

highly subjective imagination; the intervening paragraphs concerning demeanour at 
meals share the advantages and disadvantages of bnath kinds of context, and here, 

accordingly, we are on firmer ground than in the philosophizing portion, though on less 
firm ground than where simple historical occurrences are recorded. To what extent 

can we hope for future improvement in our power to diagnose the true meaning of such 

treatises as the Eloquent Peasant^ the LebejismUdey and the Instruction of Pta^otpe} 
The first requisite, of course, is to determine the degree of correctness of the text. 

Here at least something can be done by applying ascertained rules of grammar, and 
more if there chance to be several manuscripts. Unhappily Egyptian writing is 

extremely ambiguous as regards grammatical form, and the language suffers severely 
in clarity from the absence or rarity of directive particles similar to our *but', * because', 

'even*, ‘surely’. These are defects that cannot be overcome, and I fear that the pros¬ 
pect of our ever reaching interpretations that will satisfy all is far from bright. There 

is one remedy, how’ever, which could greatly improve matters and of which insufficient 
use is at present being made, namely, more scrupulous attention to lexicc^aphy. It is 

significant that Scharff provides no discussions of individual words; in rendering mt{y} 

as zuverldssig he ought to have produced at least one certain example where the word 

demonstrably has that sense. The present article suffers from the same defect, save in 

one or two cases, and the only excuses I can offer are lack of time and space. Here, 
then, is a field wherein substantial progress might be rnade. Nor will the mere amassing 

of example suffice; to each example scholars must devote the most careful thought, 

reviewing the various possibilities of meaning in the light of ^ch particular context. 
Thus I think it probable, though by no means certain, that in i, 12 kths may be the 

exact opposite of the preceding in which case 'harsh* would be as close an 

English equivalent as is obtainable; Wb. V, 137, 19 has hochfahrend, rauh, o, a„ and is 

foliow'ed by Scharff, who uses kochfahrend in his translation; only three more examples 

are known to me, namely. Peas, B1,213-14; Proc. S,B.A. 125; 11.3, t r of the plate; 

in the last of these the epithet ‘not contending (rA.f) with a poor man* is followed 

by 'no superior who is hlis is belovedV where ‘harsh* certainly 
suits better than ‘haughty* {hochfahrend), though ‘overbearing’, W'bich stands midway 

between the two, is not excluded; in our passage ‘overbearing* seems less appropriate 

than ‘harsh*, virhich is the rendering I proposed for the Eloquent Peasant passage in 

JEA ui, 16. If the uncertainty involved in such tenuous distinctions awake despon¬ 

dency in the minds of some students, to them I would reply that our translations, 

I Vogelsang {Unttrtuthungtn, VI, 165) separated mry from the preceding words; his 'laot bnlllen* for k/fu 

gim a vocal character to the epithet not supported by the esampJes without the detenninstive which is 
That written in the Eloquent Fauanl, 
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though very liable to error in denul, nevertheless at the worst give a roughly adequate 

idea of what the ancient author intended; we may not grasp his exact thought, indeed 
at times we may go seriously astray, but at least we shall have circumscribed the area 

within which his meaning lay, and with that achievement we must rest content* 
Though this little essay of mine fails to provide those discussions of w^ord-meaning 

that I recommend, and though I have been somewhat sparing in footnotes, it may help 

by stimulating others to a more profound investigarion* In conclusion let me add that 

I have taken the opportunity of consulting the earlier translations by Griffith^^ Gunn,^ 
and Erman,^ occasionally with profit. 

Translation 

. , . the timid man prDsper$, praised is the moderale, open the tent of the silent^ wide the place of 

the contented* Speak not (ovemiuch). Keen are knives against him whose path goes astray. There 
is no speedy advance except* at its (proper) time. 

If thou $it with a company, eschew the food thou lovest. Self-denial is (but for) a little moment. 
Base is gluttony and one points the finger at it. A cup of water quenches thirst, a mouthful of 

herbs fortifies the heart* (A single) good thmg^ servea In place of good cheer, a mere trifle serves in 
place of much. Vile is he whose belly is voracious; time passes and he has forgotten those in whose 
house the belly comported itself over-freely. 

If thou sit with a glutton, cat thou when his fever of appetite* is past. If thou drink with a d runkard, 
partake thou, and his heart will be content*^ Be not bad-tempered concerning meat in company 

with one greedy,^ (but) mte (what) he may give thee.-? Reject it not; then that w'ill soothe. The man 

free from reproach (in the matter) of food^^o no word can prevail against himp (but) the face is power¬ 
less (1) over against one stoUd (?) J' Kind unto him is one who is haish^^ (even) to his (own) mother* 
All mankind are his ser\'anls. 

Let thy name go forth, w^hile thou ait silent with thy mouth/^ so that thou mayst be summoned.^* 

* In the article quoted above^ p. 71, i. Griffith publiahed also a revised and bctier tranalation in A Ubr^iry 
ef thf Wcrld't beii LJt^ature (New York, 1897), pp. 5327 fF* 

TVitf Imtmciicm af and t&f Imtmciion <ff and ed., 1913, pp. 
* The of the Ancient Egypttam, translated by A. M. Bla^^knmn, pp* 66 f* AUo there are some 

valuabLe notes, uidudiog a certain explanation of i, 7 overlooked hy his predecessors, in Sethe's Eriauteningen 
zu den Agypikehen Lestst(kktny pp* 59 ff* 

^ Sive-SoderberEh, m his otherwise admirable Einige dgypikche Denkm^er in Schtceden^ 12 ff. dispiite$, I am 
convinced wiongly, this mcanini given to fi if by Gunn and accepted in my Egn, §§ao9, 216. See, too^ 
Lefcbvtie^ GmTmmire, § 550, 4,6. 

* ScharfT, foUowmg Lange as reported by Vollen^ Studien jujw Weisheiishuch drr 122, connect^ 
here with ^«id*, and renders Oberreste^ In my opinion the earlier renderinga by Gunn, Erman^ and Serbe 
ate vastly superior* 

^ The diTof htydfitirav may well be cormECted with the likewise unique ^ parallel to id uid 

determined with ^ fLacau, Textes rei^ieuXf LVll). 

^ As [ now bdjeve, wrongly translaced by me, Egn. Gr.^ p, 248* top, since there is no strong con trast as there 
affirmed; In properly 'is'* not 'will be' (wnn), but the latter scn$e wus probably intended. 

■ Sht^ see Vogelsang, op. cit, p* 146; another example probably Petrie* ///, pl- Z9- 
* Certainly ro be emended into dltf^ as in Prissc 6, i t ; Sethe and SehadT suggest this, but only os an 

alteniati%‘e. 

** The reading Qi , ^ has snot been recognized hitherto^ but may be regarded as well-nigk certain. It does 

away with the necessity, f^dlt by SchsrfT, of postulating a large Ibcujii in this neighbourhood. 
Hir and dft are unknown words and my suggested rendering is a sheer gu»s. 
Kikif see above in the texL Egn^ 6>., p. 388^ rL 7. ** l,e. perhaps, called to high office or to Court. 

L 
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Vaunt not thysolf on account of might in the midst of thy contemporaries. Beware lest thou set 

thyself in opposition. One knows not what may happeot or wliat God doeth when he pumsheth. 

Then the Vizier caused these his children to be summoned, after he had gained full knowledge 
of the manner of men, their character coming (clearly) before him.* In the end he said: All that is 

written in this book, hearken to it (even) as I have said it. Exceed* not beyond what has been 
ordained. Then they cast themselves upon their bellies, and they recited it aloud according to what 
was in writing, and it was beautiful in their hearts be)’and everything that is in this entire land. So 

they proceeded to live accordingly. 
Thereupon the King of Upper and Lower Egypt died, and the King of Upper and Lower Egypt 

Snofru w as exalted as beneficent king in this entire land. And Kagemni was set as overseer of the 

(pyramid-)tow'n and t-izier. 
FINIS 

Scharff, like Griffith before him, has seen that the Insirticiion addressed to Kt^emni 

must, when complete, have presented much the same structure as the fjisimcttoTi of 

Ptahhotpe. But I cannot find any ground for the supposition that i, 1-3 belong to the 
general introduction which in the latter composition precedes the maxims proper.^ 

That generalizations are contained in those lines is, of course, beyond all question, but 

they may quite well have formed the conclusion of a maxim concerning the specific sense 

of which we can make only worthless guesses. Scharff, follow'ing J^quier, conjectures 

that in !, 10 or r, 11 there is a great omission on the part of the scribe; but if my new 

reading at the end of i, 10 be correct, all the sentences dow'n to bw-nb in 1, iz will 
belong to the maxims concerning behaviour at meals, and the epilogue* will begin wdth 

imi pr rn-h in that line. 
At one point, namely in the epilogue just mentioned, Scharff has rightly observed 

that the author is Inculcating that middle path which seems to have been the ideal of 

these earliest sages. But I find the call to suppression of self, to modesty, and to 

moderation permeating the book even more completely than Scharff has perceived. 
Note that the four ivords jnJw, #«r(y'),gr, and hr in the first two lines all have a privative 

implication—lack of overboldness, of exceeding the norm, of talkativeness, and of 

discontent. In the two specific maxims the same thought prevails: the Vizier’s children 

are charged to subordinate their own desires and inclinations to those with whom they 

eat and drink. The epilogue appears to begin with the counsel to let one’s reputation 

reap its owm reward without superfluous boasting or argument; and the last ivords hint 

that men are in the hand of God, who may well punish self-assertiveness. 

* This is distysMd in my p, 107, n. i. Ta what h said th^re I hav^e <tfUy to add that 

the steal of Buggests completion, smd xh$t the meaning 'gain full Stnowledge of' suits aU the context^ known 

to me- 
* For tn one would have expected the det. 

3 Divaud 
* In the of FiJiititatpr thia Mcdon h ^presented by D^ud, 507-636 = Frisit, 15, &“i9i 6. 
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THE CONSECRATION OF AN EGYPTIAN TEMPLE 
ACCORDING TO THE USE OF EDFU 

By A. M. BLACK.MAN and H. W. FAIRMAN 

The two texts which are the subject of this article form part of the friezc-dccoration 

on the exterior of the east and west vvalls of the Outer Hypostyle Hall of the temple of 
Horus at Edfu,' Text I being on the west, and Text II on the cast, wall.^ Published as 
long ago as 1929 in Chassinat, Le Tempk d’EJfou,‘' iv, 3301-1, they have never, so far 

as we are aware, been translated or commented upon. In fact, despite their interesting 

content, they seem to have entirely escaped the notice of scholars, apart from a refer¬ 

ence by US'' to the significant words ‘Opening the Mouth of I’hrone- 
of-the-Protector-of-his-Father’ (i,e. of Edfu temple), in Text II. Recognizing their 

important bearing on at least one Egyptian belief, we have long been anxious to 
remedy this neglect, and we hope that the following study of the two texts will be of 

some value, not only to students of the religious beliefs and practices of the ancient 

Egyptians, but to scholars working in the wider field of comparative religion. 

It will be seen that we have made great use of the late Sir H. A, Wallis Budge's The 
Book of Opening ike Mouth ‘ This wre have done not without good reason, for the 
work in question is not only, like aU that scholar’s publications, admirably written and 

full of useful references, but likely to be more accessible to many readers of thRjottrnal 

than Schiaparelli’s // Libro dei Funeralif 
In the translation and commentary contained in volume i of his work Budge divides 

the Rite of Opening the Mouth into twenty-nine Ceremonies,^ an arrangement we 

have found very convenient in dealing w'ith the captions that form the main content 

of our tw'O texts. But here we must warn the reader who is not an Egyptologist that 
Budge’s translation is frequently inaccurate and misleading. However, since in this 

article we are more concerned with the designations and order of the ceremonies 

composing the nte than with the formulae which would have followed the captions 

in a full or fuller version of it, W'e felt that for convenience sake these disadvantages 

could be disregarded. Nevertheless, to save the Egyptologist, who may require them, 

undue trouble, we have inserted, wherever we have thought it expedient to do so, the 

appropriate references to Schiaparelli’s above-mentioned work and also to Diimichen’s 

Der Grabpalost des Patuamenap^ immediately after citing Budge’s more popular 

publication.* It should here be stated that the Rite of Opening the Mouth is described 

» Porter and Moss, Tf^. BM.. VI, 156, (zS3HzS9); 157. {aOTWjoo). ^ See ibid., 130, plan. 

e Hereafter referred to as ; ^qJEA XXtTiip 31, 1, 

^ In JEA xxviii, 38, OrZ- * 3 VQb-H London^ 1909. f 3 Turin, X8S1-90. 

i Regularly i^fcmd tn hereafter Ceremony Ip II, HI, etc., without itiemion of author or volunrte. 

h 3 voU>i LoipzJgp 1884-6. 

1 Note that the three work^ in question are heteaficr referred to as Budge^ I and II; SchiapaTelli, J, etc.; 

DOmjehea^ etc. Furthcmiorc Montt^ Rti, <= Moret, Ri/uitI 4u ivUt dwin jourrtalifr en Bgypfe, and Mar., 

Abyd^ t = ^lariettc, i. 
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and discussed in some detail by Gardiner in Davies-Gardiner, The Tomb of Amenemhit, 

57 ff., by Blackman, JEA x, 53 flF, (see also op. cit. v, 159 ff,), and by Baly, op. cit, 

XVI. t73 ff. 
The captions in Text I are referred to as Caption I. i, etc., those in Text II as 

Caption II. i, etc. The notes indicated by numerals are those composing the Com¬ 
mentary', Footnotes are indicated by letters of the alphabet. The numerals in square 

brackets denote the pages and lines in Chassinat’s publication. 

Translation 

TEXT I 

[330, la] {Long) Hve the Good God, tsho makes a memorial [in]' Behdet, constructs the 

Great Seat of Harakkii,^ completes^ t/te Sanctuary of the Holy Winged Orbt and adorns 

[the Mansion\* [330, 13] of Homs of the Ilortts-gods, he) the King of Upper 

and Lower Egypt (Heir-of-the-Beneficent-God-and-of-the-Goddess-tuko-loties-heT^ 

Mother- fAe- Saviour-Goddess-Chosen-of-Ptah-Jmticiar -of-Rer-Living-Similitude-of- 

AmUr^^ 
[330, tq] The Great Seat of is built to perfection,^ the temple is noble with girdle-wali 

on all four sides thereof,which He-who-is-South-of-his-Wall has fashioned [330, 15] 

and the Creator-gods have created.^ 

Excerpts from the Directory^' of a Master of the Ceremonies :* i, Superm^on of 

the rite by the Lord of Hermopolis.^^ 2, Asperging^*^ with the nmst-eK’cK and redpitchers^^ 

3. Substance of the god?^ 4, Incense on the fire.^* 5. Touching the mouth and eyes: 
arraying [331, i] m the head-cloth}^ 6, PreseiUmg 7. Putth^ on the holy Taiment}^ 

8. Projfering the broad-collar}^ 9. Salutation tcith the nmst’£«cer.*» JO. Chantmg^° 
beatifications}-^ ii. Presenting the requirements of the offering-table}^ J2. Censing [33 

z] the Uraeas-goddess and the gods and goddesses}^ Jj. Adoring Re^}* 14- Summoning 

the gQds}^ JJ. Rer shines forth havit^ laiited with Mafei and Mafet having united with 

his brow.^ j6, Reciting^^ [33 L 3] J’Ae htp-di-nsw-/orw*ii/ii>® Jy. Setting the meal in order 
upon the altar}^ l8. Purifying the sanctuc^y and cleansing /Ae temple}^ ig. Rewarding 

its craftsmen from the oblaiion^^ and gladdening their hearts [331, 4] largess ()wt-f). 

20. Ceding the Great Seat by His Mc^esty to its lord}- 
Homs the Bekdetite, great god, lord of the sf^, may he shoai favour to bis sosi, his 

beloved, the King of Upper and Lower Egypt [331, 5] ^eir-of-tke-Beneficent-God-and- 

of-the-Goddess-who-loves-her-Mother-the-SordouT-Goddess-Chosen-of-Ptah-Justiciar- 

of-Re^-Living-SimiUtutk-of-Amn^, for his handiwork and reward him vcitk life, stability, 

and happiness upon the Throne of Homs at the head of the Uving for ever, 

TEXT 11 

[331, 7] {Long) Uve the Good God, who fashions [o memorial] m Mesen,^ brightens the 

Great Seat with his beauty, constructs [the Mansion-of-the-Falcon of]^ the Falcon of 

Gold, and confers benefactions on the Lord of the Sl^\ ^3*1 ®] {^^tien he) the Son of Rer, 

(jPtolemaeus-may-he-live-for-ever-Beloved-of-Pta^, given life. 

» Str bclflw. p, S5 f. 
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[331, 5] To be spoken: Wetjset~Hor of the Falcon of Goldy the temple of ReCy it is com¬ 

plete with a girdle-wally^'^ the (ctct^) spit of Sku,‘^^ fashioned [331, 10] the Lusty BulW^ 

Excerpts from the directory of a Master of the Ceremonies {cmithtued)-, j. 
Purification by the Lords of Purification 0. Ptah takes his chisel to open the mouth and 

Seker uncloses the eyes,^'* j. TaMng the Sorcerer,^ 4- Pres^ting the finger of fine gold*^ 

5. Proffering [331, ii] the Copper Adze of Amthis.*^ 6, Ushering in the Courtiers: 
opening the ^es veith their adze and touching the mouth uith the fotir slabs.*^ 7* Beheading 

a smn-goose and [331, rz] decapitating a goat ** 5, Pointing aPt an Upper Egyptian 
male ox.*^ g, Slat^hiering long-homed cattle*'^ and strangling geeseM 10. Presenting a 

great oblation of breads fleshy and beer,*^ [331, 13] ii. Opening the Mouth of Throne-of- 

the-Protector-of-his-FaiherA** 12. Censing its cult-chambers and purifying its chapels. 
13. Seker feeds^^ the priesthood from the oblation:^ gladdening their heaTt{s) 
icith [331, 14] their largess. 14. Ceding Wetjset-Her to its lord by His Megesty.^^ 

Horus the Bekdetitey great gad, lord of the skyy may he shenB fmjour to his beloved son, 

the King of Upper and Lower Egypt, [331, 15] (ffeir-of-tke-Beneficent-God-and-of-ihe- 

Goddess-who-loves-ker-Mother- the-Saviour-Goddess-Chosen-of-Piah-JhiSticiar-of-Rec- 

Lit-ing-Simifitude-of-Amu^, and reward him with life, stability, and happiness upon the 

Throne of Horus [331, 16J at the head of the Hvbtg for ever. 

Commentary 

1, Restoring ” unquestionably representing the preposition m, as with 
variant writings o, or ^ it frequently does at Edfu; see, e.g. E. vi, 67, 1; 351, 6; 

VII, 271, 15-16; viii, 5, n (—): ir. 47. V, 296, 17; VI, 69, 7; VIII, 135, ao (o); vi, 
155, 9 fO); IV, 13, 4 (y); see also Fairman, Bull, fnst.fr. XLIII, 92, nn. 3 and 4. 

z. For St wrt n Hr-thty see E. ii, 61, 10; 111,107,14; cf. kws Wist, E, vii, 299, S; 

lacs ht-ntTy vii, 49, 4; cf. also dbi nhbw m ns m, 1071 3- 3* ^ ^rk. 

4. Restoring being a common name of Edfu temple, 
e.g.F. r, 541,6:562, 13:568, 10-11:571, 10 ;m, 87, 11; tv, 234, 8; 330, 5; v, 175, 18: 

VII, 37, 13:42, 12-13 ; 107. 17. 

5. Ptolemy VIII, Soter II, not as stated in Porter and Moss, Top. Bibl. vi, 156, 

Ptolemy X. The Goddess-who-loves-her-Mother-the-Saviour-Goddess is Cleopatra HI. 

6. For s{i)fiti r-mnk see also £. 1, 251, 2; vii, 49, 5; cf. iv, 7, 10; 13, 5: v, 4, 5; 

D. II, 209, 2, 
7. In dealing with this difficult word ifd the important thing to realize is that in 

the 'building texts’ it has several closely allied meanings originating in the common 

concept of four-sidcdness, hence squareness, rectangularity. 

A. ifd = ‘girdle-wall*, ‘enclosure wall’. The best and most conclusive example of 

this is (i) (enclosure-)waU 
of the Balcony-of-the-Falcon which embraces the Nest-of-Him-with-the-Dappled- 

Plumage, the girdle-wall of Throne-of-the-Protector-of-his-Father*, E. vi, 6, 7, 

from a description of the girdle-ivall. We think that Wb. i, 71, 13, is quite wrong in 

* In die ongmol th^ three chicks Are replaced by three hnwk^ and rhe nest hns the shape of the sign 
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taking ifd as ‘Name eines Heiligrums in Edfu’, The context clearly shows that ifd can 

refer only to the girdle-wall. For the spelling see Fairman’s remark Bull. Inst, fr, 

XLiii, io6 with n, 2. Other examples are: 
{2) ^w nikrsn m ^ protected them 

with this wall on all four sides' of them, (namely) with a girdle-w'all, according to w hat 

is in the book etc.’, E. vi, to, 9~io. 
{3) (9) ‘This temple is beautiful^ "with a girdle-w'all on (all) four 

sides of it*, E, vii, 19, 
(4) march round this beautiful ambulatory, who 

walk round the girdle-wall of the Great Seat’, E. vti, 4> 7- Though (j^ may just 
possibly mean 'the four sides’ here, the rendering we have offered seems to be the 

most satisfactory. 
(5) Wut~Hr nt bik n nlm . , . ‘Wetjset-Hor of the Falcon of Gold .. 

it is complete (rrA) with a girdle-wall’,* f. iv, 331, 9- 
(6) It is here that we must place E. iv, 330, 14, the passage which has given rise to 

this long note. Observe that the parallels show that w^e must regard ips as 3rd pers. 

sing. Old Perfective ivithout £, despite the gender of huit-ntT. For the masc. form 
occurring where we should expect the fern, see E, ill, i, 14, as contrasted with ill, 

86, 13-14. 
(7) Swri ti htu's m mw [nu?] fiMttr-s Majestj’ is 

venerated in the names of her temple. The sacred enclosure, how happy is he who 

enters it, to see [it] is like (seeing) the horizon of *, E, vii, 23, 12. Here ifd may 
possibly mean ‘girdle-wall’, but seems rather to represent the area enclosed by that 

wall, i.e. means ‘sacred enclosure*. 
B. ifd = ‘four sides’ of a building. (8) ^ttk nfr nfr frk mnw '(Long) 

live the Good God who completes the monument in Mesen, the four sides of its wall 

being round about it’, E. vi, 351, 6. 
(9) Pd Ssr in Sift Rhs iti-rb Hnmww nn 

was stretched by Seshat and Rekhes together with these Creator-gods who have 

established the four sides of their wall, a wall (namely) of 300 by 400 (cubits)’, E. IV, 

3 ^3, 6-7. Similarly E, iv, 14, 7, where tfd cannot possibly mean 'girdle-w^all’, since the 

text was inscribed before that wall w'as built. 

(10) For the example in E, vi, 10, 9, see no. 2 above. 
Arising out of this meaning is an adverbial use applied to persons: (i i) 

hmf hr ^t) nht f ‘The chiefs of tens are with him, on all sides of His Majesty, pro¬ 

tecting him*, E. m, 32, 9-10. Presumably i/rf/is for hr ifdf with ellipse of Ar. 

C. The specialized use of ifd in the dimensions of rooms: (12) E, vn, 

14, 2; see also vii, 15, 8-t6, i ; iv, 5, 6; 6, 2; and cf. iv, 5, 4-5. In these examples the 

scribe seems to be describing a room of which each wnall was eight cubits long, and so 

w'e should possibly translate, ‘{each of) the four walls i$ eight cubits’. But we wonder 

whether in each case this phrase is not in apposition to what immediately precedes it 

* See below under B. ^ Taking fifr 3rd per*, masc. atng. Old Perfectivet cf, in E. iv^ 330, 14, 

e Actusily ooDatructed in the reign &f PtoJemy VH I, Soter II, the Ptolenny cuinied in our two teiLts. 
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and whether we should not translate, ‘a square (room), nainely» of eight cubits’.* Hence 

(^3) 3* should perhaps be rendered ‘each one is a square (room) 
likewise’.’’ 

D, The expression appears to have two meanings; {a) 'on the four sides of’, 

i.e. ‘round about’, examples E. vii, 19, 8-9; iv, 330, 14 — nos. 3 and 6 above." 

(») (>4) s. II!. 1,14. (15) -s-.° rn--«it"". e. m, 86,13-14.' in 
neither of these two passages can hr Ifd-s be translated in the same way as in those 

cited above in (u), and it is important to note that in E. iii, 26, 9, the parallel to E. in, 

1,14, is replaced by jjf|. Probably, therefore, w'hat is meant is that the temple stands 

firmly on its basis or on its four comers (see Wb. 1, 71, 2). So perhaps W'c should 
render E. ill, i, 14, ‘This temple is nobly set upon its four corners’, and E. ill, 86,13-14, 

‘(he enters his city joyfully) having found his temple nobly set upon its four corners’, 
8. For the participation of Ptah in the construction of temples see E. i, 63,18; 90, 3; 

n, 26, 15; 27, 8; IV, 7, 6; 14, 6;andcf. i, 231, 3:1V, 35, 2; D, i, 31, 6. For the similar 
role of the Creator-gods see E. iv, 7, 5; 14,7; 352, r6; 353,6; vi. 174, 8; 175, i; 320, 11. 

9. For seeE. i, 567, 19-568, i; ill, 276, 3-4; 347, 13; iv, 243, 4; v, 30, 7; 

96, 17; 238, 15; VII, 326, 10; cf. E. i, 56S, i, where shn hs is replaced by id hs ‘reading 

the rite’, and 1, 540, 4, where the mt-priest is said to have deft hands and pure fingers 
‘in the task of celebrating(?)" the rite’. Cf. also ill, 286, 9. 

10. For Thoth as Master of the Ceremonies at the founding of a temple see E. vi, 
7, 2; 174, 7“8; D. I, 31, 8; 32, 7; cf. E. iv, 57, 2, where it is said of the king that he 

‘directs the ceremonial like the Lord of the >^d/t-plant (i,e., Thoth)’. 
11. Pbr h means literally ‘walking round', i.c., round the cultus-object, sprinkling 

it the while with 'water or fumigating it with burning incense. ‘Asperging’ is, perhaps, 
the best rendering oipkr ki in this particular context. 

12. = Ceremonies III-IV, Budge, i, 14-19; see also Moret, Rit, lyx ff,; Blackman, 

JA1EOS 1918-19, 50; Hastings, ERE xii, 773^ (2). For p/ir hi sp 4 m 4/ mimct at 

Edfu see E. i, 163, 14; 11, 247, 10; in, 45, 5; 336, 3, and for phr sp 4 m 41 dinvt^ 

see I, 170, 16; ir, 264, 7; in, 22, 11; 338, 14. For what are clearly the same cere¬ 
monies, though with a slightly different heading to the formula, su^b ‘purifying’ being 

substituted for phr kf, see E. i, 36, 3; 45, lo; in, 122, 6; 173, 15; iv, 59, 14; 214, 10; 

VII, 52, 13; 33, 10, For the sacramental significance of these lustrations and of the 

purifications '^vith natron and incense see Blackman in Hastings, ERE X, 479, v, 4; 
Rec, trav. xxxix, 44 ff.; Theology, i, 134 ff. 

13. Thf-ntr is a term for both natron and incense, see E. n, 33, 2; 75, 10. 12; iii, 

109, 3; 110, I; Wb. I, 124, 18. Here it is employed in both senses, and this caption 

epitomi2es Ceremonies V-VII (Budge, i, 20-5; Schiaparelli, i, 30ff.; see also Mar. 

Abyd. I, tabl. 33-5; Moret, RiL 171 ^,;JMEOS 1918-19. 34}, the purification of the 

mouth with ten pellets of natron and five of incense. For representations at Edfu of 

* Cf. no. 7 abov^. 

^ Taking as the m af cquivaliiiaoc and not as a writing of im. 
^ R ifd sccrrii to bcaf ttiuch the samt ttic^oing in E. vi, 35 j, 6 A. no. 2^ above. 
^ N.B,—Ik^th th«e tests inscribed htfore the grrdlc-ivdl was built and refer a|>eci(tca11y to the ohgizml 

nudem of the Temple^ ^ Or perhaps rather '€ompilin;^\ 
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the ceremony with five pellets of Upper Egj'ptian natron see E, i, 4®» i7» 4^7* 1* 
336, 12) w'lth five pellets of Lower Egj'ptjan natron see E* ij 3^1 to5 lit, 337» 

60, 14; with five pellets of incense see E. i, 49, 6. 
14. = Ceremony VIIL Budge, I, 25 f.; Schiaparelli, i, 48 f.; Mar. Abyd. i, tabl. 36; 

see also E, i, 49, 13; ii, 266, 15, 
15. - Ceremony XXVI, first episode, Budge, i. 94. The words sk t irty: smrr m 

nms almost certainly form not two captions but one, for according to the B^~th~itnn 

version of the Opening of the Month (Budge, ii, 4®! Schiaparelli, ii, 10} the jJfi-priest, 

when presenting the statue with the head-cloth (hum), is bidden to touch its mouth 

and eyes (sk r irty) four times. The arraying of the cultus-image in the rtms is also an 

episode in the daily temple-liturgy; see Mar, Ai^d. i, tabl. 10; JMEOS 1918-ig, 50; 

also E. I, 429, 12 ; If, 81, 6; ill, 286. 14. Note that Budge includes in his Ceremony 
XXVI what really amount to eight Ceremonies, the arraying in the nms, the putting on 

of the various coloured cloths, and the proffering of the broad collar 
16. = Ceremony XXVII, first episode, Budge, i, 105; Schiaparelli, ii, 42 ff,; see 

also Mar. Abyd. i, tabl. 12; Moret, Rit 190 ff.; JMEOS 1918-19, 51; £. i, 45, 14; 

77i 19; ^33» ^45 ^7** ^39* 3’ Si 71 43'i ^4! 43» ^35*^^4* 4> 
V, 68, 5; 83, 7; 174, 6; 179, 6; 184, n; 196, 2; 272, 13; 284, 5; vi, 100, 2; vii, 76, 4; 

viii, 52, 8; bo, 12. This caption seems to be misplaced, for both in the Opening of the 

Mouth and in the daily temple-liturg)' the correct place for this ceremony is a/ter the 

proffering of the broad collar, see Budge, 1, 102-511918-ig, 39* _ 
Probably the caption ‘presenting oil’ is meant to cover, not only the anointings with 

various unguents, but the applications of the green and black eye-pigments which are 

also included in Ceremony XXVH, Budge, i, 105-8. 
17. In the one word «|r>' are probably summarized all the coloured cloths or wrap¬ 

pings, the offering of which forms part of Ceremony XXVI, Budge, 1, 96-101, 

Schiaparelli, ii, 14 ff.; Moret, RR. 178 ff,; Mar. Abyd. i, tab!, ii and 17-19; jrMEOS, 

1918-19, 39; 50, 
For ntry = irlyto, ‘light-blue cloth*,see £. i, 31,4; = mn/it, ‘cloth’, see£. i, 17^ 51 

III, 140, 17; VTi, 306, 8. For other examples of trtfiAt at Edfu see E. i, 4^1 ® i 9®p 3» *77i 
14; 164,18; 177,14; 187,18; 237,16; 273, 8; 279, 10; 376, 4; 421, 7; 422, 13; 428, 9; 
430, 10; 480, 10; m, 140, 10; 191, 9 (adjacent to a scene depicting the offering of the 

zojA-collar); iv, 238,17; 278, 11; v, 185, 17; 190, 2; 196, 2; 247, 10; vii, 99,6; 157, 14; 

26^, 9; 306. 7;318, 6. For jrmbi bdt, ‘white cloth’ (Budge, [, 96), seeE. i. 44, 19; 45,6; 

124, 15; 244, 15; 296, 17; 4^3* Si ttmht fofdi, ‘green cloth (Budge, i, 99)* 
121, 15: 296, 7; for mnhi Insy, ‘red cloth’ (Budge, i, 100): no corresponding relief at 

TIHfUj though see E. vi, 83, to; for ittnht idtfti, dark red cloth (Budge, 1, loiji, see £, i, 

31, 10; 126,14; 432,17; and for nrnht iriyw, ‘Ught blue cloth’, see£. i, 31,2; 126, 14; 

2S9, 14; 432, 9. 
18, = Ceremony XXVI. last episode, Budge, i, 102; Schiaparelli, 11, 37 ff,; Mar. 

Abyd. I, tabl. 16. Perhaps this caption also covers the various episodes which Budge, i, 

loS ff., includes in his Ceremony XXVIII, and that may account for the apparent 

misplacing of Caption I. 6. 
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ig. See Budge, i, lai; Schiaparelli, ii, rzS ff.; E. i, 37, 8; 77, 2; 163, 4; 431, 7; 

470, ir; n, 140, 7; 142, ro; 266, 3; he, 246, fo; vi, 3, 10; vir, 202, ii; cf. ii, 48, 6. 

Though this ceremony docs not occur in the Karnak or Abydus temple-liturg)', its 

presence in this text and in so many Edfu reliefs suggests that it did occur in the 

Edfu temple-liturgy. 
20. For this meaning of the verb M see, e,g., Pap. Bremner-Rhindf 26, 6. 12. 
21. See Budge, *11, 199 = Dumichen, 11, PI. xii; Davies-Gardiner, op. cit, 78^ 

Blackman, Mtir^ 11, 20; iii, 29, where it is pointed out that this ceremony, when 
funerary, is closely associated with the presentation of food-offerings; cf. E, v, 97, i. 

22. See Budge, 11, 95; 99; Gunn, Harageh, ar, n. 1; Sinuhe, B [95; Blackman, 
A/«>, II, PI. x; also E. IV, 242, 17-18, where this ceremony, along with others listed in 

Text II, is mentioned in an Opening of the Mouth formula. Cf. also Mariette, Denderaht 
I, 32, and Budge, ll, 198 — Dumichen, M, PI. Xii, W'here the ceremonies tits dbki htp 
and irt htp dl nstc are closely associated, 

23. See Budge, i, 112 f. and ii5ff.; ii, 66 ff. = Schiaparelli, 11, 87 ff.; 97 ff.; 
JMEOS 1918-19, 49; Mar. Abyd, i, tabL 3. 

24. Cf. Moret, Rit. 135 ff.; Budge, 1, 140, 

25. Cf. Hastings, ERE XU, 779’; also JEA xxxi, 6r, n. 3; £. lit, 129, 8-9. 
26. Evidently the opening words of a hymn, or an extract therefrom, chanted at the 

offering of Mafet; cf. Budge, i, 140, 1. 22; 11, 85, 1. z; 105. II. 2-3. For this ceremony 
see also Moret, Rit. 138 ff., especially noting 140,1. 5, hnm m etc. 

27. See above, n. 20. 

28. See Budge, 11,102; 199 Schiaparelli, n, 174; Diimichen, ii, PI. xii; see also 

Hastings, ERE xii, 779', with nn, 5 and 6; E. ui, 75, 13; 247, 12; VI, 153, 6-7: vii, 

271, 15-16. 

29. See Schiaparelli, ii, 174; ERE xii, loc. cit.; Mar. Abyd. 1, pis. 38c; 40^; 50. 
30. Corresponds to Caption II. 12, see below, pp, 86; 90. 

31. While the group in E. iv, 331, 12, is probably to be read / itvf fmkty in this 
instance it is almost certainly to be read rjir, being really parallel with , E. iv, 331,13. 

For other examples of — nbi see E. viii, 10, 3; 18, 1 i-ia; cf. vji, 206, 4. Both 

here and in Caption II. 18 m c/bt might possibly be rendered ‘with a meal’, for which 
meaning of fjbt see Wb. i, 167, la, but on the w'hole we prefer ‘from the oblation ^ 

32. This caption, I. 20, finds a parallel in II, 14; see below, p. 86. For other 

citations of this ceremony in the Edfu reliefs, in w'hich it is more frequently designated 

rdi(t) pr n nh-f, see E. i, 57, ii; 70, ii; iii, in, 7; iv, 73, 4; 229, 6; vi, 91, ir; vii, 

40, 2; 56, to. See also rdt^t) St-wri-n-Ri'-dt-bih n psd m iht, E, ii, 33, 10; rS{t) 

Wtst-nt-Nd~U-f Tt Sf-htj ibid. 62, 13; and stvd St^Tt n Re nb pt^ rdit iVtsi n Nd-it'f, 

E. IV, 346, 13-14. For earlier mention of the ceremony see F. LI. Griffith, Sint mtd 

Dbr R^ihf pi. 6, I. 278; Wb. I, Bclegstellen, 513, 8; Bissing—Kees, JJtitersttchimgttt zu 

den Reliefs aus dem Re~Heili§tutn des RathureSy 1, 12 f,; Bissing and Kees, op, cit. 13, 

produce evidence suggesting that the time for consecrating a temple and ‘ceding’ it 

to its lord was the night of the New Year and furthermore that at the beginning of 

every Ne^v Year a temple was rehallowed and handed over once more to its divine 
M 
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occupant, Fairman has remarked to Blackman that though rdit pr n nb'f usually 

appears in the captions to the formulae in the reliefs concerned with this ceremony, 

in the ‘building inscriptions' the ceremony is normally referred to as swd ht n nb s or 

stvdpr n nb f, see, e.g., E, iv, % i; an exception is E. iv, 20, 1, 
33. Restoring cf. E, tv, 330, 12, and for — - m see n, i. 
34. Clearly a name for Edfu temple must be supplied. A likely restoration is 

for which cf. E. [i, 9, 13. Hwt-Bik is a common designation of Edfu, 

see, e.g,, E. i, 568, ii; 569, 11, 19, (36); iv, 286, 13; v, 165, 13; vi, 5, 6. Another 

pt^ibility is [*^T] which occurs again in this same text, E. iv, 33 9' 

35. See above, n. 7, A, 5. 
36. Is the determinative [] here a scribe’s error, and should we emend and 

translate ‘the (very) spit of Shu’, the meaning being that like that god the building in 

question was a miraculous creation and therefore ‘the spit of him’ ? For this interpreta¬ 

tion of Us n 5a? see JEA XXXI, 64, n. 29. Fairman feels somewhat inclined to reg^d 
(l“Q as a writing of fi ‘build’, ‘construct’, Wb. iv. 549, 7, because of the parallelism with 

E. IV, 330, 14-15, but agrees that Shu as a constructor-god sounds a bit strange. 
37. ’ A designation of Ptah, see E. vs, 175, 7, and perhaps 174, 12; see also E. iii, 

191, 2; 279. 2 j IV, 238. 8; 385, 15. 
38. Apparently a summarization of Captions I. 2-4 (see below, p. 86). The «ocr rbw, 

who are also mentioned in E, ii, 272, 12, and lit, 333, 9-10, are probably Horus, Geb, 

Thoth, and D^-rnKy\ Geb having taken the place occupied by Seth in the earlier 

versions of the lustration formulae; see, e.g., E. 1,428,4.6; in, 334, 5-71337* i7'’33S- * '* 
IV, 215, 7; probably also u, 247, itsee also Blackman, Rec. trav. xsxix, 64; Budge, 

3-9; Moret, Rit. 204-7; Diimichen, n, pi. xi, horizont^ line 3. 
39. An episode in Ceremony XVI = Budge, i, 78 f.; Schiaparelli, i, 127 ff.; 

Diimichen, ii, pi. tv; Davics-Gardiner, Tomb of Amenemh^, S9- For the participation 

of Ptah and Sekei* in this operation see Budge, ii, 110; Schiaparelli, 11, 205 f.; Wb.n, 

Belcgst., 188, 8. Note that the chisel Is usually handled by Seker (Wb, ii, loc. cit,; 

Budge, 11, loc. cit,; Lefebvre, Petosiris, ii, 62 = Text 82, 11. 69-71), not, as ha-e, by 

Ptah. With the writing of mdii ‘chisel’ in our text cf. Lefebvre, ibid., 1, 70. The 

J) has been placed before j simply to obtain a better grouping between two tall sips. 

This chisel is usually said to be of copper, W/, but in one instance, Schiaparelli, ii, 
206 (Bio-lh-ifftti version), the material mentioned is iron, bif->fi-pt. In our text the name 

of the metal is not given. 
The employment of the sdm f and sdm-iti f forms suggests that here we have a 

rubric or part of a rubric rather than a normal caption to a formula, see below, p. 85 f' 
For the Rite of Opening the Mouth performed on behalf of divinities at Edfu see 

F*. 1, 173* 3; ^77' 3i 15; 90. ^2* 23®* 10; 3^5. i®- 
40. An episode in Ceremony XII = Budge, i, 70; n, 26; Schiaparelli, i, ni; 

Dumichen. 11, pi n; Davies-Gardiner, op. dt., 59. The ‘Sorcerer’ (wr-khvt) 

« Whcie [I'll w parallel «'fth ^ in £. i, 428,4. 

Cf. E. vn* 32&P 10, where (he King ofhcititin^ m fiw-priest and 'direednff the rite' {sim ^l/) h d«i|rnated 

^fon of SekerV 
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was a wavy rod or wand terminating in the head of a ram. For a good example 
see Diimichen, ii, loc. cit. Note that the correct reading is wr-^hkno not wrt-hkito, 

see Wb^ T, 32S, 4. The w is clearly a corrupt form employed not only here as an 
ideogramj but again in E. 1, 207, 15 = xi, pi. ccxciii. Tlie ram-headed rod, in an 

almost vertical position, occurs as an ideogram in E. iv, 243, i. The sign w is again 

incorrectly employed as determinative in wr-kkm^ E. i, 207, 17 = xi, pi. 
CCXCIII; cf. also ^ as a spelling of Wrt-hkfw, Mariette, Deitd^afi, i, 26. 

41. Another episode in Ceremony XVI ss* Budge, 1, 78 f,; 177!.; ii, 30; 154; 

Schiaparelli, i, 128; Dumichen, II, pi. IV; Davies-Gardiner, op. cit. 59. 
42. An episode in both Ceremony Xll and XXIV Budge, i, 68; 92; 168 f.; 184; 

II, 23; 38; 140; 179; Schiaparelli, i, 104 f.; 59 f,; Dumichen, ii, pi. n. 

43. In other versions of the Opening of the Mouth no mention is made of an adae 

of the Courtiers nor of their opening the mouth of the statue with it. Furthermore, 
the four slabs (fbiot) are not manipulated by them but by the sf-mryf, who ‘wipes’ or 

‘touches’ the eyes and mouth of the statue therewith, and so opens them, an episode 

in Ceremony XXIll = Budge, i, 86 f.; iSo f.; ii, 160 f.; 166-8; Schiaparelli, 1, 144 ff.; 

Dumichen, ii, pis. v and vi. Davies-Gardjner, op. cit, 59 f. It seems, therefore, not 
improbable that smrtc, is a corruption of s^-mryf, 

44. A beheaded goose was also offered when the foundations of a temple were 
plotted with cord and poles, see Bissing-Kees, op. cit. 6; ii, 31, 3; in, 105,5; 114, 15; 
167, 12: IV, 352, 3; VI, 168, 10. For the goat-victim sec the n. 46 below. 

45. See Sethe, Dram, Texfe, 147, n. 41a. 

46. The sacrifice of a bull, which precedes the offering of the beheaded goose and 

goat in the normal versions of this rite, constitutes along with that offering and the 

above-mentioned ‘touching’ of the mouth and eyes with the four rbtvi the main part of 

Ceremony XXIII ^ Budge, 1, 85-90; ii, 17 f, with 167 f.; 176; Schiaparelli, I, 150 ff,; 

Dumichen, ii, pi. i. The slaughter of a bull and the decapitating of a goat and goose 

also figure in Ceremony XI'=- Budge, I, 47 f.; ii, 131!.: Schiaparelli, I, 85 ff.; 

Diimichen, 11, pi. \ii. In the latter Ceremony the first-named victim is called ‘an 
Upper-Egy^itian ox’, vg hn<\\ Dumichen, ii, pi. i; in the former ‘a Lower-Egyptian 

male victim’, Ssr tty mhx\ Dumichen, it, pi. v. In our version of the Rite the two 

Ceremonies seem to have been compressed into one.'* For another Edfu e.\ample of the 

caption {r)di(f) rrng fmry seeE. IV, 242, 18-243, *! see also Sethe, Dram. Texte, 110, n. 8<i. 

47. Frequently mentioned as victims in the Edfii texts, e.g. E. i, 113, 5; 452, 4; 

464, 15; 489, 16; 497, 13; 526. 10; 527, 10; iii, 197, i; iv, 284, 16, €t passim. 

48. For ro-geese as victims see, e.g„ E. i, 58, la; iii, 4. 14-15; 306, 12. 15; 374, 

ro-ir. 13:464, 14:476,4. 6^-7:496,6; 537, 11:555, 16; 565. 81 163, 12; III, 301, 6; 
1^,311-9:392.5:^1, 204,4:205, i;vii, 101,8; 125, lo-ii. 

■ Accotdini^ to the version two goatSp not onop were bchjoaded irt both ceremoniicsp p J ■ 4S J 
S8; tip 20; 35; Schl&p&felUp t. 87? 15^- Nott iliat both in that uid in the Pewoeitopc vcision, as well as. 
in the mudi earlier Papyrus = Sethep op, 146; 153+ the ijoat and the goose symbolize 
enemies, as so reguLarly do the vietlms, both birds and beasts^ in PtoJetnaic temple-ttxta; sec Junker, ZAS. 
XLVlJlp 69 £F. I Bbclmfian^Fajnrianp JEA xxx, to with n. i; Slackmanp sxxi^ 7a. 

^ See below^ p. 87 f. 
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49. See above, n. 31. 
50. See below, p. 85. 
51. Parallel with Caption I. 18 j see below, p. 90* With this use of s^t cf, E. in, 

z6, to. .... 
52. Probably the officiant is meant who impersonated this god in the rite just con¬ 

cluded \ see Caption 11. z. 
S3* etidentiy a writing of ‘priesthood’, Wb. i, 317, 7-8, rather 

than of a?nyR), ‘inhabitants’, Wb, 1, 310, z. 

54. I.e., probably the 'great oblation’ mentioned in Caption II. 10; see n. 31 above. 

55, Parallel with Caption 1. zo; see above, n. 32. 

Conclusions 

The two texts translated and annotated above consist mainly of the captions or 

headings to a number of the formulae appointed to be recited during the performance 

of the ceremonies comprising the Rite of Opening the Mouth, It was not until our 

article in Misc, Gregoriana, 397 ff., was in print that thtse two texts attracted our 
notice, when we promptly realized the importance of their bearing on certain id^ 

expressed in the hymns and litanies with which that article is concerned, ideas dis¬ 

cussed by us both in the Commentary, n. 9, and in the Conclusions, but not treated 

at such length or in such detail as they w'ould have been had the material, with w'hich 

we are now dealing, been known to us. How’ever, we pointed out that in the above- 

mentioned litanies Homs the Behdetite and the co-templar divinities male and female, 

the various parts of Horus’ body, the ornaments or emblems which he wore or carried, 
his temple with its halls, chapels, pillars and gates, its images, the figures in the reliefs 

carved upon its w'alls, the boat-shrine in the Holy of Holies, and all the other furnish¬ 

ings, ‘are called upon to rouse themselves from slumber, being clearly regard^, one 

and all, as separate animate beings who sleep during the hours of darkness, but awake 
in peace” as soon as the sun appears on the horizon and sheds its light upon them . 

That the Egyptians believed that divinities could become immanent at will in the 

figures depicting them in the temple w'all-reliefs, w'hich thus became alive and active, 

was clearly demonstrated many years ago by Junker.* Speaking of how far the temple- 

reliefs depicting the Osirian mysteries actually represent the canying out of those 

rites, and of what relation the former bear to the tatter, he says; From the representa¬ 

tions showing them to us in progress we really learn nothing as to how they were 
actually performed, for the pictures have a purpose of their own. They not only serve 

to decorate or illustrate, but stand in a close relationship to the rite. In their owm selves 
everything that they depict is carried out, seeing that the dirine spirit {der Geist) of 

the god and of his retinue enters into the figures,’ After illustrating and amplify ing 

this statement by quoting from, and commenting on, a most significant inscription 

in the temple of Denderah,'" he goes on to say: ‘Thus the same conception that we 

meet with in regard to the sculptures in the tombs is here transferred to the temple 

reliefs, or rather the same idea underlies them both. In the latter as In the former all 

■ Siuitdemeafhnt, 6 f. ^ Marietie, Denderah, W, 440 = DOmietwn. Hitt. Insehr. ll, 35* 

I 
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the scenes are alive, in that the divine spirit {der G^ist)^ enters the figures and really 

eats and drinks what is set before him, whether painted or named in writing. With the 

temple and its sculptures the king has fashioned for the god “a monument for his ka** 
which is not only to proclaim his deeds and his might and depict his cult, but is to 

carry on in itself, beside the sei^dce of the priests and other officiants, a continuous 
actual cult through the indwelling of the divine ka.’ 

Blackman in his article The Stela oj Nebipusemsasret' dealt at some length with this 
Egyptian belief that divinities and the dead could become immanent in the representa¬ 

tions of them sculptured or painted on temple and tomb-chapel walls and naturally 
also in their statues. This belief, he maintained, accounted for the erection of cenotaphs 

and memorial stelae at Abydus. The dead person, it was supposed, could participate 
in the various ceremonies performed there in honour of Osiris by becoming immanent 

in his portrait carved on the stela, and so partake of the spiritual benefits that such 
participation would secure for him. A& Blackman suggested in the same article,'’ we 

can now understand why Neneferkapta^i, speaking in his tomb-chapel in the Memphite 

necropolis, was able to say of his wife and child buried in far distant Coptus, 'they are 

In Coptus and are also here in this tomb by the craft of a good scribe’.' As is well 
known, the Opening of the Mouth was regularly performed on behalf of the statues of 

divine and human beings, statuettes used for magical purposes, and even on behalf of 
the heart-scarab, to imbue them ^vith life and identify them with the beings or creatures 

they represented.*' Our uvo texts, with the significant wwds ^-“3 quotc-d at the 
beginning of this article, indicate that the Rite of Consecration of a ten^iple employed 

at Edfu consisted partly, if not entirely, in a version of the Opening of the Mouth, 

the sequence and character of the ceremonies composing the rite suggesting that first 
of all it was performed on behalf of the cultus-statucs (see below) and that then the 

‘Mouth of the Temple' itself w'as opened. The idea evidently w'as that not only the 

cultus-statues were enabled to become alive and active through the due performance of 

this rite, but the figures in the wall-reliefs also and the entire edifice with all its 

appurtenances. 
We can in no wise claim that the archetj'pe of our two texts was a copy of the service- 

book used at the Consecration of Edfu Temple, for it appears to hav^e consisted almost 

entirely of the captions to the formulae appointed to be recited while the various 

ceremonies were being eriacted. In fact it w'as probably but a brief r&um£ of the rite, 

and might be compared with W'hat Drioton thinks the existing version of the Memphite 

Creation Drama must be regarded as being, ‘le directoire d’un cifr^moniaire pour la 

preparation et leedebration d’un myst^re’,* though it was evidently far more compressed 
and curtailed than is that ‘directory’. Probably the main requirement of the Master of 

the Ceremonies, for whom the archetype of the two Edfu texts was drawn up, was a 

list of the various ceremonies comprising the rite arranged in their proper sequence so 

that all might be performed in an orderly manner and the solemn progress of the ritual 

not marred by mistakes or hesitations. This requirement was supplied by the captions 

* JEA J£XJ, I ff. Ibid, 6, with ti. 6. ^ GrilElh, Stories of thr High 137, 
^ v, x., 57. ® Thr'atrr C&irCi» si. 
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to the formulae appertaining to those ceremonies, with perhaps a few instructions 

included, as to the role to be played by this or that officiant at a given moment, especially 

if the officiant in question had to impersonate a divinity (see Captions II. 2 and 13). 
In the complete service-boofc, of course, such instructions or rubrics inserted at in¬ 

tervals in the formulae would have been numerous, as, e.g., in the Bw-th-imn version 

of the Opening of the Mouth.* As we shall see, the captions to certain ceremonies have 

somewhat surprisingly found no place in our text. Such omissions are doubtless due 

to the fact that the allotted space on the walls w'as limited, and so the already brief 

'directory' had to be even further curtailed to find room for it in the frieze> 
On what principle did the scribe w'ho drew up this abbreviated version of the 

'directory'* divide the captions between the two texts? Far from being haphazard, as 

might appear at first sight, he obviously had in mind a veiy definite plan. It has long 

been the accepted view that the Opening of the Mouth and the daily temple-liturgy 

are, apart from a number of ceremonies essentially peculiar to the former, practically 

identical rites. Both comprise an elaborate toilet followed by a meal, which, indeed, 

except for certain preliminary ceremonies, are the main features of the temple-liturgy.* 

What the scribe has done is to place the captions common to both rites on the west wall 

(see above, p- 75) and those peculiar to the Opening of the Mouth on the east wall. 
Thus on one side of the Outer Hypostyle Hall we have an abbreviated version of the 

daily temple-liturgy and on the other side a rather more abbreviated version of the 

Opening of the Mouth, the former supplying, however, what is lacking in the latter. 

Taken this w'ay, the tw'o texts can represent both a single and two separate rites. 
Judging froin the fairly numerous reliefs at Edfu depicting the Opening of the Mouth 

of a divinity^ and from the fact that a shortened form thereof was included in the 

funerary liturgy,' it is possible that a similar shortened version also found a place in 

the temple-liturgy despite the fact that there are no allusions to any such ceremonies 

either in the Abydus or Kamak versions of the rite.^ But if the Edfu temple-liturgy' 

did comprise a shortened form of the Opening of the Mouth, then not only does 

Text I supplement Text II, but conversely the latter completes the former. 
But while accepting the view expressed in the previous paragraphs, we must not 

overlook the fact that our scribe also planned to mate either group of captions as 

complete a version of the rite it represents as the wall-space permitted. 1 hu$ Caption 
11. i seems to be a summarization of Captions I. 2-4, Captions 11. 9 and 10 similarly 

appear to correspond to Captions I. 10—ly* w'hile Captions I. iS~20 find their parallel 

in Captions II. 12-14.* In carrying out his plan the scribe was possibly prompted by a 
feeling for symmetry, but probably more by a desire to make the tw o texts as independ¬ 

ent of one another as possible owing to their being so widely separated the one from the 

other, by the whole breadth, in fact, of the fa9ade of the Outer Hypostyle HaU. 

• Bud^je^ tip t ff.; SchSapartllit h 2a ff. 
b Cf, the somewhat similar obsenatiom made In JEA KKViU^ 35» 

DaHcs-Gardintr, Tonih */ 60 f,; Blackman^ JMEGS tgiS-i^p pp. JEA x. 53^^ ; 

■■ See, Pyr., f 30; Davie3“G*itljficf* op. cjt. 76 p Blackman, 11, pK vi; rii, pL SXL 
f Ptthaps the OptrJng of the xMouth was included in the temple-Utingy OfJy fit arattd intetN*als or on special 

occasiom such as New Year's Diyp see n. 32. * See the table on p. 
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Now the current Egyptian belief being that the same magic pow'er resided in the 

texts inscribed on their temple- and tomb-walls as in the similarly situated reliefs,* it 

was naturally desired to make our t^^'o texts as magically efficacious as possible and so 

ensure that the ceremonies they embody should continue to be performed, either as 
one combined rite, or as hvo single rites celebrated simultaneously. Thus, it was felt, the 

mysterious life originally imparted to the whole temple and its occupants by the Rite of 
Consecration would perpetually be renewed,^ that is to say as Ion gas the t\TO texts remained 

intact.'^ Nevertheless, it must also be borne in mind that the actual performance of such 

ceremonies and the recitation of the accompanying formulae were naturally regarded as 

more efficacious than sculptured representations and mere written words,'' 

We should now, perhaps, present the reader ivith a brief but consecutive description* 

of the Rite of Opening the Mouth as celebrated, or rather as we think it was celebrated, 
for the hallowing of Edfu temple. The description will be based on the content of our 

two texts themselves and on information derived from various sources, full references 
to which will be found in the Commervtar\% We hope that the table at the end of the 

article will make this account of the rite more intelligible to the reader and enable him 

to gain a clear picture of these somewhat complicated proceedings. First be it observed 
that we have no definite information as to where the main portion of the rite w'as per¬ 

formed, but, since our tests were placed on the exterior W'alls of the Outer Hypostyle 
Hall (see p. 75}, it possibly took place in that part of the temple. Seeing that Caption 1.1 

states that the rite was directed by Thoth,‘“ it is not unlikely that the Master of the 

Ceremonies, who may well have been the Chief Lector, impersonated that god.^ No 
mention is made of any cultus-statues, for the captions relating to Ceremonies 1 and II* 
have been omitted, doubtless in the cutting-down process; but their presence is plainly 

implied by Captions I. 5-8 and II. 1-5. 

Having asperged the statues of Horus and the co^templar divinities'* with holy 
water'^ and presented them with pellets of natron and incense for the purifying of their 

mouths,'^ the officiants censed them*'* (Captions I, 3-4 = Ceremonies IH-VIII), 

There arc no captions referring to Ceremonies IX and X,‘ while Ceremony XIJ is 

assimilated to Ceremony XXIII (= Captions II. 6-8).*' The latter is in parts practically 

■ S« BlacTiman^ A/w, llj, rfi; JOCI, 3; Davics-Gardiiwr, op. cit. 92^ 5 
^ S« Bladcmaji, JEA v, 160^ concludiiig scnicJicc; set also n. ja, 

^ Set Bbckman-Fdfmjiti, xxviii^ 38 with n. 3. 
J See Blackmnn, xxp 8. 
* Ttw notes indicated here by numerals arCp as stated on p. 76, those composmf? the CotnmentaTy. 
f Cfp the possible imper^nation of EmlioCcp by the Header, who was presumably the Chief Lctior, during 

the ptrformanct of ihe Edfu Religious Drama (Myth O^JfEA xxvriip 36, f Budge-p ip 9-13+ 
^ We are presuming that ail the ctijinis-siawcs in the temple were grouped together for reconaceratioti in 

the Outer H>'po3t>-le Hall, though the oBidsiits nrLa\% of course, have gone from chapel to chapel "^opening ihc 
mouth* of each statue bididduaily. We use the word ^reconsecrarion' because the mouths of the images in 
question had probably already been 'opened' in the ^fet-nbia, 'House of Gold* =’ the sculptor s workshop 
(see Davies-Gardinttp op. dt.p 57 BbekmaOp Vp 159). But the Eg^-ptian ^iew would almost certainly 
ha^-e been that when it was necessary to hallow or rehallow (see n. ja) a templej it was essential to rtconsccKite 
the cultus-statues to make quite sure that they were fit for the divinities to become immanent therein (see 
BlackmanpJ£^» Vp ito, end of last patagraph). Indeedp as already stated on p. 3bp a form of the Opening of 
the Mouth may have been perTotTricd on their behalf daily. 

^ Budge, I, 36-4&4 1 Ibid., 47 ff. ^ See no. 43^ 44, and 46. 
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a duplicate of the former, except that whereas in Ceremony XI the sacrificed bull 

is described as ‘Upper Eg\'ptian*, in XXIII it is described as 'Lower 
Owing, doubtless, to lack of space there is no allusion in either of the two texts to an 

important episode in both Ceremony XII' and Ceremony XXI11,** the presentation of 

a freshly severed foreleg of the slaughtered bull. That this ritual act, howet'cr, duly 

figured in the Edfu rite we are discussing is suggested by the following e.xcerpt from 
a formula accompanying one of the numerous representations of the Opening of the 

Mouth in the Edfu reliefs, Egjpiian male 

ox {i.e., give the sign for it to be slaughtered )“= and take the foreleg*, E, iv, 242,18-243, *• 
Two officiants now open, the one the mouths, the other the eyes of the statues (Cap¬ 

tion II. 2 — Ceremony XVIThe former, who impersonated Ptah,*® used for this 
operation a copper chiseh No mention is made of the instrument used by the latter, 

who impersonated Seker.^* Caption II. 4 seems out of place, for the opening of the 

mouth and eyes with ‘the finger of fine gold’ also occurs normally in Ceremony XVI.+' 

Captions U. 3 and 5, ‘Taking the Wr-fikfie adsie’-^ and ‘Proffering the Copper Ad2e 

of .4nubis'« both seem to refer to Ceremony XII, in which various atkes, among 

them the two just named, were applied to the mouth and eyes of the cultus-object after 

the foreleg of a bull had been presented (see above). Here it should be noted that the 

Edfu Opening of the Mouth formula recently cited clearly associates the foreleg of a 

bull with the Wr-fikm and correctly mentions the former before the latter. Cere¬ 

monies XIII-XV^** are not represented in our two texts, nor yet Ceremonies XVII- 

XXII,* none of them being of any special significance except XXI, in which the 
psS-kf or pS-n-kf, an implement of great antiquity and obscure origin, was used for the 

opening of the mouth. That it was not unknown at Edfu is indicated by the appearance 

of the pi-n-kf in two inscriptions in this temple/ both of them occurring in reliefs 

depicting the Opening of the Mouth of a divinity. The sign representing the implement 

is in both instances much debased. 
According to our ‘directory’ the Courtiers {srnrtv) were now ushered in' (Caption II. 

6) and the eyes of the statues opened with ‘their n«f/-ad2e’ and their mouths 'wiped 

or ‘touched’ with four small stone tablets As stated in n. 43, no such functions 

were attributed to the smrw in any other version of this rite. It has therefore been 

suggested there that smrw is a corruption of an officiant w'ho is specifically 
directed in Ceremony XXIII to perform the ritual act with the fbtet. To this same 
Ceremony Captions II. 7 and S also refer, i.e. those mentioning the beheading of a 

goose and goat and the sacrifice of an ‘Upper Egy^itian male ox’. On the evidence of 

the formulae relating to Ceremony XXIII and the accompanying rubrics we are prob¬ 

ably correct in supposing that after the performance with the four fbict the decapitated 

goose and goat and the heart and foreleg of the bull were formally presented to the 

statues. In this ‘directory’, as already remarked p. 87, Ceremonies XI and XXIII 

• Budge, 1, 66. ^ Ibid,. S8 t ^ See Sethc^ Dram. Ttxle, 147, n, 4iu. ^ Budge, ij 74“7- 
• Ibid, Si-s. ^ i4jp zi VII, IS3, 13, Ji Cf. Smuh^, B agi. 
^ See nn. 43 and 46. It is suggested by DaWcs-Garduitr, op. dL, 60^ that the probably dUpa of 

limestone, symbdise teeth and that the octiDn of applying them to the Ltp$ represents the ^vmg of new 

teeth. 
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seem to have been amalgamated. But note that the editor, in effecting this amalgama¬ 

tion, substituted the Upper Egyptian bull proper to Ceremony XI for the Lower 

Egyptian victim proper to Ceremony XXIII, though, having regard to its position in 

the rite. Caption II. 8 is more closely related to the latter ceremony than to the former. 

We suggest that the editor deliberately chose the Upper Egj'ptian bull because he was 
the priest of an Upper Egyptian temple; cf. the use at Edfu of the sign ^ for m instead 

of to w’hich Fairman draws attention in Bull. Imt, jt, XLin, 86, n, 1, For the 
symbolic meaning ascribed to the victims see p. 83, n, a, 

A further opening of the mouth and eyes with the Diot-tcr and i>etw-r(?) adzes, of 
which the ritual act prescribed in the first part of Caption IL 6 may be the equivalent, 

forms the main feature of Ceremony XXIThis, as W'e have already seen, would not 

be the only change in the usual sequence of Ceremonies occurring in our ‘directory’. 

After a preliminary censing (Ceremony XXV) not recorded in either of the texts, each 

of the statues was arra)^ed in the W’hite head-cloth (nw), the officiant having first 

‘wiped’ its mouth with it (Caption I. 5 = Ceremony XXVI, first episode).’^ Then 

having anointed the statues (Caption 1, 6 — Ceremony XXVIl)'®' and having placed 

upon them the prescribed wrappings of various coloured cloths (Caption L 7 “ Cere¬ 

mony XXVI),” the officiant hung round the neck of each a ‘broad collar’, composed, 
no doubt, of brightly coloured faience beads (Caption I. S = Ceremony XXVI, last 

episode).At first sight all reference to Ceremony XXVIII,* which consisted in the 
presentation of certain insignia of sovereignty, seems to be lacking, But in the Edfu 
rite the presentation of all ornaments and insignia may have formed a single Ceremony, 

and our editor may have thought that mention of the ‘broad collar' sufficiently repre¬ 
sented the whole series of related episodes. The toilet-ceremonies ended with an 

officiant censing the statues (Ceremony XXIX)'’ of which there is no mention here, 

and holding up before their faces a Fimj/-ewer full of holy w'ater (Caption I. g}.'^ 

The next series of ceremonies is mainly concerned with the laying of a repast before 

the statues, with which the daily temple-liturgy and the Opening of the Mouth 

regularly terminated, and the preparations therefor. Perhaps we should point out here 

that in this ‘directory’ the order of ceremonies preliminary to the actud meal differs 

somewhat from that postulated by Blackman' for the almost identical group of cere¬ 

monies forming part of the ordinary' daily temple-liturgy. This order, however, may 

have been customary at Edfu and the divergence may not be due to a scribe’s or 

draughtsman’s carelessness. The preparations for the banquet began probably with 

the slaughter of oxen and geese (Caption IL 9). After the chanting of 'beatifications’ 

(Caption I. 10) by an officiant or possibly a small choir of officiants,^' 'the requirements 

of the offering-table’ were presented (Caption T, ii),“ these consisting, no doubt, of 

articles of food and drink and various table-vessels. No mention, it will be observed, 

is made of the washing of the altar/ a somewhat surprising omission. Incense was now 

burned to the Uraeus-goddess and all the divinities of Egypt (Caption 1.12),^^ two acts 

of worship ivhich normally seem to have preceded not only the preparations for the 

■ Budjjr, 1, 108 AT. Ibid. iii. e Sec HaatinKs, £'/I£'xji, 77S f. 
d Budge, 1,128; n, 90J Mar,, Ahyd. i, pi. xxi ; £1,471,6-14^ Huongs, 778^ i,vith n. 5, 
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b^JiQuct, but the *5alutadon with the ««w/-ewer*.* After the chanting of a hyntn. of 

praise to Ret (Caption I. 13)^^ the gods were summoried to their repast (Caption I, 14)®* 

and then the image of the goddess Ma^et w'as presented to the sun-god, as the vrords 

of Caption I. 15 clearly imply."' The'presentation of Ma^et immediately after the 
gods are ‘summoned' i$ by no means inappropriate, for Ma^et was regarded both as a 

substitute for food and drink and as the organ whereby they were transmitted to the 

belly and the breath of life was inhaled.^ The presentation of Ma*et and the offering 

of food and drink are accordingly closely associated in the B^~tk-vnn version of the 

Opening of the Mouth.' The recitation of the formula beginning with ‘An offering 

which the King gives' (Caption I. 16), doubtless to the accompaniment of the usual 

gesture,^® was foUow'td by the ceremony knoivn as ‘Setting the meal in order upon 

the altar’ (Caption I. 17},“* a performance one would have expected to occur earlier in 

the proceedings.'* The rite, so far as the statues were concerned, then terminated in the 

offering of ‘a great oblation* of bread, meat, and beer (Caption 11. 10). 
This ceremonial repast ended, the ‘Opening of the Mouth* of the temple (Caption II. 

11) was enacted, probably a much abbreviated form of the rile just concluded. Cap- 

tions r. 18 and IL la suggest that the officiating priests visited each hall and chapel 

separately, censing and asperging them, and, it may well be, making mimetic gestures with 

their ceremonial adzes and other implements. It w'as presumably by means of these per¬ 

formances that not only the temple as a whole, but all its individual parts and furnishings 

became alive and active. The divinities could now become immanent at wll in their 

figures appearing in the reliefs, while the inanimate objects depicted therein became the 
actual equivalents of what they represented—^food, vessels, floral offerings, and the like. 

When the service of consecration was over and, so one would suppose, the statues 
of the divinities had been carried in solemn procession to their respective sanctuaries, 

the craftsmen who had participated in the building and decorating of the temple were 

given a meal consisting, It would seem, of bread, meat, and beer (Caption I. 19), and 

the members of the temple priesthood were similarly, but probably separately, enter¬ 

tained. Since Caption IL 13 states that Seker, doubtless the officiant who had Im** 

personated that god in the rite just celebrated,®* feasted the priesthood, we may presume 

that the meal of which the priests partook was presided over by him. We know of 

no other Egyptian text which alludes to the custom of giving a meal to the craftsmen 

after they had finished constructing a temple. It is, however, not an uncommon 
practice in England to give the workmen a dinner on the completion of an important 
building, especially a church. Indeed, we are informed that in the latter case the pro¬ 

viding of such a feast is regarded as a matter of course. 
With the ‘ceding’ of the sacred edifice to its divine owmer (Captions 1. ao, II. 14),^^ 

a proceeding in which the Pharaoh himself was supposed to take the leading part, 

the consecration solemnities came to an end, 

» Budge, I. 112 ff. , 
>= See Blmckman-Faiitnan, Mitt. Grtgojuma^ 420 f.. n. 98. The significance of the offeiing of Ma<cC will be 

discussed at length by us in a ireatiae now in preiNiiiition. 
« See Budge, u, w ff. S« Hastings, ERE xii, 778--779‘* 
* Cf. DQmjchen, ii, pl$. Hi f.i Budge, ii, aoo ff.; E. (, 53S ff.; pis, Motviia ffi. 
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THE SPLIT DETERMINED INFINITIVE 

By BATTISCOMBE GUNN 

In that verj'' remarkable text, the Decree of Amonrasonther for Neskhons, of which 

I intend to publish a new translation and a commentary shortly, there are some 

curious examples of a splitting of the ‘determined infinitive’ by the interposition of 

words between the definite article and the infinitive form, pi being always preceded 

by the preposition m. In all the three places in which pi is so separated from its infini¬ 

tive, the latter is hpr, 
I will first give the passages from this text,^ five in number, in which a non-verbal 

sentence having a pyonotnhiiil subject following a nominal or pronominal predicate is 

preceded by the words m pi Apr—an example of the determined infinitive which could 

be rendered literally by ‘in the event (that)’, but which 1 prefer to translate ‘provided 

that’. Here the word-order is normal. ^ 

*And he is caused to receive hb provided that a b what those who 

are divine have received, 

caused to receive a temple-offering, provided that a temple-offering is what those who 

are divine have received’, 51-3 = NB 9-10. w « 

shall be satisfied with her, prorided that everything good, a very long life wMe he 

upon earth, he being strong, powerful and mighty, is what shall befall Pinudem, 

79-81 = NB 23-4. .a A • 

LVWI stall 
of the Field of Yalu, and land of the Field of Yalu, to Neskhons the daughter of 

Tehenedhowt, provided that that is what will be good for her. 

* The infinitive 15 of courac mssculme in Late Egyptian. 
^ Note the following ibbreviationa (ftiller bibliographicsl detaiU m the main article). 

NP ™ Dtetw for NeakKons on a papyrui at Cairo* fisra-t published by MaaperOp 

latest transcription by Gol^nischefT, Papyrtii hiifratupi^i (CCG)i pp« ff, 
NB = Same decree on a large biajxi at Cairo. Noi published independently; its variants htm NP noted by 

Maspwo in Mom. roy., md I have a good photograph. NP and NB are nearly identical ttcept in the matter 

preliminarj' to die Decree pruper. . . ^ ^ 
P rr r>tcrH: for Pinudem* husband of Neskhons, on a papyrus at Caifo; the latent tranamption by Goltiw- 

schefF, op. dt., to* ff- . . n - ^ 
Mom. roy\ * MasperOn Les Momits rpyalts de tt^Bohupi in Af™. s* 511 ft. 

A line-number not introduced by any letter refen to a line or lines of NP, the MS. on which my study of 

the Decree la bascd+ 
* No examples of any of the oonalmctions dealt with in this aitidc^ with eapt, are found in P* 

^ So in both manuscripts; but its cOncctntB may be doubted in view of eia. i, 2, 4. S- Cf, the following n. 
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5* it not being at 
all small, provided that that is what will be good for her', NB 39-40 — NP loS-i 11. 

These examples have nothing grammatically abnormal, though I am unable to pro¬ 

duce similar ones from other sources. But w hen m p/ hpr, with the same meaning, is 

connected wnth another kind of non-verbal sentence, namely one with notrtinal subject 

and adverbial predicate, the subject, no matter how long, is interposed, strangely 
enough, between p/ and hpr. This occurs three times:* 

'Any person for whom Pinudem has affection, for whom he will be grieved in 
the event that they have {mdi-w) anji^hing evil’, 74-5 ^ NB 20-1. Subject mdi bint, 
predicate mdl-to. The word-order one would expect, in view of exx. t-5 above, is 
m pi hpr mdi Innt mdi-w. 

7, As ex. 6, with variant Ib-f n-tc for ib n*u) P., 11 S = NB 43-4. 

it about that she has 
what is beneficial <in) every manner, and that it shall give her comfort ^in) every 
manner of comfort that befalls a person who is in this estate which has befallen her, 
provided that P. really and truly has everything good, and a very long life', 84-6 = 
NB 26-7. Subject mdt nb n/rf, rlirtt; kj sp2 -, predicate mdi P, »i jf ^ s. The word-order 
one w'ould expect is m p/ hpr mdt »b nfrt^ rhrto kt sp 2 mdi P. m s$ sp 2. 

In order to attempt an explanation of this remarkable word-order I must first deal 
with another class of determined Infinitive, that in which the determination is effected 
not by pi but by the ‘possessive adjective', p^yf etc. In our text, as elsewhere, the 
infinitive follows immediately on the ‘possessive adjective’. In two examples out of the 
three the virtual subject of the infinitive is ito 'one', appended to piy like a suffix^— 
another strange grammatical feature of this text. 

-I shall cause to be done for her everything good which befalls a 
person if he falls into this condition w hich has befallen her’, 49-50 = NB 8. 

(it) ^ ^ person who is <in> this condition in which Neskhons 
is, if one should do it 107-8 = NB 38. 

* NP wrongly inserts hi before pt^ pdy htr^; the test of NB is clcsrly the oorrtot ont- 
- I have m thank Gardiner for pomting oat to mt that in these three txx. pt really belongs to hpri 1 had 

interpretEd m pf m them on the lines set forth on p, ^6 below, but without seeing that in each ti. a deter¬ 
mined inlinitive is really present, 

> For another es, of Gardiner refers me to P. Sait 1^4^ 11 (JEA xv, pL 45); 'Memonuidum 

coiteembig pcopie^a going (j^H to the funeral of i;JcnweTnire<* and he (Peneb) stole a 

goose*. The giammaticfll nature of /tp is curiom: it can function tjuitc indcpcfidently, as in ftc r and also as 
asufh^, 95 in Late Egyptian iw^ttc 'one^ (i.e. fie *one^ on the base iTw, like fic-f, fie-fe etc.)^ the cofijunjctive^ and 
now In such contents aa niy tw t gmtf 'he whom one shall find\ mk fte /a? ‘see, one has come^, it h 
syntactically equivalent to either a substantive Or a dependent pronoun. 

Iry tte intended but NB has here. For Cl, With supcrflutnis dekr 

* Attempts to earplain thi$ queerdookin^g m pfy tw have already been made: Maspero stated, Mom. roy^, 612^ 

n. 2, that it was a form of nnixe; Erman, Neulf. Or,, 5 yyy, suggested that it was a form ofbm-pwy. 
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.Ss.^’Sb‘L?T'l^'lJi.-l.§'li5SI'.T.^..S-V_fl“ 

etc. ‘1 will send forth my . , , orade to every place in which the biwns are to 

bef^all Pinudem and his wives, etc., prodded that one goes thither, saying, "An oracle 

of Amonrasonther, etc., has done them”', iiS-ai = NB 44-5*^ 
For the abnormal use of to here, and the meaning 'provided that', 1 can quote another 

example outside the Decree for Ncskhons: 

12. Date: 

^S%, ^ hZ. Ci A=I= jin —*1 — various functiotiaries K #.EL.A 

'Date: the day of bringing forth King NN. from his tomb, and 

he was“iimoduced into this high rock of Inba^py (?) of the Great Place by ... {various 
fittictionaries'^,.. after Mut, the Mistress of the Great Place, had said. (It is) all right 

in my sight,^ there is no harm in it, provided that they are brought forth from fhis tomb 

in which they are and that they are introduced into this high rock, of Inba^py (?) of the 
Great Place, in which Amenophis rests.”* Memorandum in hieratic on the coffin of 
Sethos I; Maspero, Mom, roy., pi. 12 (inked-over photograph), p. 553 (transcrip¬ 

tion)^ Daressy, Cevcueils des Cachettes royales (CCG), ph 19 (photograph), pp. 3^^ 
(transcription). Cf. a similar inscription on the coffin of Ramesses 11, Maspero, op. cit., 

pp, 558 (hand-copy), 557-8 (transcription) 1 Daressy, op. cit,, pi, 22 (photograph), p. 33 

(transcription). The beginning of the memorandum is (apart from the difference in 
name) somewhat different from that of ex. No. 12, but the speech of Mut is identical. 

For the words which interest us Maspero and, following him, Daressy transcribe only 
Maspero’s hand-copy suggests both Maspero s inked-m 

photograph pi. 11, B, and Daressy's undociored one are here illegible. The hieratic 

inscription on the coffin of Ramesses 1,—Maspero, op. cit., pi, 10 (photograph), p. 
(transcription); Daressy, op. cit., pi. 23 (photograph), p. 27 (transcription),—now badly 

damaged, was evidently similar to those of the other two kings; the speech of Mut is 

lost.* 

■ NP. and flppa«nTly also NB, have this abysive — after wnif. 
* This is in NP only and Is ckarly abusive. 
J Gardiner v^ould translate ‘when' instead of 'if or 'provided that’ in eaut. 9, ii and perhaps 10. 

* Maspett) and, foUowinir hitn, Daressy transcribe wronuly 

* Orfftd? Maspero and Daressy transcribe with --; the photographs are not decisive, [1^^ ia. not in Wb.. 

which, however, contains (iv, ah? (i), from other sources) ‘tadeln o. a. (neben bt')', 

“ Maspero and. foUowinB him. DarBsy tnmseribe ^ V(^) tlfl, ^ ! this is suggested by Mwpero’s inked- 

over phottigraph. but Daresay*s undoctored one shows quite clearly not 

t .\n es. of the class of sentenres without subject which [ shall discuss elsewhere. 
» The tnie nature of these memorandfl on the three coffins do« not seem to have been understood. It is 

dear that at some time before the memoranda were made (those of SethCs I and of Ramesses [I are of the same 
date, and J have no doubt that theirs w-as also the date of the inscription of Ramesses 1), the orade of the gi^- 
dess’Mut as the Mistress of the Great Place tvas consulted as to the propriety of removing the royal mummies 
from their then resting-places; the goddess replied that there was no objwtiwi provided that they were placed 
in Inba'py’s {?) tomb, to which the body of AmenopHia I had been transferred at some time previously. This 
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For m piy-f + infinitive with the meaning ‘provided that he' there is the following 

example \ 

13. 

etc. . saying, “Save him, make him well, remove thoroughly every 

disease that is in him" before the god Penpaihai my lord, provided that he saves 
Mesehret and makes him w'ell and gives him a long life, an advanced old age, and 

hearkens to the voice of Mesehret bis child’, etc., ZAS Liii, 13 with pi. 5, from a 

letter of the Twenty-first Dynasty; the preceding context is damaged. 

Now, what is noteworthy about these examples (1-13) is that they all seem to have 
conditional force; and it should be noted that they arc all of the same period, namely the 

Twenty-first Dynasty. Other examples of the determined infinitive with the possessive 

adjective governed by m that 1 ha\’e been able to find arc all earlier, and all seem to be 

not conditional but temporal, e,g. ‘in his coming’ = ‘svhen he comes (came)’, thus: 

* (a) '! pray to Pref-Harakhti w't’n^ at his rising and 
at his setting' (~ ‘when he rises and when he sets'),^ e.g. P. Uologna 1086, i, 2-3; 

P. Leiden 364, rL, 3-4; 366, r/., 3; [b) ’(I pray) to Amenemope on every loth day 
coming {= when he comes) to offer water to the Great Living 

Souls’, Cemy, LaU Ramesside Letters, 66, 5; (c) ‘they (the poles) were lying there out¬ 

side your place m p/yt lyi on my arrival (= when I came) from the South’, op. cit., 

50, 11-12; {d) the elder brother stood behind the door ‘to kill his younger brother 
m pryj iyt at his coming (= when he should come) in the evening’, Gardiner, Late- 

Egypiian Stories, 14, 14; (e) 'if(f) <any of) my own brothers or sisters arise to confront 
her my death {= when I die) to-morrow or after to-morrow’, 

JEA, XXVI, pi. 5 A, ]. 6 of text; (/) T shall send you the boat I 
arrive’, P. Cairo Cat, No. 58056 (unpublished), rt., 6-7; (f) 'and hand them (the 

spears) to the coppersmith Tety, and (to) the coppersmith Hori ^ 
when he has finished (his present work), and to my ow'n two coppersmiths’, Cern^, 

op. cit., 51, 6-7.-’ 
I suggest, as a not impossible explanation of exx. 6-8, where pf is separated from its 

place was selected by the oracle perhaps partly becalms of its out-of-the-way situation and parriy because of 
thti great sanctity- of Amcnophis I, who had become a tutelary deit>' of the Nccfopolia and himself had an 
important omclc, and whose body had, aa we learn ^ already been transferred to Inta^py'sf?) tomb. The m* 
of the plural ('provided that they are brought forth . . . and that they are introduced") shows that the oracle 
had been consulted about a number of bodies—includinir at least those of Ramesses I and 11 and Beth&s I— 
at the same time. The memoranda were intended, no doubt, to serve largely as a justificatian of the act of 
removal by recording that this had been corned out with the express approval of Mut, the dcit>^ presiding over 
the district. The grafhd on the three klngs^ colfins* which are from the same hand, possess certain other features 
of intereHt—e.g. the reading of the date, their relation to the graffiti which follow them on the coffins—which 

this id not the place to dbcuss, 

■ Spiegelbetg has here 

^ Cf. m m tiip Jn Cem^t Ram^sid^ 31,^ 44, 0, where (itp are doubtless in 

also ia f leAo op. ■cit.j ^poufVfi. 
J With these tx*. compare Coptic ^jumpe'^jcijifTjur (5), iSenivainopcqcttjTFJu (^), "when he hcar-Sp -d^. 

Seem, Kopir -GV-* |5 4691 472^ 
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noun (infinitive), that at a certain point in time (perhaps at the beginning of the Twenty- 

first Dynasty), such phrases as jn piy-J iyt 'on his arrival’, m pfy^i mv;t ‘at my death’, 

because they were fully equivalent to ‘when he comes’, ‘when I die’ were re-interpreted, 

OT pty'f{^i, etc,) being feh as an auxiliary verb with subject-suffixes 'when he (I, etc,)’, a 
kind of idm'f followed by the infinitive, analogous to such auxiliaries as the conjunctive‘ 

and btio-pv!. This misunderstanding would be made possible by the fact that since all 

Late-Egy'ptian infinitives are masculine the ‘possessive adjectives’ governing them have 

always die base piy. Once this error had gained ground it would be an easy and 

natural step, indeed one might say a necessary one, to make the back-formation from 

e,g. mpiyf hpr 'when it happens* with pronominal ‘subject’, to e,g, m-pi mdt hpr ‘when 
something happens’ with nominal ‘subject’; m-piy^ with ^ ([, bearing the same relation 

to m-p^ without it, that in this respect the ‘possessive adjective’ does to the definite 

article pi,^' ^ The belief that an auxiliary was in question would then have made it very 

easy to attach tw to m-p/y. 
At about the same time the meaning will have been given the relatively slight shift from, 

‘when’ to ‘if*, ‘provided that', *in the event that’ that we find in the above examples,, 
The temporal and the conditional are never far apart in Egy-ptian; cf., in Old Egyptian, 

the use of ir for ‘when’ in Urk. i, 130, 6, 10; in Late Egyptian ^ ir ‘if, ‘when’; in 
Coptic each with both meanings; and at all times the use of circum¬ 

stantial clauses for both purposes.'* 

* The hbr*ry of the conjuncdvcp bnJIiflntly reco^-ered by Gardiner in JEA xrv^ 84 ff., shows what the 

Egyptisins were capable of in disrupting a cDoaCrkiction contoiiune the uxfinidve j see espedally Ms reouirks on 

p, 95 About the nominsl subject. 

* Cf. the oeijative auxillAiy with nominal with pronominal subject. 

^ Poaatbly fTt^/ inmpi bpr, 1-5 abo^-c, was olso felt to be a kind of ftimhary: ^provided that (so and AO> 

happen^ fypr b^g taken as subject of 
* Gardirier points mil to me what he considers to be another example of a »plit determined utfimtive^ 

namely in the passage ^ ^ ^^ 

rt.p 2^ 1 iJEA XV, pi. 43)p which he tianilaies 'Memorandiim concerning that^—hid soa'a—flight before him ^ ^ - 

and he (the son) wok an oath . . Cemj^ had trmiMlated (JEA xv. agreemg with the inleipiewtion of 

Erfiianp Neuag* Gr^, S ‘Charge concemlng this: His son fled before him . . . and took an Dath^ W which 

Gardiner objects (by letter) that to pull up short at 'this* seems to him very un-Egyptian, and that he knows 

of no Lale-^Eg>’|>tian example of noun +miinidve (ftr omitted) or Old Perfective conveying sack a sense as 'his 

son fled'* an Independent past statement 
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REGINALD ENGELBACH 

By S, R. K. GLANVI LLE* 

The death of Reginald Engejbachon Februari,' z6i 1946, at the age of 57 had an ominoua 

significance for Egj'ptology and for our Society in particular which the last few months 

have emphasized. It was not only the premature end of a very full and fruitful career 

entirely occupied (except during the war years 1914-19) with the subject. It came at a 
time of great change in Egypt, and we may well ask to-day whether the position he 

held for so many years in the Cairo Museum w^ith such great benefit to Egypt and Egyp¬ 
tology, and which he had already had to relinquish in name though not in elfect, wnll be 

available to any other scholar of his calibre In the next critical years. 
I'lis death marks with an unhappy definition the end of a phase in the exploration of 

Ancient Egypt; a period of not altogether unbalanced international co-operation; 
French and British sharing the practical control of the Antiquities Service with increas¬ 

ing Egyptian assistance and responsibilit)-; and America leading quantitatively and 

perhaps qualitatively in the field among expeditions sponsored by Egypt, France, 

Belgium, Italy, Germany, and this country. As Chief Keeper of the Cairo hhiscum, on 
which all the expeditions converged at the beginning and end of their season’s tvork, 

and with perhaps the main responsibility for allocating to excavators the antiquities 

from their finds which the Museum did not require, Engelbach constituted a focus for 
all archaeologists visiting Egypt, and perfom^ed a special service by the good relations 

he maintained with excavators of all nationalities. (It is not surprising that this 
personal contribution to Egyptology was recognized by decorations from three foreign 

Governments.^) At this moment when the Egj’pi Exploration Society is attempting 

to return to full activity after the barren war years, and in the face of increasingly 

crippling financial difiicultlcs at home, the almost coincident disappearance from Cairo 

of Rex Engelbach means something more than the loss of that perennial welcome to 

all our excavators. 
Engelbach was bom on July 9, 1888, at Moreton Hampstead in Devonshire, of a 

family of Alsatian origin settled in England since the seventeenth century. His father, 

a doctor, volunteered for sendee in the R.A.M.C. in the South African War and was 

killed in the campaign. It u'as to his stepfather, Major Stevens, that Rex Engelbach 

owed his first visit to Egj'pt in the winter of 1909-10, w'here he was taken to convalesce 

frnm a badly strained heart. The enforced leisure ivhich prevented him from complet¬ 

ing his engineering course at the London Technical College gave him an opportunity 

for taking up the study of Egyptian and Coptic, to which after his arrival in Egypt he 

soon added a useful knowledge of colloquial Arabic. It required only an introduction 

^ I wtfih m tkoiik Mr+ Guy Bnintcn for supplying much of the material for ihaA iiotke^ 

^ He had also been an Hon, Member of the French Institute since 1935* In 1^6 he was elected a Fellow 

of University CoUegep London^ but died before the hUc could be confirm^ by the Universit^^. 

0 
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to Flinders Petrie, who quickly recognized his qualitt<s, to decide his career; by 1914, 
with excavations (and a large share in their publication) at Heliopolis, Shurafa, Kafr 

Ammar, Riqqeh, and Harageh to his credit, he was an established Egyptologist. 
In August 1914 he joined the Artists’ Rifies; and in the following year he married 

Miss Nancy Lamben. He fought in France and later ifi Gallipoli, whence he was sent 

home suffering from shell-shock, but continued to serve in charge of anti-aircraft 

defence at Newhaven and elsewhere. After the conquest of Palestine he was commis¬ 

sioned by Lord Allenby to report on the antiquity sites in that country and in Syria 
jointly with the French. It was his French colleagues who subsequently recommended 

him for a post tvith the Department of Antiquities in Egypt. He returned to excavate 

with Petrie at Lahun and Gurob (1919-20), and in 1920 w ent to Luxor as Chief Inspec¬ 

tor of Upper Eg)4>t. In 1924 he was transferred to the Museum at Cairo, first as Assis¬ 

tant Keeper and later (1931) as Chief Keeper, Five years ago he was retired from this 

post to make way for an Egj'ptian, but was retained at the Museum as Technical Adviser, 
Engelbach’s main contribution to Egyptology was his work at the Cairo Museum of 

those last twenty years. Its value was recognized by his colleagues (if not by a much 
larger public w'ho benefited from its results) and w'ill last long after his responsibility 

for it is forgotten by all save antiquarians of Egyptology, Enough has been said above 

about his importance as a liaison between the Antiquities Service and excavators from 

abroad. His care of the collecUons and his untiring preoccupation wdth their display 

were of even greater, as wrcll as more general, value. And in addition to this major 
duty of a museum official he was continually devoting himself to tasks of more scien¬ 

tific interest, such as could be properly undertaken only by someone having access to 

the Museum’s collections and their records.’ 
Englebach’s scientific work during this period w'as not confined to museological 

research. Though his keepership required of him too great an expenditure of time on 

administration and practical work in the galleries to allow' him to specialize in any one 

field, he not only achieved and maintained a reputation as an authority on the whole of 

Egyptian archaeology, but pursued his early linguistic interests in more than one direc¬ 

tion, and was continuously concerned with historical problems, notably of the Eighteenth 

Dynasty. The main witness to these interests is the number of articles above bus 

signature in the Ati/iales du Service. 
His special contribution, however, to Egyptological literature was influenced by his 

early engineering training and is comprised in tw'o monographs, Ancient Egyptian 

Masotiry (1930), of W'hich he tvas joint author with Somers Clarke, and The Aswan 

Obelisk (1922), an official account for the Service which formed the basis of his more 

popular PrMertis of tiie Obelisks published in 1923, In these he broke new' ground, and 
both books became the standard works on their respective subjects. Behind them lay 

half a dozen memoirs on the excavations of the British School of Archaeology, of which 

he W'as whole or part author, and which displayed his general competence as an archaeo¬ 

logist as well as an improved system of recording, first devised by him and since 

adopted by the School and other excavators, 

* e.*. His Index of Esyptian and Sudaneit Sites from vdiieh the Cairo contains Antiquities (1931). 
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This brief account of what Rex Engelbach did will, I hope, have given a hint of that 

outstanding characteristic which must have immediately struck all who met him: his 

irrepressible energy’. Short, but erect and athletic^looking, with an alert head, rather high 

complexion, and hurried, jerky speech, he gave the impression of being determined to get 

twenty-four hours' work out of every day. But though this habit of demanding more 

of himself than time would allow might result in an apparent gruffness at first meeting, 
he was, in fact, always ready to put himself at other people's disposal, and he was par¬ 

ticularly accessible to the younger archaeologists, many of whom will not forget the 

debt they owe him. Experto eredet that w'as in 1923; and better acquaintance conhrmed 

the kind-heartedness and willingness to help in any Egyptological matter however far 
from his own interest at the moment. There w'ere, of course, leisure moments divided 

between billiards at the Turf Club and dispensing hospitality with his wife at their flat. 
His friends W'ill not wish to be forgotten the bilingual parrot—Arabic and English— 

which provided entertainment and sometimes embarrassment on these occasions. 
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BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS 

The Accession Day of Sesostris 1 

In his admirable new edition of the Berlin Leather Roll {Stadia Aegyptiaca, l, 48 ff.) De Buck has 

overlooked an interesting^ but perplexing, problem that arises from its dating in the 3rd year, 

3rd month of the Inundation season, day 8,‘ of the reign of Sesostris I. The manuscript, as is well 

known, records a session of that monarch’s counsellors in which he unfolded his plan of building 

a great temple to Harakhti in Heliopolis; it has often been thought that the text is a copy, not 

without corruptions, of an actual historical inscription, and our experience with the Carnarvon 

Tablet and of its original Utcr discov'ered at Kamak* goes far to confinn this view, Kow an attentive 

reading renders it practically certain that the aforementioned session of the Court took place on the 

king’5 accession day or else on its anniversary, the recurrence of the expression ^ ‘Arising 

of the King‘s in I, 2; 11, 2, 13 being unique in its insistence, and the adjuncts ‘with the double 
crown’, ‘at the union of the tw'o lands’, and ‘with the band and plumes’ ail enhancing this impression; 

indeed, the second^ and third* of these adjuncts might seem even to point to the tst year of Sc^ 

sostris 1, were it not that the hieratic unambiguously states that the event took place in the 3rd year. 

A common-sense consideration speaks decisively against the ist year: we know* that Ammencmes 1 
associated Sesostris I as king in hk 21st year, and it seems hardly likely that he w'ould have allow'ed 

his son and younger partner on the throne at once to embark on so important a building project, 

and still less to proclaim it to the %%'orid without any reference whatever to himself But the same 

argument applies to every year of Sesostris I until his 10th, the year in which Ammenemes I died. 
Consequently, unl^ w'e emend ‘year 3' into ‘year 13’ or into some year after the 9th we seem faced 

with the fact that on his father’s death Sesostris I in certain inscriptions began counting Ws yean 

afresh, so that ‘year 3’ w'ould here be the third year of his sole rule. A further complication now 
comes into view. The aocesMon day of the Berlin Roll is placed on the calendar day following the 

death of Ammenemes 1, which the Story of Sinuhe records as having taken place in the 30th year, 

3rd month of the Inundation season, day 7; but the session of the Court cannot have been on the 

day immediately folloiving the old king’s decease, since not only, as the same historically trust¬ 

worthy tale tells us, was the court then plunged into mourning, but also Sesostris I was far away from 

Egypt on a Libyan campaign. Thus we seem driven to the conclusions. If the text of the Leather 

Roll is correct, {x) that the and anniversary of Sesostris I’s accession as sole king was meant, and 

(2) that when an associated king spoke of his 'King’s Arising’ he m^nt thereby not the date of hb 

association but the date when he first presented himself as sole king, 
Alan H. G.MtDJNER 

■ The figure is only partly presemd, but De Buck regarded the fesding as probable. I take this opportunity 

of noting that in t, 7 ^should be road ‘I acquired what he decreed (that I should) know', and that 

in ii, 17, as Erman correctly saw, ^75, Ti) should he emjended. 

* For th* Tablet sccJfEA ill, 95 ff. and ibid., p. 10^ for my surmise that it was the copy of a real stela; 

for the Komak stela see Arsn^ StfV* 245 ff. 

J JEA 5CXX, Z4^ 
* Loc. cil.* li, with 2. 
* Cf. Aft i/j *Fc3ti\TiJ o( the Band' in conncxiaii with the acocssion day of Sheprseskaf, Palcrrno Stone, vi. 2, 

see loc. dt., 12, Fig, 1, f. 
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Second Thoughts on the Origin of Coptic 

In 220 H, I produced a subatantlal body of evidence tending, as I thought^ to prove 'that 

the(or at leastn) Laie-Egyptian form of before nominaJ subject 

^^30-and-so shall hear^^and that this contention is eLLnched by the fact that to Coptic 

corresponds vijth nominal subject f ctisfii or ectiiXAi,' The first of these two proposi¬ 
tions is hardly open to doubt, but for some years past 1 have felt a growing scepticism with regard 

to the second. Since the earliest of my c.^amples (No«h iS and rg, both from the Nauri Decree) 
showed -=^ in place of and since the same substitution appeared also at the opposite end of the 
period envisaged (No, 32 from the IFirdowr of Amenefiiope), scholars were implicitly asked to believe 

in the existence of Latc-Eg>^ptiim pas^ges where notoriously by this time pronounced d or d, 
would have possessed the value -irL WTien I wrote my article the w'fiting w^ith ^ loomed so large 

in my thoughts that I ignored the difEculty offered by the rarer variant or rather considered that 
difficulty outweighed by w'hat then seemed the obvious correspondence of ^ and eye-. If [ now 
reject that view, it is partly because I have come to realize that cannot possibly have had any other 

pronunciation than S or d, and partly because there is ground for thinking that ^ was at least in 
some cases similarly pronounced. The latter point is too complex to be dealt with in a short note 

like this, fur if followed up it would involve the difficult problem of the Late-Egyptian and Coptic 
Imperatives. Consequently 1 will only note that unless ^ had someUmca such a pronunciation, it 

is unlikely that tve should have found such a corruption Vi 

Beatty Kj, 7-8 for and that rare as are instances of our 

future constnjction with instead of & before nominal subjects such instances exists see p^ zz^ 

of my article, at bottom, and also in the IViii of jV/uiwaA/r/e, 5^ 11 {JEA xsxi, 36, n. iV). 

If then and ^ in the Late-Egyptian construction are to be taken as mere equivalents of 

though perhaps $0 specialbed as to convey future meaning to the readers eye without exercising 

his mind, it is incumbent upon me to attempt a new explanation of the element -pc- in the Coptic 

vpfLet it first be obser\^cd that this dement is by no means confined lo the Coptic Third Future, 

but occult before nominal subject {t.gJ) in fpe- of the Second Present, in #:pc- of the 

Second Future, in itrpe- of the Imperfect, and so forth. It is possible, of course, that the element 
-pc- may have originated in only one of these, and have been extended by analog)' and without 

memory of its origin to the rest. Without dwelling on this indisputable possibility 1 will here merely 

say that 1 see no objection to supposing that the dement -pv-, in whatever tense-form it first 
presented itself, was a shortened form of the infinitive fipc *to make", 'do'. That ihcre w'as a 

tendency to place such an infinitive before, instead of after, a nominal subject wnas illustrated on 
p, 2^6 of my article by fik in iiTe-fAi-Tipto«c ctoTik, and Gunn has now' died to me tlie same 

phenomenon wath #^, Egn. rk ^be able\ e+g+ mxh uj: 'xoc €T*."HJiAoiiK:q and 

the corresponding negative OTOo uiicui g^oTuuicy eiioX both quoted by 

Stem, 5 4551 so too in demotic^ Griffith, Rylsnds CaiatoguCj p. 203, n. 21, and p. 236, n. 6. 

To any expert who may feel that the difficult problem of Coptic epe- has here been handled in 
far too cavalier a fashion, I reply that my principal object has been to retract what I now consider 

to have been an erroneous hypothesis, and that my itew' suggestion that the **pe- of Coptic epe- is 

the remains of the infinitive 'to do^ is intended merely as a possibility to be weighed, not as an 

assertion made with any degree of confidence. 

Opportunity is here taken of alluding to the cognate problem of the Coptic Second Tenses. 

The function of these is brilliantly treated in Polotsky's recent de Syntax Copte (Cairo 1944). 
The gre^t importance of the discovery there set forth is clear, but I reser\'e for another place 

some serious criticisms of the way in which Polot$ky has developed his theme. 

Alan IL Gardineh 
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Some Notes od Ryl. Ill 

Some Etiinor points relating to the of the Greek and Latin Papyri in the John Rytands 

Ltbrar\\ Afanchester^ Volume IIIp Theological and Literary Texts (Nos. 457-55*)i edited by C* H. 

RobertSj M+A., may not be without interest. 
463* A leaf from a papyrus codex (early iii/A.o.), identified as a fragment of the Gospel of Mary* 

24 f^ yup eiSeuy oxrrqv aa 

^aA]^[^] ^xqAA[dJi^ 
The editor w^ritcs: tvhJch according to S (Professor Carl Schmidt's translation of the 

Coptic Version) should belong to must be taken with this slightly improves the 

sense.' But is not more fitly taken (as in S) with To love surely' seems a rather 

unusual phrase, whereas *to know surely' is familiar* Cf* VVisd. xviii, 6, Acts iip 36 Cf* xxi, 
34, xxiip 30. Also Luke 4 and the yv^Soii^ of i Clem, i, a.) This w'ould leave without 

an object expressedp for which cf. Jer. v, 31, Luke vii, 47, If could be taken with 
toAu in Luke vtip 47) this would yield an excellent sense: ’yea indeed (rrarTm^ though he had sure 

knowledge of her, he loved her the moDe^ But even if poMov goes with ataxwOtoiiev^ the connexion 

of with suggested above seems preferable. 
465 (vi/A.D+) l *c®[i ectmjp frtit /[TsIT ^Vow o Jf(piOTo)f ^ The title ira^j^uikeu^ 

i$ interesting in view of Sirach I, 15 (^7)^ evahStas ^iortp Tro^jSaotAct* Have we here another 
imperial designation (it is used of Hadrian. Cf. the .Aristotelian ■na^i^amXeia} appropriated to religious 

usage? 
467^^ (vi/a.D.): eAeijcroi^ ■Jjjwaj' ii[a] 

ra TO oou tA[f] 

mi 
The editor points out that mu, occurs three times in St. John's Gospel^ in each case as a pro- 
testatioHp e+g. xsip 15, For a similar use in an mvocation as here cf. Judith iXp 12^ Rev. xvip 7. 

468^ (vi/a.D.): ]+ ^ awOT-(..]. €k 

veuptov }v ^(ai) tou (?aFaT{ov] to *fpa 

Tos ]* Jc&TT^pT^cnu™ “ 

L KaTopri&ai^ (ed*)+ Could we read KaTjjpjnjcmwa (= jitaTapyTyjojmi) here for KaTijpnjucanti (y for 

t)? This would lend a good sense, "crippled the power of death" (ct 1 Cor. w, 26; z Tim. i, 10, and 

especially Heb. ii, 14). 
468^: ]S^pov Tov For the collocation see the citation given in Moulion-Milliganj 

Vocabulary 171 b: Kaibel 61jvoAov hp6fju>^ ~— IttAeto SuOj^iJ* Jer* xxiii, to has Spdjuov 'rroytip6s^ (B+ 

however, reads Spy/ids*),. 
470**- (?jv/ji.D.); fjLTj TTopcfS^ €p mpiotoaeii “suffer us not (to be) in adversity". wf/jiffTaerci r “not 

Biblical in this sense, but common in later Greek* (^d.). See^ however, 2 Maoc. i\\ ib: yaAcTTri TTcpl- 

CTumr, where the probable neutral sense ('drcuin^tances’) is coloured by the addition of the adjective. 
H. G. M^uam 
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Zeitichnfi fur iigypthche Spracke uud Aliertum^kunde, Liocvii^ edited by Walthir WotF, Leipzig, J. C+ 

Hbirichs, 1941-2. 

Through the courtesy of M- Capart the above-mcniioncd volume has been loaned me by the Fondation 

Reine ^lisabethp and as it is unlikely to be obtainable in England for a long time to come, some oFour readers 

may welcome a resume of the contents. Lack of space^ as wd\ as of timOp renders a full account impossiblep 

and in somje cases I shall give little more than the title, in others 1 shall add a few criticisms. The volume 

opens with a tribute to the late Karl Dynoff by .4. SchaifF; Dyrotf vi^as a greatly esteemed Arabist and 

Egyptologist whop however^ published very little. 

Next follow's an article by H. Junker entitled *ILm<iiung' ah Prefix in Zusajrimensft^^mgfn (pp, 5—7)- 

The starting-point is a brief descriptive legend accompanying scenes in which a body of 

youths escort from the shore the king's state-barge or the likcp Borchardt, Gr&hdmkmal des Kt^mgs ^afku^ 
Elp pis. 9i 17* 5a. Sethe had suggested as the meaning "Action of giving escort (on the part) of the youths", 

but only to reject it+ Junker has realised that this is the correct renderings and argues that ^ possessed 

the meaning "action* also in a number of passages of the Pyramid Texts (921» i-45h 1251^ 1^4) already 

quoted by Sethc. Junker then mentions several compounds {e.g. r~d^v, it, 397, 7) where r has the same 

forccp an extended form being literally "action of the ann\ w hich in turn gives rise to other compounds, 

the best-known being r-r-ht and r-r^kt { Jip 394, j i. iz). 

Next {pp. 7-12) K- H. Dittmann deals with the Old Kingdom title adding a founh e]iainplc from the 

tomb of Spii^Pt^ at Abukir to those already knowm. The mter rejects the translation "priest of the double 

axe" proposed by Newberry^ in Ann. Srrv. xxviii, 13S ff- and makes it probable that tbe dtle referred to some 

constructive craft. 

ScharfFfollows(pp. 13-21) with a new rendering of Dw l^hrtfur with grammatical and explanatory 

commentary. T refer to this article in one of my own on the same subject in tlic present volume of the 

Grapow"s short paper Zu Siellen dts FfVfitijr (pp, 11-3) starts with two remarks on the reading. That 

ntfty *hair is determined with and not with ffl have been noted^ as it has been common know> 

ledge since Griffith pointed it out in OLE tit, 186. The attempt to correct 3, 17 into ^ 

though proposed earlier by Thausig, as Grapow acknowledges in an additional note^ p. it2, b definitely 

wrong. The form of the sign under debate does not really resemble J* as may be verified from several 

examples of the latter in the adjacent lines; it is true that the form h strange for which only rarely (c.g. in 

8,12) receives a righnvard turn at the bottom; but there is one instance at least w%ich approximates closely 

to our extreme case, namely the last \ of ity in 8, 16. The rest of the article discusses n^ Hri imthy (or 
j/-snc) after the elaborate greetings in 7, 19-20; 7^ 26-Sp i. these words being plausibly explained as 

comments made by the story-teller to his unlettered audience—"that is bow^ a revered man (or "a king's son^) 

is greeted'* 

In "IikS tfnd IJpj, isicti KSnigsinsignien ah G<>tthriien (pp. 24.-7) hlecs deals with the same twro minor deities 

as my note JEA xxx, 29, n. 4, see too De Bock's deiermination of the reading of the former as lJ^,op. cit. xxxi, 

116. The conclusions reached by Kecs and myself are similar^^ but his treatment b fuller and better docu¬ 

mented. 
Roeticr next (pp. 27-44) discusses with wearisome over-ekboration ij2, etifc dgyptiseke Bronze- 

gruppe wfl sieben incorporating notes by Dr. N. Bufidts^ who appears as joint-author. The dcdica- 

cator, one Ockenrancf, kneels before seven deities, holding a basket of loaves on hb head. The main Rguies 

are Osiris and a protecting laia with sheltcriiig wings; at the sides are Rc^ and Sachmis, Neithand yet another 

^ Kc€3, like J^uier, took M to be the noitie of a garment, while [ imagined it to be that of a handkerchief or 

the like. There is little to choose between these possibilides^ but the determinative ^ h found also with tbe 
words kni and fpip believed to be the names of garments. 
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Sachmis. Th^ purpose of th^ group ind the way it was employed are utterly obacajrft. Tilt article is illu¬ 

strated by three admirable photographic plates. 
Two pages by A. Jirku {pp, 44-5) publish unimportant objects, at least one of them a pretty obtioua 

forgery, purcha^ by the author in Palestine, Eimge dgyfthch^ Skar^^ mid AimiUtU Faldsiina, after 

which Erichsen and Seidl translate and commcniate (pp- 46-S) a short deinotic document (P. Berlin 13536) 

of the early Ptolemaic period, a photograph and iTajtscnption being giv-en. As is indicated by the title of the 

latter paper dematis^h ZMunisanwdtungl this interesting little papyrus records the payment into the 

Koyal Bank of a debt owing by one prit^tc pereon to another. Prckigkc had maintain^ that the Royal 

Bank did not handle private transactions; this, then, would appear to have been an exception due to reasons 

of which we are not informed. 
In Zur Wormfnnmg im Kop^ischm [pp. 48-5^) W. Till pursues the laudable object of seeking unanimity 

in our methods of publishing Coptic texts. He rightly rejects for reasons of clarity the view^ of some scholars 

thai all words should be joined together which possess in common only one main accent, reimrkiiig that the 

French do not write Umrladornti. Nor does the expedient of a hyphen appeal to him. He then males tiis 

ow n spedfic suggesdons, taking clarity, not logic, as his guiding principle. Gunn points out to me that, at 

least in late times, some Coptic scribes follow ed a si^-stem strikingly similar to that of which Till disappravES, 

and he quotes Budge, CopUc Apocrypha^ pis. 1-4S. lliis fact ought to be taken seriously into account, 

S. Morenz, in a short paper entitled Ein kopfhih^ (pp. 5Z"4)i compares an episode in the Apoph- 

thegitiata (Zoega, 304) to the well-knowm story^ of Alexander and Diogenes, and agrees with RciUenstcin 

that Greek Cynicism played its part in the transirion from the older Egyptian J0f> df vivrf to the dismal 

asceticism of the Coptic monks. 

In a shorter note (p- 55) Grapow rightly points out that the w ords I) I, 76, 15) found in scenes 

of sailing on the Nile are a mere New Kingdom reinterpreution of the older ^ (IVL i, 73,7) used as the 

captain's command "^To starboard 1* In an equally short note (pp. SS-5) Anthes quotes two new examples* 

of { with the xi^xxc n pointed out by him in ZAS lsi, toq ff., and seeks thence to define the date of this 

exceptional use as between the 3Qth year of Ramesses 11 and the reign of Sethos i L 

In a lengthy article Agyptiscii^ yensttistpunsche in Sprikhen un^noShnltAi^r FiOS^ung ata dem Nfutn Rftch 

(pp, 57-78) Grapow has collected and commentated eleven paragraphs drawn from five stelae, etc.,^ of Dyns. 

XVIII-XIX all beginning with i|-=-in tw^o cases,^ with 

and following the conditional clause with an apodosis mainly of future sense describing benefits to be received 

by the deceased in the life to come. Grapow hazards the conjecture that these paragraphs may be quotations 

from a lost book of poetic or didactic character, but for such a guess there seems hut little ground. The 

benefits which the dc^d man promises himself are mostly of an ordinary kind, c.g. / ^httU rerei'ce oblalhns in 

prtifnee of tht Sole Lord, but a feW' arc less banal, e.g. / sh^Ube sttersman in thf Bark of MiUiom and A/y 

mil fte hetper of the bulanee hi preienee of the Great God* Lard of the functions which, as it ia rightly 

explained^ are elsewhere exerted by Horus and Anubb respectively. How^cver* as Grapow^ appositely states, 

the interest of these funerary wishes lies rather in their form than in their content. Accordingly he devotes 

some pages to discussing the above-mentioned protases* cidng as evidence all the cases known to him where 

a clause of condition begins with ft nim or more rarely with ft fcft; one or two of these show constructions 

omitted Of insufficiently illustrated in my Egypiian Grammar^ Grapow arrives at the conclusion that the 

umn (or tm) here introduced implies the speaker's belief in the truth of the proposition embedded in the 

protasis, and he therefore translates in every case Tst cs so, dass ., .* {h it the ease that. . .). Unfortunately 

he has overlooked the explanation of this type of construction given in my grammar; my moat comprehensive 

statement is in § 469, where it is pointed out that xvnn regularly replaces missing parts of the verb and that 

in order to seize the exact nuance of any clause containing a part of the verb lenn it is necessary^ to substitute 

he for it and then 10 note the sense emerging from that operation. Had Grapow proceeded in this fashion 

he would have seen at once that the two examples with ft tcfffl —one of them given in mv 1395—both 

^ Ret. trop^ XXI, 71^ No, 34; Louvre .A?!. 

» They are Berlin 7^7^; Cairo 3405?: Louvre A6ot and tw'o apparently unpublished inscriptions in the 
Cairo Museum copied for IVb. by Seihe, j _ hoca.id, Stbles, p. lOJ. 

^ Urh. IV, 1090, SI f=* 17); 1003# S- 
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implicilly contain Jty wn ^ there h*, ^ that the appropriate tranaLatlon is If there Af; these cases contradict 

Grapow's formulation, since clearly in them the speaker expressed no belief in the actual presence of a sup¬ 

pliant or an investigator^ but merely put fonvard that presence as a condition anlccetJent to the application 

of the apodoais. 11 is a mere coincidence that Grapow's explanation holds of tr ttnn hr , si nee the u nder- 

lymg fej ^ 323) is a comnioii mode of affirmation i on the other hand, to explain fr wnn ih itv as 

implying the speaker's belief of ih-iw 2s a fact deed not do full justice to the construction, since the under¬ 

lying ka h a farm frequent in genemli^atiorLS or statements of prevalent conditions (§ So far os 

I can see, Grapow nowhere Indicates the real intention of the authors of the passages which he has thus 

interestingly assembled ^ That intention was to afhrni that If it be a true generalisation that one obtains 

beatitude by behaving in such and such a manner (e,g, thraugh doing rights ^ through 

pntisitig god)f then the deceased will obtain beatitude; what is true gencially will be true in his case. In the 

rarer form we may render If tfie hlesxed oftet obtain Betititudef f ^ shatl 

folloto OnttophriSf the impItcatioTiS being M loo am a blessed one* and ‘to follow Onnophris is one variety of 

beatitude". 
The article Die Ireidm t^gelgestalt^en Seeienvorsteliungen der Agypler by E. Otto (pp. 78-^1} discusses the 

conceptions of the bai and the No hteroglyphs are given, so that examination of the autbor*a translations 

would involve looking up all his references. The Coffin Texts are here used for the firnt time, and them 

can be no doubt that this elaborate paper would reward the most careful study. However, its wTtier himself 

ignores earlier work on the same topic^ a reprehensible omission; our science cannot progress if every^ fresh 

treatment pay's no attention to those that have preceded. 

In Ein demodsefter Frozessvfrtrag (pp. 92-^) W. Erichsen makes a careful study of P. Berlin 3T13, w^cll 

knowm already as one of the documents concerned with the famous Law'suit of llcrmias. The ktterpress is 

accompanied by seven admirable autographed plates giving the demotic text with interlinear transliteration- 

'Phe volume closes with Kopiisrhe KkmEieraiur 1-4 by W, Till (pp, loi-ii)^ in the introduaory' para¬ 

graphs it k pointed out that V'arious small Coptic MSS, exist which their more rapid wTiting proclaims not 

to have been regarded as of genuine literary character. The author intends to publish those documents 

of this nature wffiich exist In the Vienna collection, and makes a start with a spell against fever, a love-charm, 

and a prayer. Alan H. Gardi^ter 

^ History of the Gitsa NeeropoHs, vol 1. By G. A. RersNEfi. Pp. xlvii+533, 75 pis., 6 maps, and numerous 

text-figs. HaAUrd University Press, Cambridge, U.S..^., 1942; Geoffrey Cumberlege, Oxford Univer¬ 

sity Press, London. £j. 7r, 

In this mighty tome the late ProL Reisner gives to the world the first instalment of the long-awaited 

publication of his lengthy and fruitful excavations in the necropolis of GiSiah. fie begins with discussions 

of the historj' and topography of the site. 2%s is, of course, well known, the vast majority of the O.K. mastabos 

at Gl^^ah lie on two sides of the pyramid of Cheops^ these groups the author designates the Western and 

Eastern Fields respectively^ and it is with them that he is mainly concerned in the present book. He sub¬ 

divides these two main cemeteries into what he calls ‘nucleus cemeteries\ i.e. separate groups of mastabas 

arranged in orderly blocks and erected by the order of Cheops for hb rebtives and the most important 

personages of his Court; upon this regular arrangement w^cre imposed in the course of time secondary 

mastabos belonging either to descendants of the original occupants or to the Aa-pricsts atiached to the tombs* 

go that to-day the original systematic grouping has been to some extent obscured. 

The bulk of this book is devoted to the discussion of the tombs themselves in almost every conceivable 

architectural and archaeological aspect ; materials employed and plans and methods of construction, whether 

of the cores and casings of the mastabas themselves, of the tomb-shafts and burial chambers* of the chapels 

for the funemy^ riles and tlieir decoration; and records of the objects found. No detail 13 left undcscribed* 

so that the author can classify each main architectural member of the finished tomb-complex into types and 

sub-typeSp and discu.^ their relationship to tombs on other sites. Inevitably this style of ircotment entails 

much enumeration of measurements and the like, so that the book makes somewhat heavy reading, but all 

the facts are there, even if at times one finds it difficult to see the wood for the trees. 

p 
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Ap^ from the purely archaeologicaJ aspect of their place, in the devtlopment of the decorations of the 

tomh-chapels, there is no discussion of the reliefs and inscripttons-their signihesmee for the understanding 

of ritual, See,, may perhaps be reserved for a later voluiru^but the author utters a timely word of wanung 

re^tarding the use of proper names, whether personaJ or topographical, com^onded with royal names as 

a means of dating a tomb, since such compound names are not an infallible ^idc j sec his rei^ks pp. 33 ff. 

'rhe ordinal imenncnis, where such have 5ur\'ivcd, exist but as skeletons in the vast majority of cases, the 

posture of burial varying from the fully crouching to the fully extended, but evidence of the beginnings of the 

more general practice of embalming, originally apparently confined to roy^ty, arc to be found in the pro¬ 

vision of ‘canopic’ pits or recesses to receive the internal oigans preserved in natron. Remains of a mummy 

were found, hrmevef, in tomb 0+340 (see pi. +8,/) and the intact mummy of a woman in Gaaao (sec pi. 4a 

and p. 45a); Reisner dates this burial to Dyn. V. It was not trapped from head to foot in the usual inanner, 

but was designed to imitate the living woman in the costume of the day, the long sleevelet tunic, with her 

feet and ankles projecting below it and her arms lying free along her sides. Over all was laid a linen shroud. 

The numerous plans, sections, and line-drawings illustrating the text are well executed, and the photo¬ 

graphic plates are excellent. At the end of the book are maps of the Gizah necropolis as a whole, of the 

Western and Eastern Fields, and, on a larger scale, of the 'nucleus cemeteries*. In short, Ais work, like the 

author’s other hooks, is a mine of information on its subject, and as such mil have to lie ready to the scholar's 

hand for consultation, even though few wUl perhaps care to peruse it from cover to cover. The fart that 

this is Vol. I holds out an implicit promise of a successor or successors to round off the publication of 

Reisner's work, and it is hoped that they will not be long delayed. dor 

Tilt Jms ill Egvpl i» ihe^ Hellemtic-Roman Agf in iiie Lighi of the Papyri. By V. TschOUKOWTR, The 

Ilchrew Univereity Pre^ Association. Jerusalem, 1945. xii-paya pp, in Hebrew, 32 pp. in English. 

This papyroiogical monograph of the distinguished ancient historian of Jerusalem is in Hebrw, but has 

an ample resume in English, which states the main conclusions reached. As most papyrologists have at 

least some Hebrew, tlie detailed reasoning of the author is not so difficult of access as may appear at the 

first g!an<». The work consists of Prolegomena to a CarpM Papyonim ludaicarum which Dr. Tschcrikowcr 

was prevented from completing by the War. The Introduction treats of such texts ss would naturdly be 

included in the author’s Corpiif, and of the criicria according to which a petsomd name may be considered 

as Jewish. As far as uncertain names are concerned, the author is a little too optimistic. The n^t ^aptera 

arc sound and valuable: thev deal with the settlement of the Jews in Egypt, with their economic life in the 

Nile country, with the taxes'which thev had to pay, and w4th the Jewish and Hellenistic laws in force for 

them. The chapter on the civic status of Egyptian Jews in the Roman period is, of necessity, more contro¬ 

versial, since here many much-dtscussed documenia, like the literary and papyrus letters of the Emperor 

Claudius and the Acts of Alexandrian Martyrs, have to be used. The JewUh revolt under Trajan is ivell 

surveyed, but has, in the reviewer's opinion, its origin less in internal Jewish affaire than the author and 

manv modern scholars hare suggested. It was probably encouraged rather by one of the leading Parthian 

commandcre opposing Trajan, namely, the king of Adiabene, scion of a family with wdl-known Jewish 

contacts, who knew', in order to save his throne and life, how' to use Jewish discontent and Messianic hopes 

effectively to menace Trajan's supply lines. The last chapter is concerned with the names of the Jews of 

Egy pt, and is competent and careful. A brief survey of the development of Egyptian jew^ concludes this 

useful monograph. Some literature of recent date was not accessible to the author during the War, e.g. 

Prof. A. Scgii’s article Tke Status of the Jeecs in Ptoiemak and Romm Egypt in femsk Sociai Studies, vi 

(1944), pp. 374 ff.. which he would probably have coirertcd and refuted, and Prof. A. Wilhelm, Zu dem 

f udenetiawe dts Piolemaios Philndelpftos in Arehiv f. Pap. Xiv (19+1), pp. 30 ff. Let us hope that peace 

conditions will soon allow Dr. Tschcrikower to proceed with his projected Corpus. 
F. M. Heicheliieim 
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Fapyrohgica i^giuno-Baiara^ cd. Instinjtum PapyrolDgicum Uni^'enjitatU Lugduno-Batavae, vpU. l-nJ^ 

Leyden, E. J* BniU 1941-3, VqI- t: Tiie Warren Papyri, pp. x+74, with seven plates, VoL ii: Kinige 

Wiener Papyri, edited by E, Bhmw inkel, Pp. xu+76^ with six plat^^ Vq[, tii a: Same Oxford Papyri 

edited by E. P. Wece^th. Pp. xii+93H 

A reviewer may be excused if hts firat rescliofi to these handsome fascicles ts one of plain astonishment as, 

bearing in mind the years in which they appearedp he observ es the excellent paper on which they are printed, 

the format generous even for a peace-time production, the elaborate indices and admirable plateSp the 

absence of any suggestion of restrictions such as we have suffered (and still suffer) here; but astonishment 

will soon give place to admiration as he reflects that the creation of a new series in a held of such limited 

appeal as papymiog}- is a credit not only to Dutch scholarship (which these vxilumcs certainly are) but also 

to Dutch morale in the most diihcuLt years of Holland's history. Our congratulations are due to all con¬ 

cerned in the production of the flist three volumes of this series to which we wish a long and equally sucoes- 

fid future- 
In volume l (P^ Warren) are published twenty-one papyri which, originally the property of the late 

E. P. Warren, pasEted into the hands of H. .\sa ThoitiaSp who prcsenied them 10 the l^-yden Papyrological 

institute. They have been here carefully and thoroughly edited by eight students of Lcydcit University 

under the supervision of Frofesors David, i-an Groningen* and S'an Oven. Nine of them (on the whole the 

more interesting texts of the collection) had already been published by Hum and un some of these^ not 

uimaturally, the editors have little or nothing to add; but ui the editing of the magical and astrologicaJ text, 

the most Important in the whole collection (no. ar), a dcfmitc advance has been made. Thus In J. i [funt 

read { ); as an abbreviation for ^e) it is not very probable nor is it easy to fit into the text; the 

editors' suggc3tio>ji that it is a s}'mbol for A£f;^inds is to my mind indubitably right; more doubtful but attractive 

is their reading wcTaStViv in h 32 w'herc Hunt read (tentatively correcting it to Of the 

texts published here for the first time two privnte letters (nos, 13 and 20) dcscn^c commem. The former 

refers to the olfeiing of Incense to the god Harpebekisp w'ho (unless the prognosti^tion of the long life of 

his worshipper wris determined by the way ui which the Incense burnt) seems to have been an oiacular 

deity; the latter is a specimenp though inoomplete, of a surprisingly rare class^ the private letter expressed 

in educated, if not literary^ language {note the use of lopm^ meaning ^occasion of rejoicing'). 

A few points of detail may be noticed^ Mo- 4 a receipt for work on the embankment^ contains a phmsc 

for which theeditOfSoffernoeLtplanatlon AwA *. ^; for the first word (Zt^uv) seems barely possible) I have 

nothing to offer^ but the last two may w^ell be X{eyo^^) (the nickname of the particular part of the 

dike). In no. 7 the editors are unnecessarily pua^led by the pa>TTient of siicharia-, references to the 

sttcliarion not as a garment but as a unit of VTilue arc not uncommon in the fourth century (e.g. P. Oxy. 

xvt- [905)^ In no-13, to Judge from the plate, the reading of the papyrus is /TAoirrtW^tp not In the 

same text is by a slip translated paimgarden, [n no. ij 1 should punctuate the opening 

lines somewhat differently^ by remoring the fuJ] stop in I. 3, replacing the question mark in L 5 by a stop 

and treating the clause as being in apposition to [ai^Jrd of I. 2. In their note on L 13 the editors are 

mistaken in saying that is elsewhere found only in an inscription, as a glance at LiddeLI-Scott-jones 

will show. In L 29 of no. 13 occurs the puzzling expression ^ctxmy i the editors rightly reject the 

idea that It b a transliteration of reilus^ but it is clearly a latinism and most probably the acc. plur* of villus, 

though the exact sense is obscure. 

The English in which introductions, translations, and notes are written is generally dear and few of the 

small slips 1 have noticed are likely to mislead. In the indices to this and to the other two volumes words 

not to be found In the are usefully indicated by an asterisk, and in the final index to each volume 

is a list of additions to Gradenwitz’s Kantrdrittdrx; but words that are altogether new to Greek (in this 

%'olume opAkiaTiK6^ and are not specially picked out. 

In volume 11 E. Boswinkel has edited seventeen texts, all post-Ptolcmaic and largely of the fourth century', 

from the Vienna eolloction- The outbreak of war prevented the editor from making a final check of his 

tianscripis against the originals and limited the number of plates, but his work showrs few signs of incom¬ 

pleteness. A high proportion of the texts (and th^ are* as $0 often* the more interesting] are fragmentary', 

and the editor has acquitted himself w'elL on material that is anything but easy to handle. On one of the 

most interesting texts in the v'olumcp^ no. 14, 1 have already commented in JEA sxxi, p. 113; of the rest. 
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attention may be drawn to no. i. a petition of a.d. 87 in which six priests of Soroopaei Nmus claim 

that their office is heritable and so not subject to auction, to no. 2, a bitth ce^cate of the son of 

a councillor of Heraclcopolis and an Andnoite woman which proves t^t the child of such a tramage 

was entitled to Antinoite citiaenship and also introduces a new demc, Aristios, and to no. 5. This last is a 

marriage contract of A.O. 315. exceptional both in its reference to the Lex Papia Poppaea and 

bride is described as consenting (rf&j«pwov) to the marriage. The editor"* commentary on this difficult 

and unique text is admirable, and he is no doubt right in drawing attention to the markedly Roman futures 

of the contract as eridence of Diocletian'* Romaniiing policy. In 1. S of no, 4 the editor prints 

a singular instance (if the reading is correct) of a feminine termination to this adjective. In no. i ij » 

for rent, the editor prints the first three lines as duSicp/wf dfocrftdppu / .Tapanitun / drpv isow irA{«<rr)ii 

yauitii' where 8t(a) followed by t<pS) vlou or a proper name would seem more likely■ No. 13, m account 

of the fourth century, had already b«r published by Wessely in Em jl/ffffHK/iefifln wi Philt^elos, but the 

present text is a great advance. In col. i, L S. however, I cannot think that the editor's reading, ;7apeA«[p'l{#ie)™ 
is conea (Vi’esscly read o'). would be conceivable, but the plate shows very plainly 

and a curved stroke of abbreviation after the e. We should, I think, read liopwparu)^) o 

i.e* the arrears of one solidus amounting to io talents^ ^ 
It is in no ww a disparagement of the firet two volumes in the senes to say that Pr. egener a vo ume or 

its philological conuneniarv, knowledge of the administrative and (in spite of her dUclalmer) 1^1 bac - 

ground, and sheer thoroughness is 10 a class by itself. Five of the texts arc the property of the Ashi^lt^ 

Museum, the temaindcr belong to the Bodleian; in view of the many different connexions of Oxford with 

papyrology, P. Oxford Wegener might be a better title than P. Oxford and less liable to confusion with the 

Oxvrhvnchus series. Many of the introductions and notes are essays in ihcmwlves—a practice which can 

be *a doubtful blessing when candidates for doctoral theses feel themselves obliged to recount all the views 

of all their predecessors, but it is only fair to say that in every case Dr. Wegener really advances the solution 

of the problem discussed. Here we may cite the discussion of the fit^cial administration of the metropolcis 

m the pre-Severan epoch with a re-edition of P.Oxy. 1117 (introduction to 2), that, on the meaning o wptoKc 

KTvuaTa (note to 1.4of no. 3), and that on the nationality of the farmer Luciu* Bellenus Gemellus, this last in 

connexion with one of the few complete documents in the collection. Of the documents the^lves may be 

mentioned no. 7, a request fo r regbtradon of Inheritance *aTA ra Tiitf*afwv which should be of consider¬ 

able interest to jurists and no. 4, a petition to the prefect in volving a three-cornered dispute between canacl- 

owneis, humeis. and a soldier. In I, 7 of this text I have checked the reading suggested by the editor against 

the original and find tt acceptable except for the «[r] which cannot he reconciled with the trac« (sm - 

is just possible); in 1.4 may be proposed in place of the improlMblc and in 1. 13 

should probablv be corrected to teri. Boom may be found for one small cnticism; apropos of no. 12, it is rash 

to add a new word to the lexicon (and it appears without a query in the index) on the strength of one letter 

and a calcnilation of £pact, particiilarly as gives excellent sense and the apace may be accountc 

for by a correction or miswritiiig or a word such as ^ 
Dr. Wegener's English b remarkably good and never seriously misleads^ though *a basket of cars among 

the douceurs to be paid by a lessee is a little startling unless one has looked at the Greek first- But what is 

really impressive about this volume is the way in which the last drop of meaning is wrung from every word 

or fragment of a word, a quality which compensates for, though it also makes one regret, the fact that the 

texts themselves are not always worth the care lavished on them. -4 volume of facsimiles of all the texts 

edited here is to be published shortly. 
C. H. Roberts 
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NOTICE 

We have been requested to insert the following.—^Ed. 

Under the title Un* itttprtsa archaea!ogtce Milanese at matgtni on'etstali del deserto lilnco Professor 

A. Vogliano published (1942) an account of his excavations at Medinet Madi beginning in 1934. It 
is only within the past two months that copies of this publication have reached Ann Arbor. At the 
outset (p. 8) he mahes certain incorrect statements which impugn the probitv and good faith of the 

Univeraitj' of Michigan. The Research Committee of the Museum of Archaeologv’ of the University, 
which is charged with the supervision of its archaeological undertakings, finds it necessaiv to take 
notice of Professor Vogliano^s assertions and Issue the following statement. 

It is true that the University of Michigan applied for the right to excavate at Medinet Madi, 
unaware that application had been made by lulian archaeologists. The decision of the Service of 
Antiquities to grant the site to an Italian expedition was accepted by the University of Michigan's 

representatives regretfully but with good grace. The other statements made by Professor Vogliano 

in connexion with this matter are incorrect. When the concession was assigned to an Italian expedi¬ 

tion no representative of the University of Michigan ‘attempted to impugn the legality' of the 
Italian request; nor did any representative of the University propose, or lend countenance to a 
proposal, 'to divide the zone into two parts’. 

(Signed) A. E. R. Boak, Chairmm 

Frank E, Robbins, Exeaitive Secretary 

For the Research Committee of the Museum of Archaeology, 

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. 
July 1946. 
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

XXVI. ROCK-DRAWINGS OF SOUTHERN UPPER EGYPT, Part I. By Ham A. WlNKi.*®, 
with Preface by Sir Bobebt Mond. Forty-one Plates. 1938. i8r. 
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XXII. TVVO THEOCRITUS P.APYRI. By A. S. Hunt and J. Johnson. Two Collotype Ftaica. 
1930. yar. 
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